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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to study data mining query optimization in a Logicbased Knowledge Discovery Support Environment. i.e, a flexible knowledge discovery system with capabilities to obtain, maintain, represent, and utilize both induced
and deduced knowledge. In particular, we focus on frequent pattern queries, since
this kind of query is at the basis of many mining tasks, and it seems appropriate
to be encapsulated in a DBMS as a primitive operation. We introduce an inductive
language for frequent pattern queries, which is simple enough to be highly optimized
and expressive enough to cover the most of interesting queries. Then we study optimization issues, defining novel algorithms for constrained frequent pattern mining
i.e., finding all itemsets included in a transaction database that satisfy a given set
of constraints. Finally, all the contributions in both the linguistic part of the thesis
and the algorithmic part, are amalgamated together in order to define an optimized
constraint-pushing operational semantics for the proposed language.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Knowledge Discovery in Databases is a complex iterative and interactive process
which involves many different tasks that can bring the analyst from raw dirty data
to actionable knowledge. A rigorous user interaction during such process is needed in
order to facilitate efficient and fruitful knowledge manipulation and discovery. Such
a rigorous interaction can be achieved by means of a set of data mining primitives,
that should include the specification of
1. the source data
2. the kind of knowledge to be mined
3. background knowledge
4. interestingness measures for patterns evaluation
5. the representation of the extracted knowledge
Providing a query language capable to incorporate all these features may result,
like in the case of relational databases, in a high degree of expressiveness in the
specification of data mining tasks, a clear and well-defined separation of concerns
between logical specification and physical implementation of data mining tasks, and
easy integration with heterogeneous information sources.
Clearly the implementation of this vision presents a great challenge. A path to
this goal is indicated in [86] where Mannila introduces an elegant formalization for
the notion of interactive mining process: the term inductive database refers to a
relational database plus the set of all sentences from a specified class of sentences
that are true of the data.
The notion of Inductive Database fits naturally in rule-based languages, such
as deductive databases [49, 51]. A deductive database can easily represent both
extensional and intensional data, thus allowing a higher degree of expressiveness
than traditional relational algebra. Such capability makes it viable for suitable
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representation of domain knowledge and support of the various steps of the KDD
process.
The last consideration leads to the definition of a Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment as a deductive database programming language that
models deductive rules as well as inductive rules. The main idea of the previous
definition is that of providing a simple way for modelling the key aspects of a data
mining query language:
• the source data and the background knowledge are represented by the relational extensions;
• deductive rules provide a way of integrating background knowledge in the
discovery process, pre-processing source data, post-processing and reasoning
on the newly extracted knowledge;
• inductive rules provide a way of declaratively invoking mining procedures with
explicit representation of interestingness measures.

Figure 1.1: The vision of Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment.

1.1

Association Rules and Frequent Patterns

Since its introduction in 1993 [2] the task of association rules mining has received a
great deal of attention. Today the mining of such rules is still one of the most popular
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pattern-discovery methods in KDD. In brief, given a set of transactions, where each
transaction is a set of items, an association rule is an expression X → Y , where X
and Y are sets of items. The intuitive meaning of such a rule is that the transactions
that contain the items in X tend to also contain items in Y . An example of such
a rule might be that “30% of transactions that contain beer also contain diapers;
2% of all transactions contain both these items”. Here 30% is called the confidence
of the rule, and 2% the support of the rule. The idea of mining association rules
originates from the analysis of market-basket data where we are interested in finding
rules describing customers behavior in buying products. Their direct applicability
to business problems together with their inherent understandability, even for non
data mining experts, made association rules a popular mining method.
The problem of mining association rules is to find all rules that satisfy a userdefined minimum support and minimum confidence. This problem can be decomposed in two subproblems [2]:
1. Find all combinations of items called, frequent itemsets, whose support is
greater than minimum support.
2. Use the frequent itemsets generated in the previous step to extract rules. The
idea is that if, for instance, ABCD is frequent, the the rule AB → CD holds
if the ratio of support(ABCD) to support(AB) is at least as large as the
minimum confidence.
The first subproblem, frequent itemsets mining, is the most complex and timeconsuming, and for this reason the greatest body of research as focussed mainly
on this problem. Once generated frequent itemsets to compute association rules
is a quite straightforward problem. Moreover in the last years, many researcher as
started considering accuracy just as one among many interestingness measures. The
real problem is efficiently mining frequent itemsets, which is the basis for a whole
class of data mining tasks much more general than simple association rules. Among
these:
• Correlation [30];
• Causality [129];
• Sequential Patterns [6, 132, 92, 115];
• Frequent Episodes [90];
• Constrained Frequent Itemsets [133, 105, 70, 82, 62];
• Associative Classification [83];
• Optimized Association Rules [119];
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• Cyclic Association Rules [109];
• Ratio Rules [80];
• Iceberg Queries and Iceberg Rules [12, 46];
• Partial Periodicity [66];
• Emerging Patterns [45].
Therefore, in this thesis, we focus on a general framework having frequent itemsets
counting as its base, that we call Frequent Pattern Queries, and we investigate such
a framework at every level: language, algorithm, and system level.

1.2

Thesis Position and Objective

The objective of this thesis is to study patterns discovery query optimization in a
Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment (LKDSE in the following).
In particular, we choose LDL-Mine [49, 51] as our LKDSE. In this system inductive rules have been defined by means of iterative user-defined aggregates: such
a definition is theoretically elegant and well-founded, but it gives no real opportunity of query optimization. Therefore, the objective of our thesis is to overcome
optimization limitations in such a logic environment.
n our vision, the data analyst should have a high-level vision of the data mining
system, without worrying about the details of the computational engine, in the very
same way a database designer has not to worry about query optimizations. The
analyst must be provided with a set of primitives to be used to communicate with
the data mining system, using a data mining query language. The analyst just needs
to declaratively specify in the data mining query how the desired patterns should
look like and which conditions they should obey (a set of constraints). Indeed, the
task of composing all constraints and producing the most efficient mining strategy
(execution plan) for the given data mining query should be left to an underlying
query optimizer. This is the paradigm of Declarative Mining. Following this vision,
we define a new language of inductive queries on top of a deductive database. In
our framework an inductive rule is simply a boolean formula over sentences about
the desired pattern:
• These sentences are taken form a specified class of sentences and they can be
seen as mining primitives, computed by a specialized algorithm (and not by
aggregates as in the previous approach).
• The set of all admissible sentences is just some “syntactic sugar” on top of an
algorithm. The algorithm is the inductive engine.

1.3. RESEARCH PATH FOLLOWED AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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• Each sentence can be defined over some deductive predicates (relations) defining the data source for the mining primitive.
Therefore, in this setting we have a clear distinction between what must be
computed by deductive engine (deductive rules) and what by the inductive engine
(inductive rules).
Moreover we clearly specify the relationship between the inductive and the deductive part of an inductive database: the deductive engine feeds the inductive engine
with data sources by means of the deductive predicates contained in the inductive
sentences; the inductive engine returns in the deductive database predicates representing patterns that satisfy all the sentences in the inductive rule. Having a well
defined and restricted set of possible sentences allows us to write highly optimized
algorithms to compute inductive rules. The analyst declaratively define sentences
about the desired pattern and the algorithm compute the patterns using the most
efficient strategy w.r.t. the given conjunction of sentences.

1.3

Research Path Followed and Achievements

The original contribution of this thesis is the definition of a simple, but very expressive, language for inductive frequent patterns queries, which allows to be highly
optimized.
1. Our starting point is the identification of the requirements of a Data Mining Query Language (DMQL), and a critic analysis of existing proposals of
DMQLs [26, 23, 138, 117, 95, 75, 76, 67, 69, 68, 124, 126, 97, 43, 42]. Mannila’s proposal of Inductive Database is studied [24, 25], and it is shown how
this notion allows a flexible theoretical basis for integrating induction and
deduction from a database point of view.
2. Following this idea, we settle our research in the LKDSE LDL-Mine[49, 51].
In this system inductive rules have been defined by means of iterative userdefined aggregates: such a definition is theoretically elegant and well-founded,
but it gives no real opportunity of queries optimization. In order to overcome
this limitation we drop (at least by an operational point of view) the aggregatebased approach and, we provide a new proposal of inductive query language
geared on frequent patterns discovery.
3. Language definition starts with a rigorous identification of all basic components
which play a role in a frequent pattern queries. This identification leads to
the definition of frequent pattern query, which is the basis on which is defined
the language. While defining the language we have tried to make it simple
enough to be highly optimized, and expressive enough to be useful in many
data mining application involving frequent patterns.
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4. Formal semantics of the new inductive rules is provided by showing that exists
a unique mapping from each inductive rule of the language to a Datalog++
program with aggregates. Thanks to this mapping we can define the formal
declarative semantics of an inductive rule as the iterated stable model of the
corresponding Datalog++ program [13, 52].
5. Expressiveness of the proposed inductive query language is systematically
studied by means of examples of complex queries involving frequent patterns.
Some of these queries are directly suggested by our previous practical mining
application experiences [14, 16, 17] .
6. The main contributions of this thesis, however, have been obtained while
studying frequent pattern queries optimization. In particular we have focussed
our research on algorithms for constrained frequent pattern mining i.e., finding
all itemsets included in a transaction database that satisfy a given set of constraints. In this context we have introduced 4 novel algorithms [18, 19, 20, 21]
which have established a new state-of-the-art for this computational problem.
7. Finally all various contributions in both the linguistic part and the algorithmic
part of our work, are amalgamated by defining an optimized constraint-pushing
operational semantics for our inductive language. This semantics is based
on a frequent pattern mining operator, which is able to exploit as much as
possible the given set of constraints, and which can adapt its behavior to the
characteristics of the given input set of data.

1.4

Thesis Organization

We proceed as follows. In Chapter 2 we first describe requirements of a Data Mining
Query Language (DMQL in the following) and we provide a brief overview of existing
proposals of DMQL. Then we formally introduce the concept of Inductive Database
and then we show how this notion allows a flexible theoretical basis for integrating
induction and deduction from a database point of view.
Then the LKDSE LDL-Mine is introduced. This work can be seen as an ancestor of our study since both approaches adopt the same deductive database language
and system in order to define a LKDSE. At the end of the Chapter we highlight
the main drawback of the aggregate-based approach, which is lack of optimization
opportunities. In order to overcome this limitation we drop (at least by an operational point of view) the aggregate-based approach and, in Chapter 4, we introduce
our inductive query language with a new kind of inductive rules, geared on frequent
patterns discovery. Formal semantics of the new rules is provided by mapping them
to the corresponding LDL-Mine aggregate-based inductive rules. Expressiveness
of the proposed inductive query language is systematically studied by means of
examples.

1.4. THESIS ORGANIZATION
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Chapter 5 is totally devoted to the investigation of efficient algorithms for the
evaluation of frequent patterns queries under user-defined constraints. State of the
art of algorithms for such a computational problem is systematically described.
Then our contributions to the field are introduced in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 and
experimental results are provided.
Chapter 8 is the crossing-over Chapter between the linguistic part of the thesis
and the algorithmic part: the algorithmic results in Chapter 6 and 7 are amalgamated with the language definition provided in Chapter 4, in order to define an
optimized constraint-pushing operational semantics for the inductive rules of our
framework.
Finally in Chapter 9 we summarize the main features of our approach, the main
contributions of the thesis and highlight some open problems that are worth of
further investigation.
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CHAPTER 1. CONTENTS

Part I
Languages

Chapter 2
Query Languages for Data Mining
and Inductive Databases
As stated in the Introduction of this thesis, adapting data mining techniques to
specific classes of applications, requires a query language able to specify:
1. the source data
2. the kind of knowledge to be mined
3. background knowledge
4. interestingness measures for patterns evaluation
5. the representation of the extracted knowledge
Providing a query language capable to incorporate all these features may result,
like in the case of relational databases, in a high degree of expressiveness in the
specification of data mining tasks, a clear and well-defined separation of concerns
between logical specification and physical implementation of data mining tasks, and
easy integration with heterogeneous information sources.
In this Chapter we first provide a brief overview of proposed query languages for
data mining, and then we introduce the concept of Inductive Database.

2.1

Query Languages for Data Mining

There are many proposals for query languages for data mining, and this Section is
devoted to their analysis. The integrated approaches that we shall consider can be
grouped in two main categories:
• relational-based approaches, aimed at extending the current relational technology (query languages and system architectures) in order to provide a relational
support for data mining applications.

22CHAPTER 2. QUERY LANGUAGES FOR DATA MINING AND INDUCTIVE DATABASES
• logic-based approaches, in which the main effort is devoted in providing intelligent logic-based interfaces to data mining algorithms.

2.1.1

Relational Extensions

The efforts for the development of mining tools tightly integrated with SQL DBMS,
aim at the representation of both the source data and the extracted rules as database
relations. In this context, the description of mining requests is performed by means
of a SQL-like language that allows a flexible specification of mining statements. A
major problem with such approaches is the limited expressive power of the underlying relational model. Defining complex relations among entities may require sets of
logical expressions, containing advanced forms of negation and recursion. Clearly,
such a limitation is particularly important when the aim is to extract high-level
knowledge and represent domain knowledge.
The query language proposed in [94, 95] extends SQL with the new operator
MINE RULE, which allows the computation and coding of associations in a relational
format. Let us consider the relation transaction(Date, CustID, Item, Value) that
contains the transactions of a sales representative. The following rule allows the
extraction of the rules with support 20% and confidence 50%:
MINE RULE Associations AS
SELECT DISTINCT 1..n Item AS BODY, 1..1 Item AS HEAD,
SUPPORT,CONFIDENCE
WHERE BODY.Value > 100 AND HEAD.Value > 100
FROM transaction
GROUP BY CustID
HAVING COUNT(Item) > 4
CLUSTER BY Date
HAVING BODY.Date < HEAD.Date
EXTRACTING RULES WITH SUPPORT: 0.2, CONFIDENCE: 0.5
The above expression specifies the mining of associations of purchased items such
that the right part of the rule (consisting of only 1 item) has been purchased after
the left part of the rule (that can consist of more than one item), and related to
those customers who bought more than 4 items. Moreover, we consider only items
with a value greater than 100.
The above approach reflects the following features, according to the characterization depicted above:
• The source data is specified as a relational entity, and data preparation is
accomplished by means of the usual relational operators. For example, the
source table can be specified by means of usual join operations, selections and
projections.
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• The extended query language allows mining of unidimensional association
rules. The GROUP BY keyword allows the specification of the transaction identifier, while the item description is specified in the SELECT part of the operator.
• Limited forms of background knowledge can be specified, by imposing some
conditions over the admitted values of BODY and HEAD, and by using multiple
source tables. Notice, however, that relying directly on SQL does not allow
direct specification of more expressive constructs, such as, e.g., concept hierarchies. A limited form of data reorganization is specified by the CLUSTER
keyword, that allows the specification of topology constraints (i.e. membership
constraints of the components of rules to clusters).
• Concerning interestingness measures, the above operator allows the specification of the usual support and confidence constraints, and of further constraints
over the contents of the rules (in particular, the SELECT keyword allows the
specification of cardinality constraints).
• extracted knowledge is represented by means of relational tables, containing
the specification of four attributes: Body, head, Support, Confidence.
Imielinski and Virmani [75, 76] put in evidence the importance of fully integrating the results of the mining queries in a relational environment. The MSQL
proposal defines an extension to the SQL language to achieve closure between extracted knowledge and deductive knowledge.
SELECT *
FROM transaction
WHERE VIOLATES ALL (
GETRULES( transaction ))
WHERE BODY IS { ( Item = *)}
AND CONSEQUENT IS { ( Item = *)}
AND CONFIDENCE > 0.5 )
The above query allows the specification of the portion of the data that violates
the given rules (i.e., the transactions that have the left part, but not the right part
of the rule).
On-Line Analytical Mining [40, 65, 64, 128] is an approach that integrates on-line
analytical processing with data mining knowledge in multi-dimensional databases.
DMQL [67, 69, 104, 68] is the corresponding querying paradigm. The language
shows many similarities with the approaches shown above, denoting however the
following differences:
• its source data is a data cube (and hence it is specified by means of a set of
dimensions and measures)
• it allows the specification of concept hierarchies
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• the result is specified as a “conceptual” cube, with patterns as dimensions and
quality measures as measures.
As an example the following query specifies a classification task against a star schema
MINE DATABASE Credit Ranks
USE HIERARCHY location hierarchy FOR C.Address
MINE CLASSIFICATION AS Credit Risk
ANALYZE Risk
IN RELEVANCE TO C.Address, C.Age, P.type
FROM Client C, account I, account types P
WHERE C.ID = I.client ID AND P.ID = I.account ID
WITH ERROR ≤ 5%
DISPLAY AS TABLE
It is out of the scope of this Chapter to investigate the implications of the conceptual and logical level over the physiscal layer. However, it is worth noting how the
above approach requires, differently from the others approaches, ad-hoc structures
for efficient data cube operations, as well as specialized mining algorithms working
on data cubes. Such architectural choices are based on the observation that different memory organizations and indexes can provide a better architectural support for
Data Mining. A similar approach has been also defined in [73, 79, 128, 40], where
the storage management of the DBMS is defined in way that allows the optimization
of the typical OLAP operation and Data Mining access operations.

2.1.2

Deductive Databases

The query flocks proposal in [138] shows how the combination of association rules
with the deductive capabilities of a logic query language yields a higher degree
of expressiveness and flexibility, which is crucial in addressing the above specified
problems. The approach proposes the specification of the mining task by means of
logical clauses. For example, the problem of mining frequent itemsets of size 2 can
be specified by means of the following program:
pair(I1 , I2 , counthTi) ← basket(T, I1 ), basket(T, I2 ), I1 < I2 .
rules(I1 , I2 )
← pair(I1 , I2 , C), C ≥ 2.
The above specification has the main advantage of allowing a complete integration
of source knowledge, background knowledge and extracted knowledge. However, the
authors put in evidence how the above “natural” specification must be refined with
suitable execution strategies. For example, using the apriori property [69],
if count(S, D) > T then for each S 0 ⊆ S, count(S 0 , D) > T
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(where count(S, D) is the number of occurrences of itemset S in dataset D), the
above program may be transformed into an equivalent but extremely more efficient
one:
temp(I, counthTi)
← basket(T, I).
filter(I)
← temp(I, C), C ≥ 2.
pair(I1 , I2 , counthTi) ← filter(I1 ), filter(I1 ),
basket(T, I1 ), basket(T, I2 ).
rules(I1 , I2 )
← pair(I1 , I2 , C), C ≥ 2.
So, in this approach the logic language is presented as specification formalism
while the emphasis is given on the computational support, that has to be re-defined
for each mining method on the basis of the properties of the problem to be analyzed.
The first proposal of using a deductive database language for explorative data
analysis has been developed in [124, 126]. The main idea is that of defining metarules that describe general patterns. Intuitively, a meta-rule
P1 (X1 ) ∧ P2 (X2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ Pn (Xn ) ⇒ Q1 (Y1 ) ∧ Q2 (Y2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ Qm (Ym )
where Pi , Qj are predicate variables, and Xi , Yj are (tuples of) term variables, represents a high-level concept to be investigated. By instantiating such concept with
rules built on the relations of the databases, i.e., by instantiating the predicate variables and possibly some term variables, one can then verify which patterns hold in
the database. For example, the meta-rule
P (X, Y ) ∧ Q(X, Z) ⇒ R(X, W )
can be analyzed against the database
transaction(cust1, sugar, 20).
transaction(cust2, sugar, 10).
transaction(cust1, oranges, 30).
transaction(cust2, oranges, 40).
transaction(cust1, apples, 20).
purchase(X, Y)
← basket(X, Y, ).
avg value(X, avghAi) ← basket(X, , A).
by instantiating all the predicate variables, and then executing the right-hand and
the left-hand of the obtained instances in order to compare the results. This allows
discovering, e.g., the rule
purchase(X, sugar) ∧ purchase(X, oranges) ⇒ avg value(X, 20)
which states that, if a purchaser includes in his basket oranges and sugar, then
usually the average values of his purchased items is 20.
The most relevant features of the approach can be summarized as follows:
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• The source data is represented by first order predicates defined either extensionally or intensionally. This is a major advantage w.r.t. the relational
approaches, where the only available sources are extensional predicates.
• The approach concentrates on meta-rule mining, even if in [126] an extension
of the approach to classification and clustering is shown. From a theoretical
point of view, meta-rule mining is a more expressive extension of association
rule mining, since it allows the specification of both unidimensional and multidimensional rules, as well as of different forms of associations (such as the
on shown above). From a practical point of view, the main limitation is given
by the rigid format of the meta-rules (so that it is difficult, for example, to
specify rules of arbitrary length).
• background knowledge can be easily provided by exploiting the capabilities of
the logic database language representing the deductive engine (e.g., LDL++).
For example, it is easy to provide support for conceptual hierarchies.
• Quantitative interestingness measures need to be a priori defined. [124] provides as a quality measure the estimation of the probability of the rule. Notice,
however, that some forms of constraints can be easily introduced by explicitly
specifying them in the meta-queries. For example, we can instantiate both
predicate and term variables, or impose some constraints over such variables.
• Extracted knowledge is represented by means of general clauses. Even if such
a representation is quite similar to the representation of the source data and
background knowledge, no mapping into the underlying knowledge base has
been defined. Hence, there is no closure between the extracted knowledge and
the mined knowledge, and the results of the mining phase need to be ad-hoc
processed in order to be integrated into the process.
In this approach the logic language is used as a computational engine for subparts
of the mining process. The right and left parts of the meta-rule are instantiated by
generating all possible queries matching them. Such queries are solved within the
deductive component, and the most significant answers (according to some interestingness measure) are chosen. Notice, however, that there’s no real integration
between deduced and induced knowledge, e.g., between the results of the analysis
and user-defined knowledge.

2.1.3

Inductive Logic Programming

A more general framework in the direction of meta-rule guided mining is the Inductive Logic Programming approach [97]. This approach tries to overcome two main
limitation of the classical machine learning and data mining approaches:
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• the use of a limited knowledge representation formalism (e.g., attribute-value
pairs in association rules mining)
• difficulties in using substantial background knowledge in the mining process.
Of particular interest is the technique proposed in [43, 42] that addresses a general
Datalog formulation of the frequent pattern discovery problem. The approach can
be characterized as follows:
• Source data is specified by logic programs, i.e., both extensional and intensional databases.
• The mining task is frequent query discovery, formulated as discovering frequent
statements of the form:
∃(Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Qn ⇒ Qn+1 ∧ . . . Qm )
where each Qi is a Datalog predicate. Mining such patterns means specifically
to traverse the search space of the conjunctions of all instantiations of all
predicates. In order to overcome to obvious efficiency problems that could
arise, the specific patterns to be mined are formally specified in a way that
constrains the search space. For example, in order to mine association rules,
the following constraints can be specified:
basketID(−t)
basket(+t, sugar), basket(+t, orange), basket(+t, apples)
that enumerate the predicates of interest (basketID and basket), the free
variables (the symbol −t, specifying that a certain term t can be freely generated), and the bound variables (the symbol +t, specifying that the term t
must be the same term generated by the free variable in basketID(−t)).
• The interestingness measure considered is the frequency of a query pattern,
i.e., the number of answer substitutions that satisfy a query ∃(Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Qm )
and its left subquery ∃(Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Qn ).
• Since predicates can be defined by means of rules, background knowledge can
be easily exploited both in the hypothesis formulation and in the search space
specification. It is easy, for example, to specify hierarchies by means of ad-hoc
defined is a predicates. The extension of the search space can be suitably
defined as shown above:
basket(+t, −i)
is a(+i, f ruit), is a(+i, diet prods)
• Extracted knowledge is represented, like in the case of metapatterns, by means
of logical formulas. For example, a frequent query related to the above specified
search space is
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∃T AB.(basketID(T ) ∧ basket(T, A) ∧ is a(A, f ruit) ⇒
basket(T, B) ∧ is a(B, diet prods))
Again, like in the case of metapatterns, such a formalization is feasible only
for knowledge generation, and provides little support to postprocessing of extracted knowledge.

2.2

Inductive Databases

The conceptual model that summarizes the relevant aspects previously described
is the notion of inductive database [24, 86], that is a first attempt to formalize
the notion of interactive mining process. In the following definition, provided by
Mannila, the term inductive database refers to a normal database plus the set of all
sentences from a specified class of sentences that are true of the data.
Definition 2.1 ([89, 86]). Given an instance r of a relation R, a class L of sentences (patterns), and a selection predicate q, a pattern discovery task is to find a
theory
T h(L, r, q) = {s ∈ L|q(r, s) is true}
t
u
The main idea here is to provide a unified and transparent view of both inferred
(deductive) knowledge, and all the derived patterns, (the induced knowledge) over
the data. The user does not care about whether he is dealing with inferred or induced
knowledge, and whether the requested knowledge is materialized or not. The only
detail he is interested in stems in the high-level specification of the query involving
both deductive and inductive knowledge, according to some (either objective or
subjective) interestingness quality measure.
The above definition can be refined in order to allow the formulation of a query
language for inductive databases.
Definition 2.2 ([24]). An inductive database schema is a pair R = (R, (Q R , e, V)),
where
• R is a relation schema
• QR is a collection of patterns
• V is a set of result values
• e is the evaluation function that defines patterns semantics in terms of V (i.e.,
it maps an instance r of R and a pattern θ ∈ QR in V).
An inductive database instance is a pair (r, s), where r instance of R and s ⊆ Q R .
t
u
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s0
A⇒B
A⇒C
B⇒A
B⇒C
C⇒A
C⇒B
AB ⇒ C
AC ⇒ B
BC ⇒ A

e(r0 ).f
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25

e(r0 ).c
0.33
0.66
0.50
1.00
0.66
0.66
1.00
0.50
0.50

s1
A⇒B
A⇒C
B⇒A
B⇒C
C⇒A
C⇒B
AB ⇒ C
AC ⇒ B
BC ⇒ A

e(r1 ).f
0.33
0.66
0.33
0.33
0.66
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

e(r1 ).c
0.33
0.66
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.50
1.00

s2
A⇒C
B⇒C
AB ⇒ C

r0

e(r1 ).f
0.66
0.33
0.33

e(r1 ).c
0.66
1.00
1.00

A
1
1
1
0

C
0
1
1
1

B
0
1
0
1

Figure 2.1: Components of an Inductive database instance.

An algebra for the above schema defines more general queries than relational
algebra. A typical inductive database query can operate on both the components
of an inductive database, by querying both the deductive part r and the inductive,
virtual part, s (assuming that s is materialized as a table, and that the value e(r, θ)
is available for each value θ ∈ s). Query evaluation results in traditional relational
evaluation for the part concerning r, and in execution of mining algorithms for the
part concerning s.
Example 2.1 ([25]). Let R = A1 . . . An be a binary table. Let f (W, r) denote the
fraction of the tuples of r having 1 in each attribute of W ⊆ R. let c(A ⇒ B, r) =
f (A ∪ B, r)/f (A, r). We can then define QR = {L ⇒ R|L, R ⊆ R}, V = [0, 1]2 and
e(r, A ⇒ B) = (f (A ∪ B, r), c(A ⇒ B, r)). As an example, consider the relation
R = ABC, and the instance r0 with extension shown in fig. 2.1. An example
inductive instance is idb0 = (r0 , s0 ), where s0 is shown in fig. 2.1, and represents all
the rules that can be generated from r0 . From the simple operation σA=1 (r0 ) = r1 ,
a corresponding operation σA=1 (idb0 ) = idb1 can be defined, where idb1 = (r1 , s1 ),
and s1 is the set of the rules holding over r1 . Notice that any change in the deductive
part also reflects in the inductive part: for each rule, the evaluation measures are
accordingly changed. Inductive operators can be defined as well. For example, the
operator σright=C (s1 ) can be associate to a higher-level operator τrighr=C (idb1 ) = idb2 ,
where idb2 = (r1 , s2 ) and s2 is obtained from s1 by selecting only those rules with
C as consequent.
/
It is easy to see that definitions 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent. Each Theory
T h(L, r, q) can be formalized by an inductive instance (r, s), where QR = L, and
e = q. For the converse, the following proposition states that each inductive instance
is an inductive theory.
Proposition 1. For each instance (r, s) of an inductive database schema R =
(R, (QR , e, V)), there exist a set L and a selection predicate q such that for each
θ ∈ s there exists θ 0 ∈ T h(L, r, q).
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Proof (sketch). By construction. Let
• L = {hθ, vi|θ ∈ QR , v ∈ V}, and
• q(r, θ) = true if and only if θ = hθ1 , e(r, θ1 )i and θ1 ∈ s.
It is easy to see that T h(L, r, q) contains only patterns that are represented in s. t
u

Chapter 3
Logic-Based Knowledge Discovery
Support Environment
The notion of Inductive Database fits naturally in rule-based languages, such as
deductive databases [49, 51]. A deductive database can easily represent both extensional and intensional data, thus allowing a higher degree of expressiveness than
traditional relational algebra. Such capability makes it viable for suitable representation of domain knowledge and support of the various steps of the KDD process.
The main problem of a deductive approach is how to choose a suitable representation formalism of the inductive part, capable of expressing the correspondence
between the deductive part and the inductive part. More specifically, the problem
is how to formalize the specification of the set L of patterns in a way such that
each pattern s ∈ T h(L, r, q) is represented as an independent (logical) entity (i.e.,
a predicate) and each manipulation of r results in a corresponding change in s. To
cope with such a problem, Manco [85] introduces the notion of inductive rules, i.e.,
rules that formalize the dependency between the inductive and the deductive part
of an inductive database.
Definition 3.1 (Inductive Rule). Given an inductive database theory T h(L, r, q),
an inductive rule is a rule
s : H ← B1 , . . . Bn
such that
• The evaluation of B1 , . . . Bn in the model Ms∪r correspond to the extension r
• there exist a mapping function φ mapping each ground instance p of H in L
• T h is contained in the model Ms∪r i.e.,
p ∈ Ms∪r implies that φ(p) ∈ T h(L, r, q)
t
u
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In the previous definition a model of deductive database is defined as in [52] To
reassume, we can formalize the notion of logic-based knowledge discovery support
environment, as a deductive database programming language that models inductive
rules as well as deductive rules.
Definition 3.2 (Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment).
A logic based knowledge discovery support environment is a deductive database
language capable of specifying:
• relational extensions;
• intensional predicates, by means of deductive rules;
• inductive predicates, by means of inductive rules.
t
u
The main idea of the previous definition is that of providing a simple way for
modelling the key aspects of a data mining query language:
• the source data is represented by the relational extensions;
• intensional predicates provide a way of dealing with background knowledge;
• inductive predicates provide a representation of both extracted knowledge and
the interestingness measures.
A first attempt to define inductive rules on a deductive database is in [85]. This
work can be seen as an ancestor of our study since both approaches adopt the same
deductive database language and system in order to define a LKDSE. The main
difference, as we will show in Chapter 4, regards inductive rules definition.
In [85] the notion of inductive rules in a deductive framework, is elegantly defined by means of user-defined aggregates on the Datalog++ logic-based database
language and its piratical implementation, namely the LDL++ deductive database
system.
Therefore, the objective of this Chapter is twofold:
• on one hand, this Chapter introduces the logic-based database language Datalog++, which represents the deductive language of our framework;
• on the other hand, this Chapter describes deeply the work in [85], which
is the basis of the Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment
named LDL-Mine [49, 51].
At the end of this Chapter, a discussion about limitations of the LDL-Mine
framework, mainly the lack of query optimization opportunities, provides motivation
to this thesis.
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From Datalog to Datalog++

Relational query languages are often powerless to express complete applications, and
are thus embedded in traditional programming languages, resulting in impedance
mismatch. Deductive Database systems, on the other hand, can be used as generalpurpose programming languages. They can be used to express facts, deductive
information, recursion, queries, updates, and integrity constraints in a uniform way.
The notion of relational completeness for database query languages essentially
means that they should be at least as expressive as relational algebra expressions
(and relational calculus formulas). Nonrecursive safe Datalog, the basis of deductive
databases, is essentially a friendly syntax to express relational queries, and to extend
the query facilities of the relational calculus with recursion and complex records [153,
144, 1]. Datalog’s simplicity in expressing complex queries impacted on the database
technology and nowadays recursive queries/views have become part of the SQL3
standard.
The great increase in expressive power brought by recursion is not without a
price, since the fix-point semantics and other “natural” semantics no longer hold
when negation or other nonmonotonic constructs are used in Datalog programs [91].
Negation in databases and in knowledge bases is nonmonotonic because negative
information is not stored explicitly but, rather, it is derived by default. Moreover,
the notion of stable models [47] that provides a sound declarative semantics for programs with negated goals cannot be used directly as operational semantics because
of its exponential complexity.
Therefore, the identification of classes of Datalog programs whose stable models
can be computed in polynomial time has been the focus of much research in deductive
databases [151, 153]. The notion of stratification (where negation can be used on
predicates defined in lower strata, but not on the predicate defined by the same
rule) represents a crucial notion for the introduction of nonmonotonic reasoning in
deductive databases.
While stratification represented a major step forward in taming the difficult
theoretical and practical problems posed by nonmonotonicity in logic programs,
it soon became clear that it was too restrictive for many applications of practical
importance. Stratication makes it impossible to support efficiently even basic applications, such as Bill of Materials and optimized graph-traversals, whose procedural
algorithms express simple and useful generalizations of transitive closure computations. Thus, deductive database researchers have striven to go beyond stratification
and allow negation and aggregates in the recursive definitions of new predicates.
A comprehensive solution to this complex problem is provided by the fully integrated notion of:
• the choice construct,
• User Defined Aggregates (UDAs),
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• and XY-stratification.
The resulting language is named Datalog++.
From the original idea in [7] of a static stratification based on predicate dependencies, stratified negation has been refined to deal with dynamic notions, as in
the case of locally stratified programs [116] and modularly stratified programs [120].
Dynamic, or local, stratification has a close connection with temporal reasoning, as
the progression of time points yields an obvious stratification of programs—consider
for instance Datalog1S [41]. It is therefore natural that non monotonic and temporal
reasoning are combined in several deductive database languages, such as those in
[84], [78], [53], [153, Chap. 10].
Nondeterminism is introduced in deductive databases by means of the choice
construct. The original proposal in [81] was later revised in [121], and refined in
[59]. These studies exposed the close relationship connecting nonmonotonic reasoning with nondeterministic constructs, leading to the definition of a stable model
semantics for choice. While the declarative semantics of choice is based on stable
model semantics which is untractable in general, choice is amenable to efficient
implementations, and it is actually supported in the logic database language LDL
[101] and its evolution LDL++ [8].
A striking mismatch is apparent between the above two lines of research: nondeterminism leads to a multiplicity of (stable) models, whereas stratification leads to
a unique (perfect) model. A comprehensive study should address the combination
of the two lines, which occur in Datalog++, and should require the development
of a non deterministic iterated fixpoint procedure. An approach to this problem is
sketched in [32]. For a more concrete operational semantics, and a repertoire of
optimization techniques, especially tailored for Datalog++, see [52, 54]. A method
for the development of correct Datalog++ program, as well as a methodology for
programs verification, is introduced in [13].

3.1.1

Nondeterministic Choice

The choice construct is used to nondeterministically select subsets of answers to
queries, which obey a specified functional dependency constraint1 . For instance, the
rule
st ad(St, Ad) ← major(St, Area), faculty(Ad, Area), choice((St), (Ad)).
assigns to each student a unique, arbitrary advisor from the same area, since the
choice goal constrains the st ad relation to obey the FD (St → Ad). Therefore, if the base relation major is formed by the tuples {hsmith, dbi, hgray, sei}
1
However, choice can be interestingly employed to compute new deterministic queries, which
are inexpressible in Datalog, as well as in pure relational calculus. A thorough account on programming with nondeterminism in deductive databases can be found in [48, 60].
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and the base relation faculty is formed by {hbrown, dbi, hscott, dbi, hmiller, sei},
then there are two possible outcomes for the query st ad(St, Ad): either the tuples
{hsmith, browni, hgray, milleri} or the tuples {hsmith, scotti, hgray, milleri}. In
practical systems, such as LDL++, one of these two solutions is computed and presented as a result.
Thus, a first use of choice is in computing nondeterministic, nonrecursive queries.
However, choice can be combined with recursion, as in the following rules which
compute an arbitrary ordering of a given relation r:
ord r(root, root).
ord r(X, Y) ← ord r( , X), r(Y), choice(X, Y), choice(Y, X).
Here root is a fresh constant, conveniently used to simplify the program. If the base
relation r is formed by k tuples, then there are k! possible outcomes for the query
ord r(X, Y), namely a set:
{ord r(root, root), ord r(root, t1 ), ord r(t1 , t2 ), . . . , ord r(tk−1 , tk )}
for each permutation {t1 , . . . , tk } of the tuples of r. Therefore, in each possible
outcome of the mentioned query, the relation ord r is a total ordering of the tuples
of r. The double choice constraint in the recursive rule specifies that the successor
and predecessor of each tuple of r is unique.
The semantics of choice is assigned using the so-called stable model semantics
of Datalog¬ programs, a concept originating from autoepistemic logic, which was
applied to the study of negation in Horn clause languages by Gelfond and Lifschitz
[47]. To define the notion of a stable model we need to introduce a transformation
H which, given an interpretation I, maps a Datalog¬ program P into a positive
Datalog program H(P, I):
H(P, I) = {A ← B1 , . . ., Bn | A ← B1 , . . ., Bn , ¬C1 , . . ., ¬Cm ∈ ground(P )
∧ {C1 , . . ., Cm } ∩ I = ∅}
Next, we define:
SP (I) = TH(P,I) ↑ ω
Then, M is said to be a stable model of P if SP (M ) = M . In general, Datalog¬
programs may have zero, one or many stable models. The multiplicity of stable
models can be exploited to give a declarative account of nondeterminism.
We can in fact define the stable version of a program P , SV (P ), to be the
program transformation where all the references to the choice atom in a rule r :
H ← B, choice(X, Y) are replaced by the atom chosenr (X, Y), and define the chosenr
predicate with the following rules:
chosenr (X, Y) ← B, ¬diffchoicer (X, Y).
diffchoicer (X, Y) ← chosenr (X, Y1 ), Y 6= Y1 .
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where, for any fixed value of X, each choice for Y inhibits all the other possible ones
via diffchoicer , so that in the stable models of SV (P ) there is (only) one of them.
Notice that, by construction, each occurrence of a choice atom has its own pair of
chosen and diffchoice atoms, thus bounding the scope of the atom to the rule
it appears in. The various stable models of the transformed program SV (P ) thus
correspond to the choice models of the original program.

3.1.2

XY-programs

Another notion used in this Section is that of XY-programs originally introduced
¬
in [152]. The language of such programs is Datalog1S
, which admits negation on
body atoms and a unary constructor symbol, used to represent a temporal argument usually called the stage argument. A general definition of XY-programs is the
following. A set P of rules defining mutually recursive predicates, is an XY-program
if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. each recursive predicate has a distinguished stage argument;
2. every recursive rule r is either an X-rule or a Y-rule, where:
• r is an X-rule when the stage argument in every recursive predicates in
r is the same variable,
• r is a Y-rule when (i) the head of r has a stage argument s(J), where J
is a variable, (ii) some goal of r has J as its stage argument, and (iii) the
remaining recursive goals have either J or s(J) as their stage argument.
Intuitively, in the rules of XY-programs, an atom p(J, ) denotes the extension of
relation p at the current stage (present time) J, whereas an atom p(s(J), ) denotes
the extension of relation p at the next stage (future time) s(J). By using a different primed predicate symbol p0 in the p(s(J), ) atoms, we obtain the so-called
primed version of an XY-program. We say that an XY-program is XY-stratified if
its primed version is a stratified program. Intuitively, if the dependency graph of
the primed version has no cycles through negated edges, then it is possible to obtain
an ordering on the original rules modulo the stage arguments. As a consequence,
an XY-stratified program is also locally stratified, and has therefore a unique stable
model that coincides with its perfect model [116].
Let P be an XY-stratified program. Then, for each i > 0, define Pi as
Pi = {r[si (nil)/I] | r ∈ P, I is the stage argument of the head of r}
(here r[x/I] stands for r where I is replaced by x) i.e., Pi is the set of rule instances
of P that define the predicates with stage argument si (nil) = i. Then the iterated
fix-point procedure for computing the (unique) minimal model of P can be defined
as follows:
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1. compute M0 as the minimal model of P0 ;
2. for each j > 0 compute Mj as the minimal model of Pj ∪ Mj−1 .
Notice that for each j ≥ 0, Pj is stratified by the definition, and hence its perfect
model Mj is computable via an iterated fix-point procedure.
In this thesis, we use the name Datalog++ to refer to the language of XYprograms augmented with choice goals.

3.1.3

User-Defined Aggregates

A general framework for dealing with aggregates in Datalog++ is the definition of
a “sort” of syntactic sugar for aggregation [152]. For example, the following rule
total sum r(sumhXi) ← r(X).
is used as an abbreviation of the above program. In order to compute the following
aggregation predicate
q(Y, aggrhXi) ← p(X, Y).
we exploit the capability of imposing a nondeterministic order among the tuples of
the relation p,
ord p(Y, nil, nil) ← p(X, Y).
ord p(Z, X, Y)
← ord p(Z, , X), p(Y, Z), choice(X, Y), choice(Y, X).
As shown in [152], we can then exploit such an ordering to define “recursive”
aggregates, i.e., aggregates inductively defined:
f ({x}) = g(x)
f (S ∪ {x}) = h(f (S), x)

(3.1)
(3.2)

We can directly specify the base and inductive cases, by means of ad-hoc userdefined predicates single and multi. In particular, single(aggr, X, C) associates
to the first tuple X in the nondeterministic ordering a value, according to 3.1, and
multi(aggr, Old, X, New) computes the value of the aggregate aggr associated to the
current value X in the current ordering, by incrementally computing it from the
previous value, according to 3.2. The exploitation of such predicates is specified by
the following recursive rules:
aggrP(Aggr, Z, X, C) ← ord p(Z, nil, X), X 6= nil, single(Aggr, X, C).
aggrP(Aggr, Z, Y, C) ← ord p(Z, X, Y), aggrP(Aggr, X, C 1 ), multi(Aggr, C1 , Y, C).
Finally, the originary rule can be translated into
q(Y, C) ← ord p(Y, , X), ¬ord p(Y, X, ), aggrP(aggr, Y, X, C).
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Example 3.1 ( [154]). The aggregate sum can be easily defined by means of the
following rules:
single(sum, X, X).
multi(sum, SO, X, SN) ← SN = SO + X.

/
In [154], a further extension to the approach is proposed, in order to deal with
more complex aggregation functions. Practically, we can manipulate the results of
the aggregation function by means of two predicates freturn and ereturn. The
rule defining the aggregation predicate is translated into the following:
q(Z, R) ← ord p(Z, X, Y), aggrP(aggr, Z, X, C), ereturn(aggr, C, Y, R).
q(Z, R) ← ord p(Z, X, Y), ¬ord p(Z, Y, ), aggrP(aggr, Z, Y, C), freturn(aggr, C, R).
where the first rule defines early returns (i.e., results of intermediate computations),
and the second rule defines final returns, i.e., results on overall values.
P
1
( i x2i −
Example 3.2. The sample variance of a set of values is defined as s = n−1
P
1
( j xj )2 ). The aggregate that computes such a measure over a column of a table
n
is the following:
single(var, X, (X, X × X, 1)).
multi(var, (S, SS, N), X, (S + X, SS + X × X, N + 1)).
freturn(var, (C, S, N), 1/(N − 1) × (S − 1/N × C × C)).

/
Example 3.3 ([154]). The aggregate argmax considers tuples (ci , ni ), where ni is a
real number, and returns the term ci with the greatest value of ni . The aggregate
can be defined by means of single, multi and freturn:
single(argmax, (C, P), (C, P)).
multi(argmax, (CO, PO), (C, P), (C, P)) ← P ≥ PO.
multi(argmax, (CO, PO), (C, P), (CO, PO)) ← P < PO.
freturn(argmax, (CO, PO), CO).

/
Example 3.4. Given the relation gate(G,X) specifying the output signal of a gate G,
the andGate(Y) predicate should compute the intersection of the signals of all the
available gates. The computation can be specified by means of an aggregate and:
andGate(andhXi) ← gate(G, X).
single(and, X, X).
multi(and, A, X, A) ← X 6= 0, A 6= 0.
ereturn(and, A, 0, 0).
freturn(and, X, X).
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Notice that the ereturn predicate allows to stop the computation as soon as a 0
gate is found.
/
On the basis of these simple examples, more sophisticated forms of aggregation,
such as datacube and other OLAP functions, can be built [63, 37]. As an example,
consider a relation sales(Date, Department, Sale), and the problem of aggregating sales along the dimensions Date and Department. Three aggregation patterns
are then possible, corresponding to the various facets of the datacube: hDate, ∗i,
h∗, Departmenti, h∗, ∗i. The former two patterns correspond to the aggregation of
sales along a single dimension (respectively Department and Date), and can be obtained from the original relation by applying the method shown above. The latter
pattern, then, can be obtained by recursively applying such method to one of the
two patterns previously computed, in order to aggregate along the remaining dimension. In general, aggregations along n dimensions can be computed in many
ways, starting from any aggregation along m dimensions, with m < n. A careful
choice of a plan of aggregation can minimize the number of required operations to
compute the whole datacube. The following program, which combines aggregation
and recursion, implements the above idea.
cuboid(0, Date, Department, Sale))
cuboid(I + 1, Dim0 1, Dim0 2, sumhSi)

← sales(Date, Department, Sale).
← cuboid(I, Dim1, Dim2, S),
path(Dim1, Dim2, Dim0 1, Dim0 2).

path(Date, Department, Date, ∗)
← Department 6= ∗, Date 6= ∗.
path(Date, Department, ∗, Department) ← Department 6= ∗, Date 6= ∗.
path(∗, Department, ∗, ∗)
← Department =
6 ∗.
cube(Dim1, Dim2, S)

← cuboid( , Dim1, Dim2, S).

Here, relation path specifies the execution plan for computing aggregations along
I dimensions starting from a specific aggregation along I − 1 dimensions. In the
example, we decided that the aggregation h∗, ∗i should be computed starting from
h∗, Departmenti, as presumably there are a few departments and many dates. Using complex objects, such as lists, the datacube example can be generalized to an
arbitrary number of dimensions.

3.1.4

Iterative User-Defined Aggregates

The main deficiency of the traditional user-defined aggregate model, specified in the
previous Section, is the impossibility of defining more complex forms of aggregates
than distributive ones, within Datalog++. In many cases, even simple aggregates
may require multiple steps over data in order to be computed.
P
Example 3.5. The absolute deviation Sn =
x |x − x| of a set of n elements is
defined as the sum of the absolute difference of each element with the mean value
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P
x = 1/n x x of the set. In order to compute such an aggregate, we need to scan
the available data twice: first, to compute the mean value, and second to compute
the sum of the absolute difference.
/
Example 3.6. The median of a set of elements is defined as the element in the mid
position of the sorted order of the elements. In order to compute the median as an
aggregate, we need to sort the elements, and sorting require (in general) multiple
scans.
/
A simple way [50] of coping with the problem of multiple scans over data can be
done by extending the declarative rewriting of the aggregation rule
q(aggrhXi) ← p(X)

(3.3)

in order to impose some user-defined conditions for iterating the scan over data.
More specifically, the extension we propose can be specified as an iterative function
aggr over a set S:

aggr(S)
{
init(res);
do
res = f (res, S)
while (iterate(res));
return res;
}

where f is defined, as usual, as a fold operator
f (v, {}) = g(v)
f (v, S ∪ {x}) = h(f (v, S), x)

and iterate is a user-defined condition specifying whether the aggregate computation is completed. By exploiting recursion, it is easy to define such an iteration
directly as an aggregate computation:
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cagr p(nil, Aggr, nil, New)
cagr p(nil, Aggr, X, New)

← empty(Aggr, New).
← ord p(nil, X), X 6= nil,
single(Aggr, X, New),
¬empty(Aggr, ).

cagr p(I, Aggr, Y2, New)

← ord p(Y1, Y2), Y2 6= nil,
cagr p(I, Aggr, Y1, Old),
multi(Aggr, Old, Y2, New).

cagr p(s(I), Aggr, nil, New) ← ord p(X, Y), ¬ord p(Y, ),
cagr p(I, Aggr, Y, Old),
iterate(Aggr, Old, New).
The last rule specifies the condition for iterating the aggregate computation: the
activation (and evaluation) of such a rule is subject to the successful evaluation of
the user-defined predicate iterate, so that any failure in evaluating it results in
the termination of the computation. This guarantees that the proposed schema is
conservative: any aggregate specified by single, multi and return is computed in
the same way as shown in the previous Section.
Rule 3.3 is then rewritten in the following rules,
q(S) ← ord p(X, Y), ¬ord p(Y, ), cagr p(I, aggr, Y, C),
¬cagr p(s(I), aggr, nil, C), freturn(aggr, C, S).
q(S) ← ord p(X, Y), Y 6= nil, cagr p(I, aggr, X, C),
ereturn(aggr, C, Y, S).
where the aggregate produces a final result only when iteration stops.
Example 3.7. By adopting the above schema, the absolute deviation Sn can be defined in the following way:
single(abserr, X, (nil, X, 1)).
multi(abserr, (nil, S, C), X, (nil, S + X, C + 1)).
multi(abserr, (M, D), X, (M, D + (M − X))) ← M > X.
multi(abserr, (M, D), X, (M, D + (X − M))) ← M ≤ X.
iterate(abserr, (nil, S, C), (S/C, 0)).
freturn(abserr, (M, D), D).
Notice how the combined use of multi and iterate allows to define two scans over
the data: the first scan in order to compute the mean value, and the second one in
order to compute the sum of the absolute difference with the mean value.
/
Example 3.8. A simple naive computation of the median value can be obtained by
computing, for each element, both the number of elements that precede and follow
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it2 .

single(median, X, (nil, X, nil, 0, 0)).
multi(median, (L, T, G, N, M), X, (L, T, X, N, M + 1)) ← T < X, X ≤ G.
multi(median, (L, T, G, N, M), X, (L, T, G, N, M + 1)) ← T < X, X > G.
multi(median, (L, T, G, N, M), X, (L, T, G, N + 1, M)) ← T > X, L > X.
multi(median, (L, T, G, N, M), X, (X, T, G, N + 1, M)) ← T > X, L ≤ X.
multi(median, (L, X, G, N, M), X, (L, X, G, N, M)).

Where the tuple (L, T, G, N, M) defines for each candidate T the number of its predecessors N, the number of its successors M, its immediate predecessor L and its immediate
successor G. We then iterate the computation over each element, until we find an
element x such that, given Gx = {y|x < y} and Lx = {y|x > y}, either |Gx | = |Lx |,
|Gx | = |Lx | + 1 or |Gx | + 1 = |Lx |.
iterate(median, (L, T, G, N, M), (T, G, nil, 0, 0)) ← N + 1 < M.
iterate(median, (L, T, G, N, M), (nil, L, T, 0, 0)) ← N > M + 1.
freturn(median, (L, T, G, N, N), T).
freturn(median, (L, T, G, N, M), (T + L)/2) ← N = M + 1.
freturn(median, (L, T, G, N, M), (T + G)/2) ← M = N + 1.
The above approach is deterministic, in the sense that each iteration computes the
rank of a single element. A simplest approach can be however defined by “nondeterministically” counting the rank of each element in one step. Such an approach
requires two iterations: in the first iteration, elements are collected; the second
iteration computes the rank of each element. For example, supposing, for simplicity,
that there is an odd number of elements, we can provide such definition:
single(median, X, (X, 1)).
multi(median, (X, N), , (X, N + 1)).
multi(median, ( , N), X, (X, N + 1)).
iterate(median, (X, N), (0, X, 0, N)).
multi(median, (L, X, G, N), Y, (L + 1, X, G, N)) ← Y < X.
multi(median, (L, X, G, N), Y, (L, X, G + 1, N)) ← Y > X.
multi(median, (L, X, G, N), X, (L, X, G, N)).
freturn(median, (N/2, X, N/2, N), X).
The first three rules simply collect all the distinct elements, and count the total
number of their occurrences. The second iteration, specified by the iterate and
multi rules, count the rank of each element. As a final result, the element in the
middle is returned as an answer. Notice that the two approaches are equivalent
in efficiency, but the second approach “nondeterministically” computes the rank of
each element in one iteration.
/
2

for simplicity we assume that nil < X for each X.
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Example 3.9. Aggregates involving recursive computations (as defined, for example,
in [145]) are easily definable by using the iterative method described above. For
example, suppose you want to define the aggregate ancestors that, given the wellknown relation parent(Parent, Son), computes all ancestors of a given parent.
single(anc, (P, C, F), (F, nil)).
single(anc, (P, C, C), (P, C)).
multi(anc, (C, ), (P, C, F), (P, C)).
multi(anc, (P1, C1), (P, C, F), (P1, C1)).
iterate(anc, (P, C), (P, nil)) ← C 6= nil.
ereturn(anc, (P1, C1), (P, C, F), P1) ← C1 6= nil.
The above aggregate can hence be used in a rule, as usual. For example, the following
rule
ancestors(anch(P, C, tom)i) ← parent(P, C).
computes all the ancestors of tom.

3.1.5

/

From Datalog++ to LDL++

LDL++ is the practical efficient implementations [39] of Datalog++, which fully
integrates the nondeterministic choice construct, XY-stratification and user defined
aggregates with all other constructs, including complex functors such as sets, tuples
and lists, as well as built-in predicates for arithmetics, sets and lists. LDL++ is
easy to learn and use: a user needs not to know abstract semantic concepts, such as
stable models or well-founded models; instead, the user only need to follow simple
syntactic rules, the same rules that are check by the compiler. In fact the semantic
well-formedness of LDL++ programs can be checked at compile time, a critical
property of stratified programs that was lost in later extension, such as modular
stratification [120].
The LDL++ compiler performs several tasks, beginning with the parsing of the
rule into a Predicate Connection Graph and ending with the code generation phase.
Details of this complex process are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Among the several tasks performed by the compiler, the rule rewriting phase
which is its kernel. The objective of this is to specialize for the particular constraints
resulting from the query and rules at hand. To a large extent, this process can
be viewed as a generalization of the well-known principle of pushing selection and
projection operations into relational expressions. This compilation phase begin from
a query form. A query form, or export, is a generic query that specifies, for the
LDL++ compiler, which of the arguments will be given (ground, marked with a $
symbol) and which are expected as output when a query of that type is issued. The
given bindings in an export allow the compiler to optimize the access to the data.
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For instance if the program file contains:
export city($City,Population)
then the user can run the query city(austin,P), while the query city(C,P) would
return an error message.
Query forms influence the mode of execution of a given query. In fact, even
though LDL++ semantics is defined in a bottom-up fashion (e.g. via stratification),
the implementor can use any execution that is faithful to this declarative semantics.
In particular, the execution can be bottom-up and top-down as well as hybrid.
Safety of program variables depends on the execution mode used, and thus depends on query forms.
Example 3.10. Consider the following LDL++ rule, which will be used also in Example 4.14.
related(S) ← member(I, S), member(A, S), item(I, P, A).
The built-in predicate for sets member(I,S) is true when I is an element of
the set S. This built-in predicate can be used only with the set variable bound
(member(I,$S)), otherwise it should return all sets in which I is contained, which is
an infinite number. Therefore the query form export related($S) compiles, while
the query form export related(S) does not compile.
/
LDL++ has been successfully applied in many different real-life application
domains:
• Middleware: LDL++ was used to implement the ontology-driven mapping
between different schemas in a network of databases [106];
• Molecular Biology applications related to the Human Genome initiative; [140,
142]
• Sophisticated spatio-temporal reasoning on geographical database for Atmospheric and Climatic Studies [98];
• Verification and Refinement of Scientific Hypotheses [141];
• Data Cleaning [127];
• Knowledge Discovery in Chemical Data [125, 126];
• Fiscal Fraud Detection based on Data Mining techniques [15, 16];
• Complex business rules in Advanced Basket Market Analysis [55, 57].
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3.2

Aggregates as Inductive Rule

When trying to formalize the notion of inductive rules, the first fact that is worth
observing is that it is particularly easy to deal with data mining tasks in a deductive
framework, if we use aggregates as a basic tool.
Example 3.11. The following program defines typical (two-dimensional) association
rules by using the predefined count aggregate.
pair(I1, I2, counthTi) ← basket(T, I1), basket(T, I2), I1 < I2.
rules(I1, I2)
← pair(I1, I2, C), C ≥ 2.
The first rule generates and counts all the possible pairs, and the second one selects
the pairs with sufficient support (i.e., at least 2). As a result, the predicate rules
specifies associations, i.e. rules stating that certain combinations of values occur
with other combinations of values with a certain frequency. Given the following
definitions of basket,
basket(1, fish).
basket(1, bread).

basket(2, bread).
basket(2, milk).
basket(2, onions).
basket(2, fish).

basket(3, bread).
basket(3, orange).
basket(3, milk).

by querying rules(X, Y) we obtain predicates that model the corresponding inductive instances: rules(milk, bread), rules(bread, milk), rules(fish, bread) and
rules(bread, fish).
/
Example 3.12. The combined use of aggregates with rules makes it easy to define
concepts of interestingness of the rules diverse from the usual statistical parameters.
If we are interested in discovering the associations between the cities and the products where the sales decreased of more than 30% w.r.t. the average, we can define
the following rules:
average(avghSalesi)
← sales(City, Product, Date, Sales).
avg cp(City, Product, avghSalesi) ← sales(City, Product, Date, Sales).
answer(City, Product)
← average(A), avg cp(City, Product, P),
P ≥ 0.70 × A.
The first rule computes the average on the whole sales. The second rule computes
the averages related to the tuples hCity, Producti, and the third rule selects the
relevant rules.
/
The above examples show how the simple rules specifying aggregates can be
devised as inductive rules. Rule containing aggregates satisfy the most important
property of inductive rules, i.e., the capability to specify patterns of L that hold
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in T h in a “parameterized” way, i.e., according to the whole tuples of an extension
r. In this thesis, we use aggregates as the means to introduce mining primitives
into the query language. An aggregate defines “naturally” an inductive database
schema, where each pattern is directly defined by means of the true facts in the
iterated stable model, and an evaluation function can be ad-hoc defined according
to the interest measure we want to represent.
Lemma 1. An aggregate defines an inductive database.
Proof (sketch). By construction. Let us consider the rule
rp : p(X1 , . . . , Xn , aggrhY1 , . . . , Ym i) ← r(X1 , . . . , Xn , Y1 , . . . , Ym ).
We then define
L = {ht1 , . . . , tn , si|p(t1 , . . . , tn , s) is ground}
and
q(r, ht1 , . . . , tn , si) = true if and only if p(t1 , . . . , tn , s) ∈ Mrp ∪r
that imposes that the only valid patterns are those belonging to the iterated stable
model procedure.
t
u
As a result, the following fact trivially holds.
Corollary 1. An aggregate rule is an inductive rule.

3.2.1

Logic-Based Inductive Databases

The above statements show how the Datalog++ framework can naturally deal with
Inductive database schemas. The question that raises is whether it is capable of
expressing all the inductive schemas, or at least the most significant. Practically,
given an inductive database formalized by T h(L, r, q), the following general schema
can be used to formalize the set of predicates q that populate T h:
q(Z1 , . . . , Zk , u d aggrh(X1 , . . . , Xn )i) ← r(Y1 , . . . , Ym ).

(3.4)

Intuitively, this rule defines the format of any valid pattern s of L. The patterns in
q are obtained from a rearranged subset X1 , . . . , Xn of the tuples Y1 , . . . , Ym in r.
The structure of s is defined by the formal specification of the aggregate u d aggr,
in particular by the return rules.
The tuples q(t1 , . . . , tk , s) resulting from the evaluation of such rule, represent
patterns in L that actually are in T h(L, r, q). As a result, the “inductive” predicate
q itself can be used in the definition of more complex queries3 .
3
More precisely, the given schema produces different patterns on different clusters of the tuples
of r grouped on the basis of the values of the attributes Z1 , . . . , Zk . Practically, the results of
the above schema, given an instance r of R, are the tuples (σC1 (r), s1 ), . . . , (σCh (r), sh ), where
Ci ≡ Z1 = vi1 ∧ . . . ∧ Zk = vik with vij ∈ dom(Zj ), and si is the set of patterns related to σCi (r).
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Example 3.13. Consider the relation transaction(Date, Cust, Item, Price, Qty). A
sample mining scenario for such a table consists in detecting the items in the relation
with the average value more than a given threshold. The inductive database has R ≡
transaction, QR = {i|i ∈ dom(R[Item])} and e(r, i) = avg({p × q|(t, i, p, q) ∈ r}).
The above inductive schema is formalized, in accordance to (3.4) with the following
rule:
s(avgThresh(σ, Item, Value)i) ← transaction( , , Item, Price, Qty),
Value = Price × Qty.
Where σ represents the given threshold. The results of the evaluation of such a rule
are represented by the predicates s(i, v) such that i ∈ dom(R[Item] and v ≥ σ is
the value of e(r, i).
/
Relating aggregate specification with inductive rules makes it easy to provide
an interface capable of specifying source data, knowledge extraction, background
knowledge and a limited form of interestingness specification. Moreover, even if
the “inductive” user-defined aggregates can be simply seen as a black box (like
in [58, 56]), we can specify the data mining task under consideration in detail, by
exploiting ad-hoc definitions of single, multi, iterate and return iterative userdefined predicates. In fact, a direct specification of the mining algorithm within the
deductive environment gives two main opportunities:
• from a conceptual point of view, it allows the use of background knowledge
directly during the exploration of the search space, thus allowing the integration of more significant interest measures, both from a quantitative and a
qualitative point of view.
• from a physical point of view, the opportunity of directly integrating specific
optimizations to the application of data mining algorithms, that can be treated
no more as “black boxes”, but allow interaction in the various phases of the
computational process.
Although the notion of iterative aggregate is in some sense orthogonal to the
notion of inductive rules in Definition 3.1, the main motivation for introducing
iterative aggregates is that the above shown iterative schema is common in many
data mining algorithms. Usually, a typical data mining algorithm is an instance of an
iterative schema where, at each iteration, some statistics are gathered from the data.
The termination condition can be used to determine whether the extracted statistics
are sufficient to the purpose of the task (i.e., they determine all the patterns), or
whether no further statistics can be extracted.
Example 3.14. The Apriori algorithm for the computation of frequent itemsets is
based on the following criteria:
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1. At each iteration, frequencies of candidate itemsets are computed, and unfrequent candidate sets are removed. New candidate itemsets are computed by
combining the frequent itemsets.
2. The cycle terminates when no further candidate itemsets are generated.
The two items identify the necessary conditions for specifying the computation of
frequent itemsets by means of the iterative schema shown before.
/
Example 3.15. The K-means algorithm for the computation of clusters of tuples is
defined by the following steps:
1. Initially, K random cluster centers are chosen.
2. At each iteration, each tuple is assigned to its most similar cluster center,
according to some similarity measure. Hence, cluster centers are recomputed
averaging the values of each cluster component.
3. No more iteration is performed if the cluster centers are stable, i.e., if they do
not change.
Clearly, the specification of such operations within the iterative schema is immediate.

/

From these examples it is clear that the iterative schema shown in the previous
Section is a good candidate for specifying steps of data mining algorithms at low
granularity levels.

3.2.2

The patterns Aggregate

In Definition 2.1 we have described the data mining task as a theory T h obtained
via a selection predicate q. In the case of frequent patterns discovery, we are interested in itemsets that appear in the instance r with a given frequency. So, from a
conceptual point of view, the theory T h is represented by the itemsets that appear
in a transaction table r, and that satisfy a minimum support constraint. According to the inductive rules framework of the previous Chapter, this theory can be
represented by the set of results of an aggregation function.
Definition 3.3. Given a relation r, the patterns aggregate is defined by the rule
p(X1 , . . . , Xn , patternsh(min supp, Y)i ← r(Z1 , . . . , Zm )

(3.5)

where the variables X1 , . . . , Xn , Y are a rearranged subset of the variables Z1 , . . . , Zk of
q, and the Y variable denotes a set of elements. The aggregate patterns computes
the set of predicates p(t1 , . . . , tn , s, f) where:
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1. t1 , . . . , tn are distinct instances of the variables X1 , . . . , Xn , as resulting from
the evaluation of r;
2. s = {l1 , . . . , lk } is a subset of the value of Y in a tuple resulting from the
evaluation of r;
3. f is the support of the set s, such that f ≥ min supp.
t
u
Example 3.16. Let us consider the example table of Figure 4.1 (a). The extension
of the table is represented by extensional predicates of the form
transaction(Date, Cust, Item, Qty)
The de-normalization of such a table is performed by means of the pseudo-aggregate
rule
transaction(D, C, hIi) ← transaction(D, C, I, Q)
From a semantic viewpoint, such a rule is a syntactic sugar for the chained representation of a set of elements; from a practical point of view, the implementation of
such a predicate can adopt specialized data structures. In the LDL++ implementation, the above aggregate provides set structures: for example, grouping the items
of transaction by date and customer, we obtain the relation of Figure 4.1 (b).
The following rule specifies the computation of 30%-frequent itemsets starting
from the transactions defined above:
frequentPatterns(patternsh(0.3, S)i) ← transaction(D, C, S).
Although the patterns aggregate only allows the discovery of frequent itemsets,
rules can be easily generated from such patterns by means of simple deductive rules.
The predicate rules computes the available rules from the frequent itemsets:
rules(L, R, S, C) ← frequentPatterns(A, S), frequentPatterns(R, S 1 ),
subset(R, A), difference(A, R, L), C = S/S1.

/
The above definition proposes the model of interaction, in a mining scenario, of
deductive and inductive parts. However, the format of the above defined aggregate
has to be specified by the iterative schema defined in the previous Chapter.
The simplest definition adopts the purely declarative approach of generating all
the possible itemsets, and then testing the frequency of the itemsets. It is easy
to provide such a naive definition by means of the iterative schema proposed in
Section 3.1.4:
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single(patterns, (Sp, S), ((Sp, 1), IS))

← subset(IS, S).

multi(patterns, ((Sp, N), ), (Sp, S), ((Sp, N + 1), IS)) ← subset(IS, S).
multi(patterns, ((Sp, N), IS), , (Sp, IS)).
multi(patterns, (Sp, IS, N), (Sp, S), (Sp, IS, N + 1))
multi(patterns, (Sp, IS, N), (Sp, S), (Sp, IS, N))

← subset(IS, S).
← ¬subset(IS, S).

iterate(patterns, ((Sp, N), IS), (Sp × N, IS, 0)).
freturn(patterns, (Sp, IS, N), (IS, N))

← N ≥ Sp.

Such an aggregate has two main iterations. In the first iteration (specified by
the first three rules), for each tuple in the dataset the set of possible subsets are
generated. The iterate predicate initializes the counter of each candidate itemset, and activates the computation of its frequency (performed by the remaining
multi rules). The computation terminates when all itemsets frequencies have been
computed, and frequent itemsets are returned as answers (by mean of the freturn
rule). Notice that the freturn predicate defines the output format for the aggregation predicate: a suitable answer is a pair (Itemset, N) such that Itemset is an
itemset of frequency N > Sp, where Sp is the minimal support required.

3.3

Limitation of the Aggregate-based Approach

As stated by Boulicaut and De Raedt in [27], the main drawback of using user
defined aggregates as a mean to define inductive queries is the atomicity of the
aggregate that makes us loose optimization opportunities. For instance, in frequent
pattern discovery a user may wish to mine only frequent patterns or rules that
satisfy some constraints. This constraints could be used to reduce the search space
of the computation as shown in many works in literature [133, 105, 70, 82, 112, 113].
Unluckily in this approach such constraints can not be directly exploited by the
inductive rule but can only be checked by deductive rules after the extraction of
the frequent itemsets. In order to exploit constraints to reduce the search space of
the mining algorithm one should redefine the patterns aggregate for any particular
constraint and query. This requires programming effort for the analyst. Moreover:
• defining the frequent pattern extraction algorithm with constraints pushing
techniques by means of user-defined aggregates may be quite a hard task;
• however, constraints satisfaction would be behind the query level, thus losing
the transparency which is one main requirement of inductive database.
In our vision the analyst must have a high-level vision of the inductive database
without the necessity of putting hands in the computational engine (as defining
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aggregates for constraint pushing techniques). He just need to declaratively specify
in the inductive query how the desired patterns should look like and which conditions
they must satisfy. It will be due to the query optimizer to compose all the conditions
and to produce the most efficient mining strategy for the given inductive query. This
is the vision of Declarative Mining. Following this vision, in the next Section, we
define a new kind of inductive query on top of a deductive database.
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Chapter 4
Frequent Pattern Queries
Discussions in Chapter 3 have highlighted which are the main requirements that
an inductive rule must satisfy. We have shown that the previous approach to the
definition of a Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment was lacking
only of query optimization opportunities. In this Chapter, following a similar path
of development, but whit a special focus on query optimization issues, we drop
user-defined aggregates as a mean to define inductive rules and we provide a new
definition.
The present Chapter is organized as follows:
• in Section 4.1 all basic components and requirements of frequent pattern
queries are formally defined. The definition is incrementally updated in order
to capture a class of problems as large as possible;
• then in Section 4.2 we introduce a simple inductive query language and we
provide a general definition of inductive rule;
• in Section 4.3, as an instance of the previously defined inductive rule, we
formally define a simple language for inductive rules for frequent patterns
queries;
• in Section 4.4, by defining a rewriting procedure, we show that any inductive
rule corresponds to a Datalog++ program: thus we inherit a formal declarative
semantics for our small language.
• Finally in Section 4.5 we asses, by means of examples, the expressiveness of
the provided language.

4.1

Formal Task Formulation

In this Section, all basic components of frequent pattern queries are formally defined.
The definition is incrementally updated in order to capture a class of problems as
large as possible.
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Definition 4.1 (Itemset). Let Items = {x1 , ..., xn } be a set of distinct literals,
usually called items. An itemset X is a non-empty subset of Items. If k = |X|
then X is called a k-itemset.
t
u
Definition 4.2 (Transaction). A transaction is a couple htID, Xi where tID is
the transaction identifier and X is the content of the transaction (an itemset). t
u
Definition 4.3 (Transaction Database). A transaction database T DB is a
set of transactions.
t
u
Example 4.1 (Market Basket Analysis). The most natural way to think about a
transaction database is the sales database of a retail store, where the content of
each basket appearing at the cash register is recorded. In this context a transaction
htID, Xi represents a basket identifier and its content. A transaction database can
be represented also as a relational table as shown in Figure 4.1(a). In that table a
transaction or basket identifier is not explicitly given, but one could use the couple
(date, cust) to indicate it. If our relational language allows set-valued fields, we
can have the same relation in its transactional representation as in Figure 4.1(b).

/

Definition 4.4 (Frequent itemset). An itemset X is contained in a transaction
htID, Y i if X ⊆ Y . Given a transaction database T DB the subset of transaction
which contain an itemset X is named T DB[X]. The support of an itemset X,
written suppT DB (X) is the cardinality of T DB[X]. Given a user-defined minimum
support δ, an itemset X is called frequent in T DB if suppT DB (X) ≥ δ.
t
u
Frequency has a twofold value. It is computationally necessary to make feasible
the exploration of an exponential search space such as the space of all itemsets. In
fact, thanks to its animonotonicity property, frequency can be used to drastically
reduce the search space (these issue are treated in Chapter 6). Frequency is not only
computationally effective, it is also semantically important since frequency provides
“support” to any discovered knowledge.
Definition 4.5 (Frequent pattern query - first formulation). A frequent pattern query is defined by two elements: a transaction database and a minimum support
threshold. Given a transaction database T DB and a a user-defined minimum support δ, the result of a frequent pattern query is the set of itemset which are frequent
in T DB w.r.t. δ :
f reqhT DB,δi (I) = {I | suppT DB (I) ≥ δ}
t
u
In principle, we can express a query to count frequent itemsets in conventional
SQL. This approach is examined in [139, 74, 122, 4]. For example, in Figure 4.2
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date
11-2-97
11-2-97
11-2-97
11-2-97
11-2-97
11-2-97
11-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
15-2-97
15-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97

cust.
cust1
cust1
cust1
cust2
cust2
cust2
cust2
cust1
cust1
cust2
cust2
cust3
cust3
cust1
cust1
cust1
cust2
cust2
cust3
cust3
cust3
cust1
cust1
cust1
cust1
cust2
cust2
cust2
cust2
cust3

item
beer
chips
wine
wine
beer
pasta
chips
chips
beer
jackets
col shirts
wine
beer
pasta
chips
jackets
wine
pasta
chips
col shirts
brown shirts
pasta
wine
chips
beer
beer
beer
chips
chips
pasta
(a)

qty
10
20
2
2
10
10
20
20
2
1
3
1
5
10
10
1
1
8
20
3
2
5
1
20
10
12
10
20
20
10

date
11-2-97
11-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
13-2-97
15-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
16-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97
18-2-97

cust.
cust1
cust2
cust1
cust2
cust3
cust1
cust1
cust2
cust3
cust1
cust2
cust3

itemset
{beer,chips,wine}
{wine,beer,pasta,chips}
{chips,beer}
{jackets,col shirts}
{wine,beer}
{pasta,chips}
{jackets}
{wine,pasta}
{chips,col shirts,brown shirts}
{pasta,wine,chips,beer}
{beer,chips}
{pasta}
(b)

item
beer
chips
wine
pasta
jackets
col shirt
brown shirt

price
10
3
20
2
100
30
25
(c)

type
beverage
snack
beverage
food
clothes
clothes
clothes

Figure 4.1: (a) A sample sales table and (b) one of its transactional representations;
(c) the product table.

we show [139] how to compute all 2-itemsets which are frequent in the relational
version of the transaction database of Figure 4.1. We join sales with itself, with the
condition that tID is the same, and the names of the two items are lexicographically
different. We group the joined relation by the pair of items involved and check in
the having clause that the group has at least 2 transactions.
The problem with this approach is that the right optimizations and “tricks”
are beyond the state of the art of conventional optimizers in commercial DBMS.
Therefore a DBMS-based approach can not compete with ad-hoc file processing
algorithms. This is one of the main reasons that justifies the need for specialized
query language and optimization techniques for knowledge discovery.

4.1.1

Improving the Definition

For sake of both expressiveness and efficiency, we want to compute frequent pattern
queries directly on relations without needing to really materialize their transactional
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SELECT i1.item, i2.item
FROM sales i1, sales i2
WHERE i1.item < i2.item AND
i1.tID = i2.tID
GROUP BY i1.item, i2.item
HAVING 2 <= COUNT(i1.tID)

Figure 4.2: Frequent 2-itemsets computation in SQL
representation. The following proposition indicates how a transaction database can
be defined from a relation.
Proposition 1. Given a relational table V with schema sch(V), a transaction database
is defined on V by indicating:
• T an attribute of V, called transaction id;
• I an attribute of V, called item attribute, such that there not exist two tuples
t1 and t2 of V, with t1.T = t2.T and t1.I = t2.I.
. The resulting transaction database hV, T , Ii is obtained grouping I by T .
Definition 4.6 (Frequent pattern query - second formulation). A frequent
pattern query is defined by four elements:
• V is a relational table with schema sch(V), called mining view;
• T is an attribute of V, called transaction id;
• I is an attribute of V, called item attribute, such that there not exist two
tuples t1 and t2 of V, with t1.T = t2.T and t1.I = t2.I.
• δ is a natural number, such that 1 ≤ δ ≤ |V|, called min-sup.
The result of a frequent pattern query is the set of itemset which are frequent in the
transaction database hV, T , Ii w.r.t. δ :
f reqhV,T ,I,δi (I) = {I | supphV,T ,Ii (I) ≥ δ}
t
u
The above definition states that a frequent pattern query is evaluated on a transaction table in its relational version, where the transaction ID is represented by an
attribute, and each transaction is a proper set of items (no duplicates are allowed).
In a market basket setting, if we want to consider also the number of items of the
same product present in a basket we can do this with a quantity attribute.
One could wish to return as result of a query frequent itemsets and their support.
Such information is anyway computed by the mining algorithm.
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Definition 4.7 (Frequent pattern query - third formulation). The result of
a frequent pattern query is a binary relation recording the set of itemset which are
frequent in the transaction database hV, T , Ii w.r.t. δ and their supports :
f reqhV,T ,I,δi (I, S) = {(I, S) | supphV,T ,Ii (I) = S ∧ S ≥ δ}
t
u
Example 4.2. A frequent pattern query for the database in Figure 4.1 (a) could be
simply defined as f reqhsales,cust,item,3i . In this query we consider the customer as
transaction id, and we requires itemsets with a support no less than 3. Since the
total number of customers is 3, this query can be read as “set of products bought by
all customers”. The result of the query is the table in Figure4.3.
/

Itemset
{beer}
{chips}
{wine}
{pasta}
{beer, chips}
{beer, wine}
{beer, pasta}
{chips, wine}
{chips, pasta}
{beer, chips, wine}
{beer, chips, pasta}
{beer, wine, pasta}
{chips, wine, pasta}
{beer, chips, wine, pasta}

Support
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Figure 4.3: Result of query f reqhsales,cust,item,3i for the the database in Figure 4.1 (a).
Suppose now a chain store has the following sales table: {tID, locationID,
prodID, quantity, customerID, timeID} and suppose they wish to mine sales
frequent patterns under some particular circumstances, for instance sales in stores
located in Italy or sales in April. This can be done by selection on the transaction
database. The selection operation can be specified in the mining view of the frequent
pattern query. Thus the mining view of a frequent pattern query is not simply a
relational table but a relational expression.
Suppose now that timeID has the granularity of the day, and that we want to
consider as a single transaction sales to the same customer in the same day. We can
use as transaction id the couple {customerID, timeID}. Thus the transaction id
of a frequent pattern query can be a set of attributes.
For the above considerations we need to refine our definition of frequent pattern
query. In order to improve our definition we first distinguish between different kind
of attributes.
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Definition 4.8 (Transaction id). Given a database D and a relation V derived
from preds(D). Let V with attributes sch(V) be our mining view. Any subset of
attributes T ⊂ sch(V) can be used as transaction id.
t
u
Definition 4.9 (Circumstance attribute). Given a database D and a relation
V derived from preds(D). Let V with attributes sch(V) be our mining view. Given
a subset of attributes T ⊂ sch(V) as transaction id, we define any attribute A ∈
sch(R) where R is a relation in preds(D) circumstance attribute provided that
A∈
/ T and the functional dependency T → A holds for in D.
t
u
Definition 4.10 (Item attribute). Given a database D and a relation V derived
from preds(D). Let V with attributes sch(V) be our mining view. Given a subset
of attributes T ⊂ sch(V) as transaction id, let Y = {y|y ∈ sch(V)\T ∧ T →
y does not hold}; we define an attribute A ∈ Y an item attribute provided
the functional dependency T A → Y \A holds in D.
t
u
Definition 4.11 (Descriptive attribute). Given a database D and a relation V
derived from preds(D). Let V with attributes sch(V) be our mining view. Given a
subset of attributes T ⊂ sch(V) as transaction id, and given A as item attribute;
we define descriptive attribute any attribute X ∈ sch(R) where R is a relation
in preds(D), provided the functional dependency T A → X holds in D.
t
u
Example 4.3. Consider the mining view: sales(tID, locationID, time, product,
quantity) where each attribute has the intended semantics of its name and with tID
acting as the transaction id. Since the functional dependency {tID} → {locationID}
holds, locationID is a circumstance attribute. The same is true for time. We also
have {tID, product} → {quantity}, thus product is an item attribute, while
quantity is a descriptive attribute.
Descriptive attributes can arise also in relations which are not the mining view.
Consider another relation in the database price(product, price), provided the
functional dependency {tID, product} → {price} holds, price is a descriptive
attribute.
/
Note that, from the previous definitions, transaction id and the item attribute
must be part of the mining view, while circumstance and descriptive attributes could
be also in other relations.
Definition 4.12 (Frequent pattern query - fourth formulation). Given a
database D, a frequent pattern query is defined by four elements:
• V is a relation derived from preds(D), called mining view;
• T ⊂ sch(V) is called transaction id;
• I is an item attribute of V;
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• δ is a natural number, such that 1 ≤ δ ≤ |V|, called min-sup.
The result of a frequent pattern query is a binary relation recording the set of itemset
which are frequent in the transaction database hV, T , Ii w.r.t. δ and their supports:
f reqhV,T ,I,δi (I, S) = {(I, S) | supphV,T ,Ii (I) = S ∧ S ≥ δ}
t
u
If we have a relation, which is already materialized in transactional representation, we clearly do not need to indicates both transaction ID and item attribute.
In that case, we will consider as transaction ID simply the tuple ID, therefore the
item attribute will indicate the attribute which contains the transaction, and the
transaction ID will be the empty-set.

4.1.2

Adding constraints

Frequent pattern queries often generate a very large result, which reduces not only
the efficiency but also the effectiveness of mining since users have to sift through a
large number of frequent itemsets (or rules) to find the interesting ones. Recently
many works have highlighted the importance of adding constraints to data mining
in general (for instance to the clustering task [143]), but in particular to frequent
pattern mining [133, 105, 70, 82, 62, 112, 113]. The user is allowed to express his
focus in mining, by means of a rich class of constraints to capture application semantics. Besides allowing user exploration and control, the constraint-based mining
paradigm allows to reduce substantially the computation. Obviously one can think
to mine the complete result and then to select by means of queries, patterns that
satisfy the given constraints. This is not smart. In fact, pushing constraints in frequent pattern mining can help pruning the exponential search space of the problem
to those itemsets of interest to the user, avoiding mining of non interesting part of
the search space, and thus improving performance.
Many methods and techniques has been proposed for constrained frequent pattern queries. Algorithmic issues will be described in Chapter 6. In the rest of this
Section we identify meaningful and useful constraints, and we update our definition
of frequent pattern query.
Usually interesting constraints are defined on item attributes and descriptive
attributes. Constraints over the transaction id or over circumstance attributes can
be considered not as real constraints since they can be seen as selection conditions
on the transactions to be mined and thus they can be satisfied in the definition of
the mining view as we will show in Chapter 8. Next definition lists all kinds of
constraint that we admit in our framework: each kind of constraint is associated to
a constraint id (CID) and its description. In the rest of the thesis with CID i we
identify a constraint of kind i (CID = i).
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CID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Constraint
∀i ∈ s : V (t, i, . . .) ∧ t θ m
∀i ∈ s : V (t, i, . . .) ∧ Q(t, . . . , c) ∧ c θ m
∀i ∈ s : V (t, i, . . .) ∧ Q(t, . . . , c) ∧ c ∈ S
∃i1 , . . . , in ∈ s : i1 = a1 , . . . , in = an
∀i ∈ s : i ∈ {a1 , . . . , an }
|s| θ m
∃i1 , . . . , in ∈ s : P (i1 , . . . , d1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ P (in , . . . , dn )
∀i ∈ s : P (i, . . . , d) ∧ d ∈ {d1 , . . . , dn }
aggr{d | i ∈ s ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} θ m

Figure 4.4: Bound constraints for frequent pattern query.
Definition 4.13 (Bound constraints). Given a database D, a mining view V (t, i, . . .),
a relation P (i, . . . , d) ∈ preds(D) where d indicates a descriptive attribute, a relation
Q(t, . . . , c) ∈ preds(D) where c indicates a circumstance attribute, and having that:
• s is an itemset;
• a1 , . . . , an are items;
• d1 , . . . , dn are constant values of a descriptive attribute;
• m is a numeric constant;
• S is a set-valued or discrete constant;
• θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =}
• aggr ∈ {min, max, sum, avg, count, range}
in Figure 4.4 are listed all kinds of constraint admitted in a frequent pattern
query.
t
u
In Figure 4.5 is described the notation we use in this thesis to indicate the various
different kinds of constraints.
Example 4.4. Consider the sales table: sales(tID, locationID, time, product,
type, quantity, price) where, according to the definitions previously given, tID
is the transaction id,locationID and time are circumstance attributes, product is
the item attribute, and type, quantity and price are descriptive attributes. In the
following we indicate with s an itemset.
The constraint s.tID ≤ 10000 asks for itemsets which are frequent in the
first 10000 transactions of the transaction database in analysis, and it is a constraint of kind CID1 . The constraint s.locationID ∈ {M ilan, Rome} asks for
itemsets frequently purchased in stores in Milan and Rome, and it is a constraint
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CID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Notation
s.t θ m
s.c θ m
s.c ∈ S
s ⊇ {a1 , . . . , an }
s ⊆ {a1 , . . . , an }
|s| θ m
s.d ⊇ S
s.d ⊆ S
aggr{d | i ∈ s ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} θ m

Description
selection on transaction id
selection on circumstance attribute (num)
selection on circumstance attribute (set)
itemset contains
itemset domain
cardinality constraint
descriptive attribute contains
descriptive attribute domain
aggregate on descriptive attribute

Figure 4.5: Notation and description of bound constraints for frequent pattern query.

of kind CID3 . The constraint s ⊇ {beer, milk} asks for itemsets which contains beer and milk, and is a constraint of kind CID4 . The constraint s.type ⊇
{toy, underwear} asks for itemsets which contains at least an item of type toy and
an item of typeunderwear, and it is a constraint of kind CID7 . The constraint
sum{price | i ∈ s ∧ sales(tID, locationID, time, i, type, quantity, price)} ≥ 100
asks for itemsets with a total price greater than 100, and it is a constraint of kind
CID9 .

/

Definition 4.14 (Frequent pattern query - fifth formulation). Given a database
D, a frequent pattern query is defined by five elements:
• V is a relation derived from preds(D), called mining view;
• T ⊂ sch(V), is a possible empty set of attributes of V, called transaction id;
• I is an item attribute of V;
• δ is a natural number, such that 1 ≤ δ ≤ |V|, called min-sup;
• C is a conjunction of bound constraints.
The result of a frequent pattern query is a binary relation recording the set of itemset
which satisfy C and are frequent in the transaction database hV, T , Ii w.r.t. δ and
their supports:
f reqhV,T ,I,δ,Ci (I, S) = {(I, S) | C(I) ∧ supphV,T ,Ii (I) = S ∧ S ≥ δ}
t
u
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One could wish to return as result of a frequent pattern query additional information regarding the induced pattern. Therefore we allow frequent pattern queries
with more than two variables. For sake of consistency, the additional variables
must be aggregated at the itemset level. In other words, only variables describing
circumstance attribute or aggregation of descriptive attributes are allowed.
Example 4.5. A frequent pattern query for the sales table in Figure 4.1 (a), and the
product table in Figure 4.1 (c), querying itemsets having a support ≥ 3 (transactions
are made grouping by customer and date), and having a total price ≥ 30, could be
simply defined as:
f reqhsales,{date,cust},item,3,sum{p|i∈I∧product(i,p,t)} ≥ 30i (I, S, T ) =
{(I, S, T ) | sum{p | i ∈ I ∧ product(i, p, t)} = T ∧ T ≥ 30 ∧
∧ supphsales,{date,cust},item,3,i (I) = S ∧ S ≥ 3}

/

The result of the query is in Figure 4.6 (b).
Itemset
{beer, wine}
{beer, wine, chips}

Support
4
3

TotalPrice
30
33

Figure 4.6: The result of the query in Example 4.5.

4.2

An Inductive Query Language

Discussions in Chapter 2 have highlighted which are the main requirements that an
inductive rule must satisfy. We have shown that the previous approach to the definition of a Logic-based Knowledge Discovery Support Environment was lacking only
of query optimization opportunities. Following a similar path of development, but
whit a special focus on query optimization issues, we drop user-defined aggregates
as a mean to define inductive rule and we provide a new definition.
We simply define an inductive rule as a conjunctive boolean formula over sentences about the desired pattern:
• These sentences are taken form a specified class of sentences and they can be
seen as mining primitives, computed by a specialized algorithm (and not by
aggregates as in the previous approach).
• The set of all admissible sentences is just some “syntactic sugar” on top of an
algorithm. The set of available algorithms is the inductive engine.
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• Each sentence can be defined over some deductive predicates (relations) defining the data source for the mining primitive.
Therefore, in this setting we have a clear distinction between what must be
computed by deductive engine (deductive rules) and what by the inductive engine
(inductive rules).
Moreover we clearly specify the relationship between the inductive and the deductive part of an inductive database: the deductive engine feeds the inductive
engine with data sources by means of the deductive predicates contained in the inductive sentences; the inductive engine returns in the deductive database predicates
representing patterns that satisfy all the sentences in the inductive rule.
Definition 4.15. An inductive rule is a rule
H ← B1 , . . . B n
such that:
• B1 , . . . Bn is a conjunction of inductive sentences, possibly containing deductive
predicates.
• H is the predicate representing the induced pattern.
t
u
Having a well defined and restricted set of possible sentences allows us to write
highly optimized algorithms to compute inductive rules. The analyst declaratively
define sentences about the desired pattern and the algorithm compute the patterns
using the most efficient strategy w.r.t. the given conjunction of sentences.
The following example clarifies the relationship between the inductive and the deductive part of an inductive database, as well as the difference between the aggregatebased approach and our framework.
Example 4.6. Suppose we want to compute frequent itemsets having sum of prices
greater than 200. In our framework we have two choices:
1. write an inductive rule to compute all the patterns and a deductive rule specifying the constraint to select those patterns that satisfy the constraint;
2. write the constraint directly with an inductive sentence in the body of the
inductive rule defining the patterns.
By a semantical point of view the two approaches are equivalent: they give the
same result. By a purely computational point of view the first choice corresponds
to a generate-and-test approach, while the second choice corresponds to a constraint
pushing approach which should be much more efficient.
In the aggregate-based approach only the first choice is possible. Recall Example
3.16 where we have provided a deductive rule to the purpose of denormalizing the
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transaction table, and the inductive rule to compute frequent patterns. If we
want to compute frequent itemsets satisfying the given constraint we need to write
a deductive rule to compute sum of prices of itemsets and another one to filter out
those ones not satisfying the constraint.
sumFP(S, N, sumhPi) ← frequentPatterns(S, N), item(I, T, P), member(I, S).
answer(S, N, SP)
← sumFP(S, N, SP), SP >= 200.
Moreover we need a rule to define member.
In our framework the first aggregation rule, counting sum of prices, is “compressed” in an inductive sentence which will appear, as a condition to be satisfied,
in the body of the inductive rule which computes frequent itemset.
/
As suggested from the previous example, all inductive sentences are just a syntactic sugar defined in order to “compress” one or more deductive rules. This sentences
will be used in the body of inductive rules and thus it will be used by the inductive
engine as a constraint on the search space. Therefore, each inductive sentence will
have its semantical counterpart in one or more deductive rules: they will have the
same declarative semantics, but a completely different evaluation strategy.

4.3

Inductive Rules for Frequent Patterns

In this Section, as an instance of the previously defined inductive rule, we introduce
inductive sentences for Frequent Patterns Queries, where the user can restrict the
set of patterns to be discovered by adding extra constraints. Recall that sentences
are just “syntactic sugar” on top of an algorithm: in this Section we introduce such
“syntactic sugar”. We first provide a brief overview of the terms required in order
to express frequent pattern query, then we provide the syntax of an inductive rule,
and its formal declarative semantics. Finally, by means of example, we show that, in
spite of its simplicity, the proposed query language for frequent patterns is expressive
enough to represent most of interesting mining queries involving frequent patterns.

4.3.1

Preliminaries

Since we are dealing with frequent itemsets, sets will be first class citizens on which
inductive sentences will be defined. For the same reason, traditional set operations
(⊆, ∈, ∈)
/ will be useful to write inductive rules.
A set can be a set of numbers, a set of strings, a set of variables or a set of sets.
Moreover, since we want to compute patterns from transaction databases which can
be in relational form, a set of sets can be built by grouping values of an attribute.
Definition 4.16 (Pseudo-aggregation sentence).
Given a relation R such that X ∈ sch(R) and Y ⊂ sch(R). The sentence hX|Y i
denotes the pseudo aggregation on attribute X grouping by attributes in Y .
t
u
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In other words, if the term hI|{D, C}i is a term of an inductive rule containing the
predicate transaction(D,C,I,Q); it corresponds to the pseudo-aggregate defined
by the Datalog++ deductive rule:
transaction(D, C, hIi) ← transaction(D, C, I, Q).
which transforms the table in Figure 4.1(a) in the table in Figure 4.1(b).
The most important sentence in our framework is obviously the frequency sentence.
Definition 4.17 (Frequency inductive sentence). Let P be a variable for the
induced frequent pattern, and T a set of sets, then:
f req(P, T ) = |{t ∈ T |P ⊆ t}|
t
u
Example 4.7. Consider the frequent pattern query in Example 4.2. We can express
that query with the following inductive rule:
frequent pattern(S, N) ← N = freq(S, X), X = hI|{C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), N >= 3.
Observe how in this query all the basic components of a frequent pattern query are
expressed. First of all we have the mining view declaratively indicated as a predicate
in the body of the rule. Then we have the transaction id expressed in the right part
of the pseudo-aggregation term, and the item attribute in the left part. Moreover
we have two variables to indicate computed patterns and their support, which is
constrained to be no less than a given min-sup threshold.
/
If we are interested in relative frequency of itemsets, instead of absolute support,
we can derive it computing the absolute support and dividing it by the cardinality
of the set of transactions. However, for sake of compactness of inductive rules, we
admit an inductive sentence for relative frequency.
Definition 4.18 (Relative frequency inductive sentence). Let P be a variable
for the induced frequent pattern, and T a set of sets, then:
r f req(P, T ) = f req(P, T )/|T |
t
u
Finally, in our inductive query language we need to express aggregates on descriptive attributes, in order to write constraints as those ones introduced in the
previous Section.
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< inductiverule >

::=

< predicate > ← < freqsentence >, < pred >
[, < sentence >]∗ .

< freqsentence >

::=

[< var > =] < freqpred > |
< freqpred >< numop >< num > |
< freqpred >< numop >< var >

< freqpred >

::=

freq( < var > , < var > ) | r freq( < var > , < var > )

< sentence >

::=

< basesentence > | < aggrsentence > |
< pred > |¬ < pred >

< basesentence >

::=

< baseterm >< baseop >< baseterm >

< aggrsentence >

::=

[< var > =] < aggrpred > [< numop >< num >]

< aggrpred >

::=

< aggr > ( < var >, < pred > )

< aggr >

::=

sum|min|max|count|avg|range

Figure 4.7: Full syntax of an inductive rule (part 1 of 2).

Example 4.8. Consider the frequent pattern query in Example 4.5. We can express
that query with the following inductive rule:
frequent pattern(S, N, TP) ← N = freq(S, X), X = hI|{D, C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), N >= 3, L ∈ S,
TP = sum(P, product(L, P, T)), TP >= 30.

/
4.3.2

Syntax

In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 we provide the full syntax of inductive rules for frequent
patterns. The following notation is adopted:
• bold symbols denote terminal symbols;
• <NonTerminal> denotes non terminal symbols;
• | denotes alternatives;
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• square brackets denote optionality;
• * denotes Kleene’s star.
• <var> denotes a variable, i.e. an alphanumeric string beginning with a capital
letter;
• <pred> denotes a datalog predicate;
• <num> denotes an integer as well as a real number;
• <str> denotes an alpha numeric string beginning with a lower-case letter;
• <expr> denote an algebraic expression over numbers and variables.
An inductive rule for Frequent Patterns Discovery is composed by a Datalog
predicate describing the extracted pattern in the head and a conjunction of sentences
in the body. Among these sentences, exactly one frequency sentence is required,
together with at least one predicate defining the mining view. A frequency sentence
is made of a frequency predicate, which has the freq (or the r freq) keyword
as predicate name and two arguments: the first one is a variable indicating the
extracted pattern, the second one is a term indicating the set of sets from which the
pattern is extracted. The computed value of frequency can optionally be assigned
to a variable, in order to return the support of extracted patterns in the head of
the inductive rule; or it can be compared with a number or a variable representing
a number. An aggregate sentence is define by the keywords indicating the name
of the aggregate and two arguments: the variable and the predicate on which the
aggregate must be computed.

4.4

Semantics of Inductive Rules

In the previous Section we have defined a simple language for writing inductive
rules for frequent pattern queries. Obviously, not all the inductive rules that can
be written following the productions of the given syntax are meaningful and not
ambiguous.
In this Section, we first provide some simple syntactical restrictions, in order to
write inductive rules which are safe, i.e. meaningful and not ambiguous. Recall that
our main objective here is to provide a simple language in order to reason on queries
optimization. However, as we show in Section 4.5, in spite of these syntactical
restrictions our language is still very expressive.
In order to provide a declarative semantics, we show that a safe inductive rule
in our framework corresponds to a Datalog++ program (a set of aggregate-based
deductive rules). We define a rewriting procedure which maps any inductive rule
to the unique corresponding set of deductive rules. This way we inherit a formal
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< baseop >

::=

< numop > | < setop >

< numop >

::=

= |≥ |> |≤ |<

< setop >

::=

∈ |⊆ |⊂ |⊇ |⊃

< baseterm >

::=

card( < set > )| < num > | < str > |
< set > | < var > | < expr >

< set >

::=

< setofnumbers > | < setofstrings > |
< setofvariables > | < setofsets >

< setofnumbers >

::=

{ < number > [, < number >]∗ }

< setofstrings >

::=

{ < string > [, < string >]∗ }

< setofvariables >

::=

{ < variable > [, < variable >]∗ }

< setofsets >

::=

{ < set > [, < set >]∗ }|
h < variable > | < setofvariables > i

Figure 4.8: Full syntax of an inductive rule (part 2 of 2).

declarative semantics for our small language: the semantics of an inductive rule is
the iterated stable model of the corresponding Datalog++ program (see Chapter 3).

4.4.1

Safe Inductive Rules

Definition 4.19 (Inductive variables). Given an inductive rule we define inductive variables those variables associated to values which are computed by the inductive
engine. In particular:
• the pattern variable, i.e. the first argument of the frequency sentence;
• the frequency variable, i.e. the variable associated to the value returned by the
frequency sentence;
• variables associated to an aggregate computed on a descriptive attribute;
• variable derived by means of number or set operations on inductive variables.
t
u
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Definition 4.20 (Head safety). The predicate in the head of an inductive rule is
safe if its arguments are:
• inductive variables;
• variables representing a circumstance attribute;
• bound terms.
t
u
Definition 4.21 (Frequency sentence safety). A general frequency sentence N =
freq(X, Y) is safe if:
• Y is a variable indicating a set of sets;
• X does not appear together with N, nor with any variable derived from N, nor
with Y, nor with any variable involved in the definition of Y, in any other
sentence different from the frequency sentence;
• N does not appear together with Y, nor with any variable involved in the definition of Y, in any other sentence different from the frequency sentence;
t
u
Definition 4.22 (Aggregate sentence safety). An aggregate sentence aggr(X, Y)
is safe if:
• Y is a predicate;
• name of variables in Y are different from name of variables in other predicates;
• X is a variable argument of Y;
• there exists a sentence Z ∈ S in the body of the inductive rule, such that Z is a
variable argument of Y, and S is the pattern variable.
t
u
Definition 4.23 (Safe inductive rule). An inductive rule is safe if its head is
safe and the frequency sentence and all the aggregate sentences in its body are safe.
t
u

4.4.2

Formal Declarative Semantics

We now define a rewriting procedure which maps any inductive rule to a unique set
of deductive rules. A useful tool to reason on the semantics of an inductive rule is
its sentences dependence tree. Before constructing such tree we must first normalize
frequency and aggregate sentences.
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Definition 4.24 (Sentences normalization).
Given a frequency or aggregate sentence aggr(X, Y) θ Z where θ ∈ {=, ≥, ≤}, we
define its normal form as the conjunction of two sentences:
NewVar = aggr(X, Y), NewVar θ Z
Given an inductive rule r, we define its normal form η(r) as the inductive rule
obtained by normalizing all frequency and aggregate sentences in r.
t
u
Definition 4.25 (Sentences dependence tree). Given a safe inductive rule r,
we can associate to its body a sentence dependence tree constructed as follows:
• normalize r obtaining η(r) according to Definition 4.24;
• each sentence in the body of the inductive rule is associated to one and only
one node in the sentences dependence tree;
• the tree is constructed top-down from the root to the leaves;
• the root of the tree is labelled with unique frequency sentence of the inductive
rule;
• for each node, and for each variable in the sentence associated to the node:
create a child node for each sentence which contain the variable and which
is still not associated to any node, and label the corresponding edge with the
variable.
t
u
Example 4.9. Consider the following inductive rule:
frequent pattern(S) ← freq(S, X) >= 3, X = hI|{D, C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), L ∈ S, J ∈ S,
sum(P, product(L, P, T)) >= 30,
count(J, product(J, P1, clothes)) = 2.
First of all, note that this rule is safe for definitions 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23.
In order to build the sentences dependence tree, we must first normalize the
frequency sentence and the two aggregate sentences, obtaining the rewritten normalized rule:
frequent pattern(S) ← NewVar1 = freq(S, X), NewVar1 >= 3, X = hI|{D, C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), L ∈ S, J ∈ S,
NewVar2 = sum(P, product(L, P, T)), NewVar2 >= 30,
NewVar3 = count(J, product(J, P1, clothes)),
NewVar3 = 2.
The sentences dependence tree associated to the given normalized inductive query
is in Figure 4.9.
/
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NewVar1 = freq(S, X)

NewVar1 
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NewVar1 >= 3
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NewVar2 = sum(P, product(L, P, T))
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X
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X = hI|{D, C}i
D, C, I
C

?

J
C

sales(D, C, I, Q)

C
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NewVar3 = count(J, product(J, P1, clothes))
C NewVar3
WC

NewVar3 = 2

NewVar2 >= 30

Figure 4.9: The sentences dependence tree for the query in Example 4.9

Note that:
Proposition 2. A safe inductive rule has a unique sentences dependence tree.
Proof. Trivially for definitions 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 and for the construction of
the tree.
t
u
We now provide a mapping function for each kind of sentence to Datalog++
rules.
First of all, base sentence are trivially mapped to the corresponding Datalog++
clause. For instance, the base sentence N >= 3 will be mapped to an identical clause
in the body of some deductive rule. the base sentence L ∈ S will be mapped to a
clause member(L,S).
Definition 4.26 (Mapping pseudo-aggregation sentences).
Let X = hY|Zi be a pseudo-aggregation sentence where Z represents a set of variables.
We map the pseudo-aggregation sentence to a Datalog++ rule:
pa(Z, hYi) ← p1 , . . . , pn .
where p1 , . . . , pn are base predicates appearing in the sub-tree rooted in the node
labelled by X = hY|Zi.
t
u
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Definition 4.27 (Mapping the transaction database definition).
Let freq(X, Y) be the frequency sentence of the given inductive rule. Being Y a set
of sets variable, it can appear in base predicates, or it can be constructed by means
of a pseudo aggregation term.
We map the sentences defining the transaction database to a Datalog++ rule:
tdb(Y) ← p1 (. . . , Y, . . .), . . . , pn (. . . , Y, . . .),
pa1 (. . . , Y), . . . , pan (. . . , Y).
where:
• p1 (. . . , Y, . . .), . . . , pn (. . . , Y, . . .) are predicates associated to nodes, in the sentences dependence tree, reachable from the root following a Y-labelled edge;
• pa1 (. . . , Y), . . . , pan (. . . , Y) are pseudo-aggregation predicates (as defined in the
preceding definition) corresponding to pseudo-aggregation sentences associated
to nodes, in the sentences dependence tree, reachable from the root following a
Y-labelled edge.
t
u
We next define the mapping of a frequency sentence to a Datalog++ rule using
a iterative user-defined aggregate. The patterns aggregate defined in Section 3.2.2
computes frequent itemsets given a minimum support threshold, thus it does not
work for our purposes. We define a new aggregate that computes absolute support
for all itemsets without any threshold.
single(freq, S, X)
multi(freq, O, S, X)
multi(freq, O,, O).
iterate(freq, IS, (IS, 0)).
multi(freq, (IS, N), S, (IS, N + 1))
multi(freq, (IS, N), S, (IS, N))

← subset(X, S).
← subset(X, S).

← subset(IS, S).
← ¬subset(IS, S).

Such an aggregate has two main iterations. In the first iteration (specified by
the first three rules), for each tuple in the dataset the set of possible subsets are
generated. The iterate predicate initializes the counter of each candidate itemset,
and activates the computation of its frequency (performed by the two last rules).
Such a specification is clearly extremely inefficient, since it checks the support of all
possible itemsets, but we are not worried about its efficiency since we just want to
show the mapping of a frequency sentence on an aggregate-based Datalog++ rule.
In order to map the relative frequency sentence we must define a slightly different
aggregate. In particular, we need to count the number of transactions available, and
return all itemsets and their relative support by means of a final freturn rule.
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single(r freq, S, X)
multi(r freq, O, S, X)
multi(r freq, O,, O).
iterate(freq, IS, (IS, 0, 0)).
multi(r freq, (IS, N, T), S, (IS, N + 1, T + 1))
multi(r freq, (IS, N, T), S, (IS, N, T + 1))
freturn(r freq, (IS, N, T), (IS, N/T)).

← subset(X, S).
← subset(X, S).

← subset(IS, S).
← ¬subset(IS, S).

Definition 4.28 (Mapping frequency sentence).
Let N = freq(S, X) be the frequency sentence of our inductive rule. We map such
sentence to the Datalog++ rule:
freq(freqhXi) ← tdb(X).
where the first freq is a predicate name while the second one is the aggregate defined
above, and tdb(X) is the mapping of the transaction database as defined in Definition 4.27. Analogously, if we have a relative frequency sentence we map it to the
Datalog++ rule:
r freq(r freqhXi) ← tdb(X).
t
u
Definition 4.29 (Mapping an aggregate sentence).
Let Y ∈ S, N = aggr(X, p) (where S is the pattern variable and p is a predicate
containing the variables X and Y) be two sentences of our inductive rule. We map
these two sentences to the following Datalog++ rule:
aggr(S, aggrhXi) ← p, freq(S, N), member(Y, S).
where the first aggr is a predicate name while the second one is the real aggregate
name properly defined.
t
u
Definition 4.30 (Mapping an inductive rule to a Datalog++ program).
Given a safe inductive rule r, we define a mapping function ϕ that map it to Datalog++ program P :
ϕ(r) = P
The mapping function ϕ is defined by the the following three steps:
1. normalize r obtaining η(r) according to Definition 4.24;
2. map each aggregate, pseudo aggregate, transactional database definition and
frequency sentences in η(r) to the corresponding Datalog++ rules, according
to definitions 4.26, 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29;
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3. add a Datalog++ rule, where the head is the head of r, and the body contains
the heads of all Datalog++ rules previously written, plus all the base sentences
in η(r).
t
u
Example 4.10. Consider again the inductive rule in Example 4.9:
frequent pattern(S) ← freq(S, X) >= 3, X = hI|{D, C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), L ∈ S, J ∈ S,
sum(P, product(L, P, T)) >= 30,
count(J, product(J, P1, clothes)) = 2.
Such inductive rule is semantically equivalent to the following Datalog++ program:
freq(freqhXi)
tdb(Y)
pa(D, C, hIi)
sum(S, sumhPi)
count(S, counthJi)
frequent pattern(S)

←
←
←
←
←
←

tdb(X).
pa(D, C, Y).
sales(D, C, I, Q).
product(L, P, T), freq(S, N), member(L, S).
product(J, P1, clothes), freq(S, N), member(J, S).
freq(S, NewVar1), sum(S, NewVar2), count(S, NewVar3),
NewVar1 >= 3, NewVar2 >= 30, NewVar3 = 2.

/
Since a safe inductive rule corresponds to a Datalog++ program, we can define
the formal declarative semantics of a safe inductive rule as the iterated stable model
of the corresponding Datalog++ program.
Proposition 3. Given a database D and a safe inductive rule r : H ← B1 , . . . Bn
the result of the query H is the iterated stable model MD∪ϕ(r) .
t
u
As already stated in the discussion in Example 4.6, this semantics corresponds to
a generate-and-test computational approach. In the rest of this thesis, we will study
constraint-pushing computational techniques (Chapter 5 and 6), and in Chapter
8 we will adopt such techniques with the aim of providing a constraint-pushing
operational semantics for the proposed framework.

4.5

Expressiveness of the Framework

In this section we assess by means of examples the expressiveness of our framework.
First we show typical associative mining tasks: simple association rules, multidimensional association rules, associations rule with templates or hierarchies. Later
we show how frequent pattern queries can be used in order to define different mining tasks. Then we introduce a novel and interesting complex query, namely the
promotion problem, and we show how to express it. Finally we discuss alternative,
but semantically equivalent, ways of solving the promotion problem. This discussion
opens the way to the following Chapters, in which query evaluation and optimizations are studied.
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Set
{beer}
{chips}
{wine}
{pasta}
{beer,chips}
{beer,wine}

Frequency
0.5
0.58
0.4
0.4
0.33
0.33

Left
{beer}
{beer}
{wine}

Right
{chips}
{wine}
{beer}

Supp
0.33
0.33
0.33

Conf
0.66
0.66
0.82

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.10: (a) The frequentPatterns table and (b) the rules table which are
the result of the evaluation of rules in Example 4.11.

4.5.1

Associative Mining Queries

Example 4.11 (Association Rules). It is well known that the task of computing association rules is performed by dividing it in two subproblem. The first one, which
is the real mining task, itemsets which are frequent for the given minimum support
threshold are computed. In the second subproblem, which can be seen as a postprocessing filtering task, the available association rules, for the given confidence
threshold, are extracted from the frequent itemsets computed during the mining
phase. In our framework we compute frequent itemsets by means of an inductive
rule, and association rules by means of a deductive Datalog++ rule.
Suppose we want to compute simple association rules from the table in Figure 4.1(a), grouping transactions by day and customer, and having support more
than 0.33 and confidence more than 0.6. The first rule is an inductive rule which
defines the computation of patterns with a relative support greater than 0.33.
frequentPatterns(Set, Frequency) ← Frequency = r freq(Set, X),
transaction(D, C, I, Q),
X = hI|{D, C}i,
Frequency >= 0.33.
The second rule is a Datalog++ deductive rule which computes the available
association rules from the frequent itemsets:
rules(L, R, S, C) ← frequentPatterns(A, S), frequentPatterns(R, S 1 ),
subset(R, A), difference(A, R, L), C = S/S1, C >= 0.6.
The result of the evaluation of the first rule is in Figure 4.10(a), while the result
of the evaluation of the second rule is in Figure 4.10(b).
/
Example 4.12 (Multidimensional Association Rules). Given a relational table Multidimensional Association Rules are computed by taking each row of the table as
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a transaction, and each attribute-value pair as item. The difference with simple
association rules is just a matter of representation, in the sense that suitably representing the input attributes we can transform any table in a transactions table.
Therefore we can solve the problem in the preprocessing phase by means of Datalog++ deductive rules. For instance suppose we have the relation v(Id,A,B,C)
where Id is the distinct key for each tuple, and (A,B,C) are discrete attributes. We
can transform such a table by associating a tag that uniquely identifies the values
associated to the dimension it represent.
w(Id, first(A)) ← v(Id, A, B, C).
w(Id, second(B)) ← v(Id, A, B, C).
w(Id, third(C)) ← v(Id, A, B, C).
Then we can use an inductive rule to compute frequent itemsets using the first
argument of w as transaction id and the second argument as item attribute.
/
Example 4.13 (Templates). Let us consider again the tables defined in Figure 4.1(a)
and (c). Suppose we want to compute simple association rules having support more
than 0.05 and confidence more than 0.4 with exactly two items in the head (one of
type beverage and one of type snack) and at least 3 items in the body. The first
inductive rule requires to compute itemsets with the proper support and containing
at least one item of type beverage and one of type snack. It returns in itemsets,
their support and their cardinality.
frequentPatterns(Set, Frequency, Card) ← Frequency = r freq(Set, X),
transaction(D, C, I, Q),
X = hI|{D, C}i,
Frequency >= 0.05,
Card = card(Set),
item(L, P, beverage),
item(J, P, snacks),
{L, J} ⊂ Set.
The second rule is a deductive rule which computes the required association
rules from the frequent itemsets by finding frequent itemsets of cardinality at least
5, having a frequent subset composed by two items to use as head of the association
rule.
rules(L, R, S, C) ← frequentPatterns(A, S, Card), Card >= 5,
frequentPatterns(R, S1 , 2),
subset(R, A), difference(A, R, L),
C = S/S1, C >= 0.4.
Observe that, even if correct, this is not the smartest way of expressing this
query. Consider the clause Card >= 5: we have used it in the deductive postprocessing rule, but this way we loose search space pruning opportunities given by
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the cardinality constraint. If we move such a clause in the inductive rule, we force the
inductive engine to exploit it as a constraint in the frequent patterns computation,
thus obtaining a more efficient computation.

/

Example 4.14 (Hierarchies). The problem of mining rules within a concept hierarchy can be specified in many different ways. In this example we are interested in
frequent patterns containing elements of heterogeneous hierarchy levels [131]. As
shown in [130], the problem of mining such generalized patterns can be easily tackled by means of suitable pre-processing and post-processing. Let us consider the
tables of fig. 4.1(a) and (c). The simplest way of computing generalized patterns,
as suggested by [130], is to enlarge the transactions, by including the ancestors of
all the items in the transactions: as usual pre-processing queries are expressed by
means of Datalog++ deductive rules.
extTrans(D, C, I, Q) ← transaction(D, C, I, Q).
extTrans(D, C, T, Q) ← extTrans(D, C, I, Q),
item(I, P, T).
Suppose that we are looking for itemset with an absolute support grater than
500, and that we are not interested in returning the support of each frequent itemset.
To this purpose we can use a simple inductive rule.
frequentPatterns(S) ← freq(S, X) >= 500, X = hI|{D, C}i, extTrans(D, C, I, Q).
Finally, we must post-process frequent itemsets in order to “normalize” them:
no itemsets containing both an item and its type is returned as valid pattern. As
usual post-processing is performed by means of Datalog++ deductive rules.
validPatterns(S) ← frequentPatterns(S), ¬related(S).
related(S)
← member(I, S), member(A, S), item(I, P, A).
The evaluation of the above rules drops all frequent itemsets containing both an
item and its ancestor.
This “generate & test” approach is, however, not completely satisfactory by the
point of view of efficiency. Is it possible to force the inductive rule to search only
for “valid” frequent patterns? Can the “validity” feature of itemsets be used as a
constraint in order to obtain a smaller search space and achieve a more efficient
computation?
If we want the inductive engine to use a property of itemsets as a constraint
we must include this property in the inductive rule. We could have written the
following inductive rule:
frequentPatterns(S) ← freq(S, X) >= 500,
X = hI|{D, C}i,
extTrans(D, C, I, Q),
¬related(S).
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How this kind of query can be efficiently evaluated? How the inductive engine can
query the deductive database for related(S), and how it can use such information
in the most efficient way? Answers to this questions are issues related to queries
evaluation and optimization, which is the topic of the rest of these thesis.
/

4.5.2

The Promotion Problem

Suppose an analyst analyzes the sales data of a chain store with the aim of recommending future promotions exploiting past promotions information. A promotion
is profitable if it has established some good purchasing behaviors. Thus, given
a relation promotion(PromoItem, Period), the analyst wants to discover highly
profitable promotion established itemsets.
A promotion established itemset, is an itemset S which contains the promotion
item and such that its support before the promotion period is less than 0.2 and
became greater than 0.4 during the promotion period and remains greater than 0.3
after the promotion. To be highly profitable means that the sum of the prices of of
items in S must be ≥ 200.
Since in our framework only a frequency sentence is allowed in an inductive rule,
we must write three different inductive rules.
frequentBefore(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), before(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i, F >= 0.2.
frequentDuring(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), during(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i, F >= 0.4,
L ∈ S, sum(P, product(L, P, T)) >= 200.
frequentAfter(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), after(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i, F >= 0.3.
Finally we need a deductive rule to compose the final answer:
hppei(S) ← frequentDuring(S), frequentAfter(S), ¬frequentBefore(S).

4.5.3

Discussion

In the last Section we have proposed a solution for the promotion problem. This
is clearly not the only possible solution, and it is neither the most efficient. Many
different solutions, with different evaluation and efficiency exist: in analogy with relational databases query optimization, they can be seen as different query execution
plans.
Consider, for instance, the choice of querying frequent itemsets also for the period
before the promotion. Solution to the promotion problem are itemsets which are
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not frequent in that period. Therefore, we could have directly queried infrequent
itemsets:
r freq(S, X) < 0.2
Instead, we query frequent itemsets and then we use them to delete itemsets from
the intersection of frequent itemsets of the other two periods (negated predicate
in the deductive post-processing rule). Our choice is reasonable, since frequency is
usually very selective, and thus frequent itemsets are much less in number in respect
of infrequent ones. The last statement is especially true in very sparse transaction
databases, as sales databases usually are.
However, even with this clever device, we are still far from achieving the most
efficient computation. In fact, the three inductive rules, and hence the correspondent
mining computations, are totally dissociated, i.e. no rule exploits information that
could be provided by the other rules.
Recall that, for the closure principle, all the induced patterns become predicates
in the database which can be queried as the other data. This means that we can use
results of an inductive rule in other inductive rules. Therefore, an efficient solution
to the promotion problem is as follows.
First, evaluates the most selective query, which in our example is the one corresponding to the period during the promotion (highest support threshold).
frequentDuring(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), during(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i,
F >= 0.4,
L ∈ S,
sum(P, product(L, P, T)) >= 200.
Then use this information to restrict the domain of possible patterns for the
other inductive rules.
frequentBefore(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), during(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i,
F >= 0.2,
frequentDuring(S).
Note that, there is no need to impose the “sum of prices” constraint in this rule,
since it is subsumed by the frequentDuring(S) predicate. However, even if semantically equivalent, by a pure computational point of view, would be more efficient
to impose such constraint in all the three inductive rules. In fact, as described in
Chapter 7, constraints can be used not only to prune the search space of the computation, but they can be exploited to reduce the input data as well. And usually
in mining queries the size of the input data is what often makes the computation
very expansive.
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Finally, we compute the answer set of patterns with the last inductive rule, thus
we no longer need the deductive post-processing rule.
frequentAfter(S) ← F = r freq(S, X), transaction(D, C, I, Q),
promotion(PI, Prd), after(D, Prd),
X = hI|{D, C}i,
F >= 0.3,
frequentDuring(S),
¬frequentBefore(S).
The objective of this discussion has been that of highlighting which kind of different choices should be taken by an optimized query solver. Which solution, among
all the possible, is the most efficient, depends on the dataset characteristics, on the
frequency thresholds and on constraints selectivity. This problem is very similar
to that in traditional query optimization. It seems therefore likely that similar solutions could work as well. We might e.g. think of collecting statistics about the
dataset characteristics and use a cost estimate function in order to compare different execution plans. Research and results, on this kind of topics, are still missing.
Other open issues regards query containment relationships for incremental query
refinement, efficient data structures, indexes, and memory organization. It is quite
evident that there is a wide open space for the research in data mining (or inductive
databases) query optimization.
In the rest of this thesis we mainly consider query optimization by the algorithmic
point of view: which is the best algorithmic solution for the given inductive query,
with the given constraints?

Part II
Optimizations

Chapter 5
Algorithms for Frequent Pattern
Queries
In this Chapter we study frequent pattern queries by a computational point of
view. In Section 5.1 we formally define the frequent pattern mining problem and we
describe the main algorithms proposed in literature for the problem. In Section 5.2,
the computational problem is enriched with user-defined constraint that solution
patterns must satisfy. In the next Chapter, we will provide an overview of the stateof-the-art algorithmic solutions for this problem, and then we will introduce our
contributions to the field of constrained frequent pattern mining.

5.1

Simple Frequent Pattern Mining

Since the introduction of association mining in 1993 [2], there have been many
researches on efficient and scalable frequent pattern computations. A milestone in
these studies is the algorithm Apriori in 1994 [5]. After that publication many
variants to the basic Apriori algorithms have been proposed. In this Section, we
first provide a definition and a characterization of the computational problem of
mining frequent patterns, then we review the Apriori algorithm and some of its
optimizations and variants, as well as the well-known FP-growth algorithm [71].

5.1.1

Computational Problem Definition

Let Items = {x1 , ..., xn } be a set of distinct literals, usually called items. An
itemset X is a non-empty subset of Items. If k = |X| then X is called a k-itemset.
A transaction is a couple htID, Xi where tID is the transaction identifier and X
is the content of the transaction (an itemset). A transaction database T DB is a
set of transactions. An itemset X is contained in a transaction htID, Y i if X ⊆
Y . Given a transaction database T DB the subset of transaction which contain an
itemset X is named T DB[X]. The support of an itemset X, written suppT DB (X) is
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the cardinality of T DB[X]. Given a user-defined minimum support δ, an itemset
X is called frequent in T DB if:
suppT DB (X) ≥ δ
This the definition of the frequency constraint Cf req [T DB]: if X is frequent we
write Cf req [T DB](X) or simply Cf req (X) when the dataset is clear from the context.
Definition 5.1 (Frequent itemset mining problem). Let T h(C) = {X|C(X)}
denotes the set all itemsets X that satisfy constraint C. The frequent itemset mining
problem requires to compute the set of all frequent itemsets T h(Cf req ).
t
u
From a computational point of view, looking at all possible subsets of Item is
doomed by the huge search space. In fact a linearly growing number of singleton
items still implies an exponential growing number of itemsets in the search space
(which contains exactly 2|Items| different itemsets). For example, in many real world
applications the alphabet of symbols Items contains thousands of elements (consider, for instance, products of a supermarket), and thus, the number of itemsets,
turns out to be larger than the number of atoms in the universe (≈ 1079 ).
The search space of all itemsets can be represented by a subset-lattice, with the
empty itemset at the bottom and the set containing all items at the top. In Figure
5.1 the itemset lattice for Items = {a, b, c, d, e} is showed.
Luckily, frequency exhibits the nice property of being monotone decreasing w.r.t.
itemset size increase. This property, usually called “antimonotonicity”, is underlying
to almost all the algorithms proposed for frequent pattern mining.
Proposition 1 (Frequency antimonotonicity). Given a transaction database
T DB over Items, let X, Y ⊆ Items be two itemsets. Then,
X ⊆ Y ⇒ suppT DB (Y ) ≤ suppT DB (X)
Proof. This trivially follows from the fact that T DB[Y ] ⊆ T DB[X].
t
u
The antimonotonicity of frequency can be exploited to dramatically reduces the
search space making the computation feasible. Exploiting such a property is sometimes called “the apriori trick” from the name of the first algorithm to exploit it:
the classical Apriori algorithm prunes itemsets that have an infrequent subset from
the search space before counting their support. Note that this might be a huge
portion of the search space: in Figure 5.1 the portion of search space, given by the
supersets of the itemset {a, b} is highlighted.

5.1.2

The Apriori Algorithm

The most popular algorithm for frequent pattern mining is Apriori introduced by
Agrawal et al. in [5], shortly after the introduction of the mining problem in [2].
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Figure 5.1: Itemset lattice for Items = {a, b, c, d, e}. The portion of lattice of
supersets of {a, b} is highlighted.
As already stated, the basic idea behind Apriori is to exploit the antimonotonicity
property of the frequency: if any pattern is not frequent in the database, its supersets
will never be frequent. Exploiting this property, Apriori prunes away itemsets that
have an infrequent subset before counting their support. This optimization becomes
possible because Apriori moves bottom-up on the items lattice (i.e. it performs a
breadth-first search through the search space): this ensures that support values of
all subsets of an itemset are known in advance.
Apriori counts all candidates itemsets (itemsets which are potentially frequent)
of cardinality k together in one scan over the database. During the first scan counts
support for itemsets of cardinality 1. Then candidate itemsets of cardinality 2 are
created and their support counted during the second scan, and so on, until no more
candidates can be generated. At the end Apriori performs a number of DB-scan
equal to length of the longest frequent itemset.
Let Lk denote the set of frequent k-itemsets. Let Ck denote the set of candidate
(potentially frequent) k-itemsets. The Apriori algorithm starts with k = 1 and C 1 =
{{i}|i ∈ Items}, at each iteration k check frequency for itemsets in C k obtaining Lk ,
and from Lk generates Ck+1 . This generation, named generate apriori, is performed
in two steps. First, in the Apriori join step Lk is joined with itself. Two itemsets
X, Y ∈ Lk are joined if they share the same k − 1-prefix. In the second step, named
Apriori pruning, the itemset X ∪ Y is inserted in Ck+1 only if all its k-subsets are in
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Procedure: generate apriori(Lk )
1. Ck+1 := apriori join(Lk );
2. Ck+1 := apriori pruning(Ck+1 )
Where:
apriori join(Lk ) = {Z|Z = X ∪ Y ∧ X, Y ∈ Lk ∧ X and Y share the k − 1 prefix}
apriori pruning(Ck ) = {Z ∈ Ck |∀X ⊂ Z, |X| = k − 1, X ∈ Lk−1 }

Figure 5.2: Pseudo-code of the generate apriori procedure.
Algorithm: Apriori
1. C1 := {{i}|i ∈ Items}
2. k := 1
3. while Ck 6= ∅ do
4.

Lk := T h(Cf req ) ∩ Ck

5.

Ck+1 := generate apriori(Lk )

6.

k++

7. end while
Sk−1
Li
8. return i=1

Figure 5.3: Pseudo-code of the Apriori Algorithm.
Lk , otherwise it is pruned away. This is repeated until an empty set of candidates
is generated. At that point the algorithm returns as solution the union of L k .

5.1.3

Optimizations to the Apriori Algorithm

After the introduction of Apriori, a lot of other algorithms, sharing the same levelwise structure, have been proposed. Even if usually proposed as new algorithms
with their own names, they can essentially be considered optimizations to the basic
Apriori schema. Going in the details of algorithmic optimizations or smart data
structures proposed in literature for the basic Apriori schema would require a whole
thesis, and thus is behind the scope of this Section. In the rest of this thesis, when
we will propose novel algorithms, we will describe the optimizations adopted, and if
they are in same way related to previously proposed algorithms in literature. Here
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we provide just a brief overview of the most important proposals.
Since the most critical part of the Apriori execution is the support counting of
candidate itemsets, most research has focused on this aspect. On one hand, efficient
data structures or algorithms for counting, and on the other hand smart strategies
to reduce the number of candidates itemsets, have been proposed.
As basic data structure, for the counting phase, in [5] the so called hashtree
is introduced. The items in each transaction are used to descend in the hashtree.
Whenever we reach a leaf, we find a set of candidates sharing a common prefix
which is contained in the actual transaction. then these candidates are matched
against the transaction that has been encoded as a bitmap. In the case of successful
matching, the support counter of the candidate itemset is incremented.
Another data structure that is commonly used is the trie, or prefix-tree, used to
store all the candidates for the actual iteration. To process a transaction, start from
the root which is labelled by the empty itemset, follow the branch corresponding
to the first item in the transaction and process the remainder of the transaction
recursively for that branch. Then discard the first item from the transaction and
start again the process recursively from the root of the tree. A detailed study about
this data structure implementation can be found in [22].
Together with the Apriori algorithm, Agrawal et al. [3, 5] introduce the AprioriTID algorithm which instead of relying on raw transactional database, it internally
represents each transaction by the current candidates it contains. In the same paper,
also AprioriHybrid, is introduced: it swaps from Apriori to AprioriTID as soon
as the internal representation of transactions fits into main memory.
A further variation to the basic Apriori algorithm, proposed in [31], is the DIC algorithm. DIC tries to reduce the number of database scans by dividing the database
into intervals of a given size. Whenever a candidate reaches the minimum support
threshold, even if this candidate has not yet seen all transactions, DIC starts generating additional candidates based on it.
Other possible variations to the Apriori algorithm are those ones based on partitioning [123], and sampling [136].
Shortly after the proposal of Apriori, Park et al. proposed a novel optimization,
named DHP (Direct Hashing and Pruning) in order to reduce the number of candidate itemsets [110]. During the kth iteration, when the supports of all candidate
k-itemsets are counted by scanning the database, DHP already gathers information
about candidate itemsets of size k + 1 in such a way that all (k + 1)-subsets of each
transaction after some pruning are hashed to a hash table. Each bucket in the hash
table consists of a counter to represent how many itemsets have been hashed to
that bucket so far. Then, if a candidate itemset of size k + 1 is generated, the hash
function is applied on that itemset. If the counter of the corresponding bucket in
the hash table is below the minimal support threshold, the generated itemset is not
added to the set of candidate itemsets. Also, during the support counting phase of
iteration k, every transaction trimmed in the following way. If a transaction contains
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a frequent itemset of size k + 1, any item contained in that k + 1 itemset will appear
in at least k of the candidate k-itemsets in Ck . As a result, an item in transaction
T can be trimmed if it does not appear in at least k of the candidate k-itemsets in
Ck . A similar technique of direct counting and pruning was later used by Orlando
et al. in their DCP and DCI algorithms [107, 108].

5.1.4

Depth-First Algorithms

In contrast with the breadth-first strategy adopted by Apriori, many algorithms
which adopt a depth-first visit of the search space have been proposed. The first
algorithm proposed to generate all frequent itemsets in a depth-first manner is Eclat
by Zaki [150], while the most well known is the FP-growth algorithm by Han et al
[71].
This method is based on a novel data structure, named frequent pattern tree
(FP-tree) which is an extended prefix structure for storing compressed information
regarding only frequent items. This method scans the transactional database only
twice in order to build the FP-tree. After that, the mining algorithm (FP-growth)
extracts all frequent itemsets from the tree. The novel data structure is based on
the following observations.
1. Since only frequent singleton items will play a role in the frequent pattern
mining, it is necessary to perform one scan of the database to identify the set
of frequent singleton items.
2. If we store the set of frequent items of each transaction in some compact
structure, it may avoid repeatedly scanning of the transactional database.
3. If two or more transactions share a common prefix, according to some ordering
of frequent items, the shared parts can be merged as along as we keep track
of it by registering in a count field. If the frequent items are sorted in their
frequency descending order, there are better chances to find shared prefix
strings.
We explain how to build a FP-tree and how to mine frequent patterns given a
FP-tree by mean of examples borrowed from [71].
Example 5.1 (FP-tree construction). Let the transaction database, named T DB, be
as in Figure 5.4 and min-supp be 3.
First, a scan of T DB derives a list of frequent items, h(f : 4), (c : 4), (a : 3), (b :
3), (m : 3), (p : 3)i, with the items ordered in frequency descending order. This
ordering is important since each path on the tree will follow this order. Second the
root of the FP-tree, labelled with “null”, is created. Scan T DB the second time and
start building the tree. The scan of the first transaction leads to the construction
of the first branch of the tree: h(f : 1), (c : 1), (a : 1), (m : 1), (p : 1)i. Notice
that the branch is not ordered in hf, c, a, m, pi as in the transaction but is ordered
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Figure 5.4: The transaction database T DB and its relative FP-tree.
according to the order in the listof frequent items. For the second transaction, since
its (ordered) frequent items list hf, c, a, b, mi shares a common prefix hf, c, ai with
the existing path hf, c, a, m, pi, the count of each node along the path is incremented
by 1, and one new node (b : 1) is created as a child of (a : 2) and another new node
(m : 1) is created as child of (b : 1). Remaining transactions can be inserted similarly.
To facilitate tree traversal (which is needed in the mining of frequent patterns), an
item header table is built, in which each item points via a head of node link, to its
first occurrence in the tree. Nodes with the same item-label are linked in sequence
by node-links. After scanning all transactions in T DB the tree with the associated
node-links is shown in Figure 5.4.
/
Example 5.2 (FP-growth algorithm). Let us examine the mining process based on
the constructed FP-tree (Figure 5.4). According to the list of frequent items, the
complete set of frequent itemsets can be divided into 6 subsets without overlap: (1)
frequent itemsets containing item p; (2) frequent itemsets containing item m but not
item p ; ...; and (6) frequent itemset having only item f . The algorithm FP-growth
computes these subsets as follows. Based on node-link we collect all branches in
which p appears by starting from p’s head in the header table and following p’s
node-links. Item p derives a frequent itemset (p : 3) and two paths in the FP-tree:
h(f : 4), (c : 3), (a : 3), (m : 2), (p : 2)i and h(c : 1), (b : 1), (p : 1)i. The first
path indicates that string hf, c, a, m, pi appears twice in T DB. Notice although
string hf, c, ai appears three times and hf i itself appears even four times, they only
appear twice with p. Thus to study which strings appear together with p, only p’s
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prefix path hf, c, a, m : 2i counts. Similarly, the second path indicates string hc, b, pi
appears once in T DB, or p’s prefix path is hc, b : 1i. The two prefix paths of p
form p’s sub-database, which is called p’s conditional database. Construction
of an FP-tree on this conditional database (which is called p’s conditional FPtree) leads to only one branch (c : 3). Hence only one frequent itemset (cp : 3) is
derived. The search for frequent itemsets containing p terminates. Similarly, the
remaining frequent itemsets can be mined by constructing corresponding conditional
sub-databases, conditional FP-tree, and perform mining on them respectively. /
FP-tree approach to frequent patterns mining have been proved to be efficient
and versatile, and have been applied with small variations to many related problems
as mining maximal frequent itemsets and closed frequent itemsets [114], sequential
patterns [115] and constrained frequent patterns [113].

5.1.5

Efficiency Comparison

Although FP-growth was reported to be an order of magnitude faster than Aprioribased methods, this claim has been countered, over the last years, by some comparison studies [61, 72, 155, 108]. It is now clear that this method works well on dense
dataset, or at very low support level, when the frequency selectivity is not as strong
as in a market basket domain (very sparse datasets).
On sparse dataset an Apriori-based method performs better than FP-growth.
This is due to the overhead created by the maintenance of the FP-tree structure,
while counting supports for candidate itemsets is performed very fast due to the
sparseness of the input transactional database.
Actually, even on dense datasets, a very good implementation of an Aprioribased algorithm can outperform the FP-growth method. The DCI algorithm [107,
108], can be seen as a sum of all possible Apriori optimizations, resulting in a very
efficient and robust implementation. To our knowledge, this is the most efficient
implementation of the Apriori schema.
DCI outperforms FP-growth practically on any sparse dataset and minimum
support threshold, and has comparable performance on dense datasets. The experimental results reported in [107, 108] are confirmed by our own experience with both
DCI and FP-growth program executables, provided to us by the authors.

5.2

Constrained Frequent Pattern Mining

Constrained itemsets mining is a hot research theme in data mining [28, 62, 70,
82, 105, 112, 113, 133]. In general, we can think about frequency as one constraint
among many, and hence we can think about the frequent pattern mining problem as
a particular instance of a more general problem: computing itemsets which satisfy
a given conjunction of constraints C.
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Definition 5.2 (Constrained itemset mining problem). Given a conjunction
of constraints C the constrained itemset mining problem requires to compute T h(C).
t
u
Definition 5.3 (Constrained frequent itemsets mining problem). Given a
conjunction of constraints C the constrained frequent itemset mining problem requires
to compute T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(C).
t
u
Constraints can facilitate user-focussed exploration and control, as well as reduce
the computation. For instance, a user could be interested in mining all frequently
purchased itemsets having a total price greater than a given threshold and containing
at least two products of a given brand. Among these constraints, classes have been
individuated which exhibit nice properties.
In this Section we provide a classification of constraints and their properties, as
well as, an overview of the algorithms which exploit such constraints in order to
reduce the search space.

5.2.1

A First Classification of Constraints

In this Section we introduce a classification of constraints due to Lakshmanan, Han
et al. [105, 113], and for each class of constraints computational aspects are covered.
The first two classes of constraints are antimonotone and monotone constraints.
Definition 5.4 (Antimonotone constraint). Given an itemset X, a constraint
CAM is antimonotone if:
∀Y ⊆ X : CAM (X) ⇒ CAM (Y )
If CAM holds for X then it holds for any subset of X.

t
u

As stated in the previous Section, the frequency constraint is clearly antimonotone, and this property is used by the Apriori algorithm with the following heuristic:
if an itemset X does not satisfy Cf req , then no superset of X can satisfy Cf req , and
hence they can be pruned.
Any other antimonotone constraint can be easily and effectively be pushed in
such a level-wise computation. Since any conjunction of antimonotone constraints is
an antimonotone constraint, we can apply directly the Apriori algorithm. Suppose
we want to mine itemsets which satisfy the conjunction of constraints Cf req ∧ CAM :
it is sufficient to apply Apriori, and instead of checking only support, we check
for satisfaction of the minimum support constraint in conjunction with the other
antimonotone constraint. If an itemset do not satisfy the conjunction of constraints
is pruned away with all its supersets.
This is true for any conjunction of antimonotone constraints. We can use the
apriori trick to exploit completely the pruning power of the conjunction: the more
antimonotone constraints, the more selective the apriori trick will be.
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The same reasoning does not hold for the dual class of constraints: monotone
constraints.
Definition 5.5 (Monotone constraint). Given an itemset X, a constraint CM is
monotone if:
∀Y ⊇ X : CM (X) ⇒ CM (Y )
If CM holds for X then it holds for any superset of X.

t
u

Monotone constraints, works the opposite way of antimonotone constraints.
Since usually we are interested in mining frequent itemsets which satisfy other constraints, we usually have to deal with at least an antimonotone component (frequency). For this reason, they have been considered more complicated to exploit
and less effective in pruning the search space [28, 105, 77, 112, 113]. As highlighted
by Boulicaut and Jeudy in [28], pushing monotone constraints can lead to a reduction of antimonotone pruning. Therefore, when dealing with a conjunction of
monotone and antimonotone constraints we face a tradeoff between antimonotone
and monotone pruning.
In Chapter 7, we show that this prejudice is ill-founded, since the above consideration holds only if we focus completely on the search space of all itemsets, which is
the approach followed by the work done so far. But if we take a step back and look
at the overall problem, reasoning on both the search space and the input database
together we can find the real synergy of antimonotonicity and monotonicity. This is
the main achievement of this thesis and will be discussed in details in Chapter 7.
In [105] another class of constraints easy to exploit in order to reduce the computation, is introduced. Succinctness is an interesting property that characterize
constraints for which pruning can be done once-and-for-all before any iteration takes
place, thereby avoiding the generate-and-test paradigm.
Definition 5.6 (Succinct constraint).
• An itemset Is ⊆ Items is a succinct set, if it can be expressed as σp (Items)
for some selection predicate p, where σ is the selection operator.
• SP ⊆ 2Items is a succinct powerset, if there is a fixed number of succinct sets
I1 , I2 , ..., Ik ⊆ Items, such that SP can be expressed in terms of the strict
powersets of I1 , I2 , ..., Ik using union and minus.
• Finally, a constraint Cs is succinct provided that
SATCs = {S|S ⊆ Items ∧ Cs (S) = true}
is a succinct powerset.
t
u
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Example 5.3. Consider constraint C1 ≡ S.price ≥ 20, let Items1 = σprice≥20 (Items).
C1 is succinct because its pruned space SATC1 (Items) is simply 2Items1 . Next consider a more complicated example C2 ≡ S.type ⊇ {f ood, toys}, the pruned search
space consists of all those sets that contain at least one item of type snacksf ood and
at least one item of type toys. Let Items2 , Items3 , Items4 be the sets σtype=0 f ood0 (Items),
σtype=0 toys0 (Items), and σtype6=0 f ood0 ∧type6=0 toys0 (Items) respectively. Then, C2 is succinct because the pruned space SATC2 (Items) can be expressed as:
2Items − 2Items2 − 2Items3 − 2Items4 − 2Items2 ∪Items4 − 2Items3 ∪Items4

/
5.2.2

How to Exploit Constraints

Following [105], we now describe how constraints properties defined so far, can be
exploited to reduce the computation.
The key concept to exploit succinctness is the member generating function of a
set.
Definition 5.7 (Member generating function). We say that SP ⊆ 2Items has a
member generating function (MGF) provided there is a function that can enumerate
all and only elements of SP , and that can be expressed in the form:
{X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xn |Xi ⊆ σpi (Items), 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ ∃k ≤ n : Xj 6= ∅, 1 ≤ j ≤ k}
for some n ≥ 1 and some selection predicates p1 , . . . , pn .

t
u

Definition 5.8 (Pre-counting prunable constraint). A constraint C is precounting prunable provided that SATC (Items) has an MGF.
t
u
Example 5.4. Recall Example 5.3. For the constraint C1 ≡ S.price ≥ 20 an MGF
is simply {X|X ⊆ Items1 ∧ X 6= ∅}, where Items1 is as defined earlier. As for the
constraint C2 ≡ S.type ⊇ {f ood, toys} an MGF is:
{X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 |X1 ⊆ Items2 ∧ X1 6= ∅ ∧ X2 ⊆ Items3 ∧ X2 6= ∅ ∧ X3 ⊆ Items4 }
where Items2 , Items3 and Items4 are as defined earlier.

/

Example 5.5 (Weak succinctness of the cardinality constraint). Consider the cardinality constraint introduce in Chapter 4. This constraint is not succinct according
to Definition 5.6, and does not have an MGF of the kind introduced in Definition
5.7. However, we can an MGF for this constraint, i.e., {X|X ⊆ Items ∧ |X| ≥ v}.
This kind of MGF has a different flavor from that introduced above. Thus, we say
that the cardinality constraint is weakly succinct.
/
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In [105], an algorithm named CAP is introduced to exploit antimonotonicity
and succinctness. CAP classifies all possible constraints in four classes and provides
a computational strategy for each class.
1. Constraints that are both antimonotone and succinct (e.g. min(S.price) ≥ v);
2. Constraints that are succinct but not antimonotone (e.g. min(S.price) ≤ v);
3. Constraints that are antimonotone but not succinct (e.g. sum(S.price) ≤ v);
4. Constraints that are neither (e.g. avg(S.price) ≤ v).
Constraints of the first kind have an MGF in the simplest form:
{S|S ⊆ σp (Items) ∧ S 6= ∅}
This means that they can be pushed in the level-wise computation before it starts.
In fact, it is sufficient to replace the first set of candidates C1 , of the Apriori algorithm, with a new set C1C = {i|i ∈ σp (Items)}. For instance, consider the constraint
min(S.price) ≥ v: if we start with the first set of candidates formed by all singleton items having price greater than v, during the computation we will generate
only itemsets satisfying the given constraint. The strategy is trivially sound and
complete.
The second class of constraint is harder to push in the computation since we
cannot guarantee that all sets satisfying the given constraint must be subset of C 1C ,
but we must use only the MGF of the constraint. Here for brevity, we only describe
the strategy for the case where the MGFs are of the simple form:
{S1 ∪ S2 |S1 ⊆ σp1 (Items) ∧ S1 6= ∅ ∧ S2 ⊆ σp2 (Items)}
The computation strategy suggested in [105] for this kind of constraints is as follows:
1. Define C1C = σp1 (Items) and C1¬ C = σp2 (Items). Define the corresponding
sets of frequent sets of size 1: LC1 = {i|i ∈ C1C ∧ Cf req (i)} and L¬1 C = {i|i ∈
C1¬ C ∧ Cf req (i)}.
2. Define C2 = {{i, j}|i ∈ LC1 ∧ j ∈ (LC1 ∪ L¬1 C )}, and L2 as usual, the set of
frequent itemsets in C2 .
3. In general, Ck+1 can be obtained form Lk in exactly the same way as in the
Apriori algorithm, with only one modification. In the classical case an itemset
S is in Ck+1 if all it subsets are in Lk . In the case of succinct, non antimonotone constraints, we only need to check subsets of S which have a non empty
intersection with LC1 . In other words, subsets of the given itemset, which are
completely disjoint from LC1 are excluded from the above verification. These are
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sets that only contain elements in L¬1 C and that are not counted for support.
Therefore we have the following modification to the Apriori pruning step of
the generate apriori procedure. A set of S is in Ck+1 , if for all subsets:
∀S 0 : S 0 ⊆ S ∧ |S 0 | = k ∧ S1 ∩ LC1 6= ∅ ⇒ S 0 ∈ Lk
The third class of constraints has been already discussed. Since any conjunction
of antimonotone constraints is an antimonotone constraint, we can apply directly
the Apriori algorithm.
The fourth class of constraints, which contains the toughest to push constraints,
in [105] is treated by trying to induce weaker constraints which are either antimonotone and/or succinct. After the mining computation, however, we need a final round
to test the satisfaction of the initial hard constraint.

5.2.3

Convertible Constraints

In [112, 113] Pei, Lakshmanan and Han introduce a new class of constraint and show
how these constraints can be treated by a FP-growth approach.
Consider the constraint defined on the average aggregate on a numeric descriptive attribute. It is quite straightforward to show that it is not antimonotone, nor monotone, nor succinct. Let C ≡ avg(S.price) ≥ 2 and suppose that
C({beer, diapers}) = true we can not say if the same its true or not for the itemset
{beer, diapers, soap} since the price of soap could increase as well as decrease the
average itemsets price. For hard constraints (e.g. avg(S.A) ≤ v), that are neither
monotone, nor antimonotone, nor succinct, subsets (or supersets) of a valid itemset
could well be invalid and vice versa. Thus, within the level-wise framework, no
direct pruning based on such constraints can be made.
The Authors name this class of “hard” constraints, convertible constraints.
Recall what said before for avg(S.price) ≥ 2. There is no stable relation between
subsets, supersets and satisfaction of such a constraint. But, if we arrange the items
in price-descending-order we can observe an interesting property: the average of an
itemset is no more than the average of its prefix itemset, according to this order.
The FP-growth approach to frequent itemset mining, is based on the concept of
prefix-itemsets, therefore its quite easy to integrate convertible constraints in such
an algorithmic framework.
Definition 5.9 (Prefix itemset). Given a total order R over the set of items I, an
itemset S 0 = i1 i2 ...il is called a prefix of itemset S = i1 i2 ...im w.r.t. R, where(l ≤ m)
and items in both itemsets are listed according to order R.
t
u
Definition 5.10 (Convertible constraints). A constraint CCAM is convertible
antimonotone provided there is an order R on items such that whenever an itemset
S satisfies CCAM , so does any prefix of S. It is convertible monotone provided there
is an order R on items such that whenever an itemset S violates CCAM , so does
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any prefix of S. A constraint is convertible whenever it is convertible monotone or
antimonotone.
t
u
Proposition 2. Any antimonotone (resp. monotone) constraint is trivially convertible antimonotone (resp. convertible monotone): just pick any order on items.
t
u
Example 5.6 (avg constraint is convertible). Let R be the value-descending order.
Given an itemset S = i1 i2 ...il satisfying the constraint avg(S) ≥ v, where items
in S are listed in order R. For each prefix S 0 = i1 i2 ...ik of S (1 ≤ k ≤ l), since
ik ≥ ik+1 ≥ ... ≥ il we have that avg(S 0 ) ≥ avg(S) ≥ v, thus also S 0 satisfies the
constraint. This implies that avg(S) ≥ v is convertible antimonotone. Similarly it
can be shown that avg(S) ≤ v is convertible monotone w.r.t. the same order.
/
Interestingly, if the order R−1 (i.e. the reversed order of R) is used, the constraint avg(S) ≥ v can be shown convertible monotone, and avg(S) ≤ v convertible
antimonotone. Constraints with this property are called strongly convertible. This
property provides great flexibility in frequent pattern queries optimization, since it
permits to consider a strongly convertible constraints as monotone or antimonotone
depending on what is the better choice for the given query.
Definition 5.11 (Strongly convertible constraints). A constraint C is strongly
convertible provided there is an order R over the set of items such that C is convertible antimonotone w.r.t. R and convertible monotone w.r.t. R−1 .
t
u
Another strongly convertible constraint is the one defined on the median aggregate. Clearly, not every convertible constraint is strongly convertible. E.g.
max(S)/avg(S) ≤ v 1 is convertible antimonotone w.r.t. value descending order
when all items have a non-negative value. However, it is not convertible monotone
w.r.t. value ascending order.
Example 5.7 (Piecewise behavior of sum constraint). Constraint sum(S.A) ≤ v is
antimonotone if items are all with non negative values. However if items are with
negative, zero or positive values, the constraint becomes neither antimonotone, nor
monotone, nor succinct. Curiously this constraint exhibits a piecewise convertible
monotone or antimonotone behavior. If v ≥ 0 the constraint is convertible antimonotone w.r.t. item value ascending order. if v ≤ 0 it becomes convertible
monotone w.r.t. item value descending order. Similarly, if terms are with negative,
zero or positive values, constraint sum(S) ≥ v is convertible monotone w.r.t value
ascending order when v ≥ 0, and convertible antimonotone w.r.t. value descending
order when v ≤ 0.
1
It says the proportion of the max price of any item in the itemset over the average price of the
itemset can not go over certain limit.
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Constraint
S.A ⊆ V
S.A ⊇ V
count(S) ≤ v
count(S) ≥ v
min(S.A) ≥ v
min(S.A) ≤ v
max(S.A) ≥ v
max(S.A) ≤ v
sum(S.A) ≤ v
sum(S.A) ≥ v
sum(S.A) ≤ v(∀i ∈ S, i.A ≥ 0
sum(S.A) ≥ v(∀i ∈ S, i.A ≥ 0
avg(S.A)θv
median(S.A)θv
range(S.A) ≤ v
range(S.A) ≥ v

Antimonotone
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
conv.
conv.
yes
no

Monotone
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
conv.
conv.
no
yes

Succinct
yes
yes
weakly
weakly
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Convertible
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
strongly
strongly
yes
yes

Table 5.1: Classification of commonly used constraints admissible in parameter C
of a FPQ, where θ ∈ {≤, ≥}.
Before attacking algorithmic issues we want to provide a clear picture of the
given classification of constraints. Following proposition can be proved by induction
on the structure of SATC (I) of a succinct constraint C.
Proposition 3. Every succinct constraint is either monotone, or antimonotone, or
convertible.
t
u
In Table 5.1 we show classification of most of commonly used constraints2 . In
Figure 5.5 we show relationship among the various classes of constraints.
We now describe how to push convertible constraints in a FP-growth-like computation with an example borrowed from [113].
Example 5.8 (Mining frequent patterns with convertible constraints ). Let us mine
frequent itemsets S with the constraint avg(S.value) ≥ 25 over the transaction
database in Figure 5.6 with min-supp= 2. This constraint is convertible antimonotone w.r.t. value descending order R : ha, f, g, d, b, h, c, ei. The process starts with
a first scan of the database in which support for every single item is found. Since
h appears in only one transaction, it is an infrequent item and the same will be
its supersets and thus it can be dropped without further consideration. The other
items are all frequent. Among them only a and f satisfy the given constraint. Since
the constraint is convertible antimonotone, itemsets having g, d, b, c or e as prefix
cannot satisfy the constraint. Therefore the set of frequent itemsets satisfying the
constraint can be partitioned into two subsets:
1. The ones having item a as a prefix w.r.t. R, i.e. those containing item a.
2
Constraint sum in the table is in its simplest form, with all item values ≥ 0. For more complex
situation see Example 5.7.
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incorvertible

anti−monotone

monotone

succinct

convertible
anti−monotone

strongly
convertible

convertible
monotone

Figure 5.5: Classification of most of commonly used constraints.
2. The ones having item f as a prefix w.r.t. R, i.e. those containing item f but
no a.
The two subsets form two projected databases which are mined respectively.
1. Find frequent itemsets satisfying the given constraint and having
a as a prefix. First of all the itemset formed only by a is frequent and
satisfy the constraint. Then the frequent itemsets having a as a prefix can be
found in the subset of transactions containing a (the a-conditional database):
this subset contains two transaction the first (bcdf ) and the third (cdef ).
Since items b and e are infrequent within the a-conditional database, neither
ab nor ae can be frequent and thus they are pruned. The frequent items
in the a-conditional database are f, d, c listed w.r.t. R. Since ac does not
satisfy the constraint, there is no need to create an ac-conditional database.
The af-conditional database contains two frequent items d and c, and only
af d satisfy the constraint. Moreover, since af dc does not satisfy the given
constraint the process in this branch is complete. Since af c does not satisfy
the constraint, there is no need to create an afc-conditional database. The
ad-conditional database contains one frequent item c, but adc violates the
constraint. Therefore the set of frequent itemsets satisfying the constraint
and having a as prefix contains a, af, af d and ad.
2. Find frequent itemsets satisfying the given constraint and having
f as a prefix. Similarly the f-conditional database is the subset of transactions containing f , with both a and f removed. It has four transactions
(bcd, bcdg, cde, ceg) and five frequent items g, d, b, c, e listed w.r.t. R. Since
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Trans. DB

tID
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

item
a
b
c
d
f
b
c
d
f
g
h
a
c
d
e
f
c
e
f
g

value
40
0
-20
10
30
0
-20
10
30
20
-10
40
-20
10
-30
30
-20
-30
30
20

afdbc
fgdbc
afdce
fghce
freq. items a,f,g,d,b,c,e
C(a) = C(f) = true
C(g) = false

a−conditional DB

f−conditional DB

fdbc
fdce

dbc
gdbc
dce
gce

freq. items f,d,c
C(af) = C(ad) = true
C(ac) = false

af−conditional DB

ad−conditional DB

dc
dc

c
c

freq. items d,c
C(afd) = true
C(afc) = false

freq. items c
C(adc) = false

freq. items g,d,b,c,e
C(fg) = true
C(fd) = false

fg−conditional DB
dbc
ce
freq. items c
C(fgc) = false

Figure 5.6: The transaction database for example 5.8, and the process for mining
frequent itemsets satisfying the constraint avg(S.value) ≥ 25
only itemsets f g and f d satisfy the constraint we only need to explore if
there is any frequent itemset having one of them as prefix which satisfy the
constraint. The fg-conditional database contains no frequent itemset which
satisfy the constraint. Since b is the item immediately after d in order R, and
f db violates the given constraint any itemset having f d as a proper prefix cannot satisfy the constraint. Thus, f and f g are the only two frequent itemsets
having f as a prefix and satisfying the constraint.

/

This algorithm is named by its authors FIC A . Under a similar spirit, an algorithm for mining frequent itemsets with convertible monotone constraints (and hence
with monotone constraints as well) is introduced in the same papers [112, 113], and
named FIC M . This is the first proposal of an algorithm for mining frequent itemset with monotone constraints. However, this algorithm can not be considered a
constraint-pushing technique, since it has to generate the complete set of frequent
itemsets: no matter whether they satisfy or not the convertible monotone constraint.
The only advantage of FIC M against a pure generate & test algorithm is that FIC M
only tests some of frequent itemsets against the monotone constraint. Once a frequent itemset satisfies the monotone constraint, it guarantees all of frequent itemsets
having it as a prefix also satisfy the constraint.
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In conclusion, even with a FP-growth approach monotone constraints can not be
pushed deep in the computation, i.e. can not be exploited to prune the search space.
The authors state that this is the inherent difficulty of the computational problem
given by monotone constraints in conjunction with the frequency antimonotone constraint.
In the next Chapter, we will provide a discussions of other proposals for solving
such computational problem, and we will deeply characterize the computational
problem.

Chapter 6
Pushing Monotone Constraints
Frequent itemsets play an essential role in many data mining tasks that try to
find interesting patterns from databases, such as association rules, correlations, sequences, episodes, classifiers, clusters and many more. Although the collection of all
frequent itemsets is typically very large, the subset that is really interesting for the
user usually contains only a small number of itemsets.Therefore, the paradigm of
constraint-based mining was introduced. Constraints provide focus on the interesting knowledge, thus reducing the number of patterns extracted to those of potential
interest. Additionally, they can be pushed deep inside the mining algorithm in order
to achieve better performance. For this reason the problem of how to push different types of constraints into the frequent itemsets computation has been studied a
lot [105, 113, 28]. However, while pushing antimonotone constraints deep into the
mining algorithm is easy and effective, the case is different for monotone constraints.
Indeed, antimonotone constraints can be used to effectively prune the search space
to a small downward closed collection, while the upward closed collection of the
search space satisfying the monotone constraints cannot be exploited at the same
time.
In this Chapter we study how to push monotone constraints in a frequent pattern
mining computation. The present Chapter is organized as follows:
• We first formally define the computational problem in analysis.
• Then, in Section 6.2, we provide a through characterization of the search space
of the addressed computational problem.
• In Section 6.3, we describe two extreme level-wise strategies which correspond
to maximize antimonotone pruning, and maximize monotone pruning.
• The two opposite strategies are deeply analyzed by the point of view of the
search space they explore.
• Starting from this algorithmic analysis, in Section 6.4, we introduce a general strategy, named ACP [18], that balances the two extremes adaptively.
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Monotone constraint
cardinality
sum of prices
maximum price
minimum price
range of prices

CM ≡
|X| ≥ n
sum(X.prices) ≥ n
max(X.prices) ≥ n
min(X.prices) ≤ n
range(X.prices) ≥ n

Table 6.1: Monotone constraints considered in our analysis.

This algorithmic strategy exhibits very good performance when mining dense
datasets.

6.1

Formal Problem Definition

In order to define the computational problem we address in this Chapter, we must
first restrict the kind of monotone constraints we use in our analysis.
Definition 6.1 (Local monotone constraint). Given an itemset X, a constraint
CM is monotone if:
∀Y ⊇ X : CM (X) ⇒ CM (Y )
independently from the given input transaction database. If CM holds for X then it
holds for any superset of X.
t
u
Note that in the last definition we have required a monotone constraint to be satisfied
independently from the given input transaction database. This is necessary since
we want to distinguish between simple monotone constraints and global constraints
such as the “infrequency constraint”:
suppT DB (X) ≤ δ.
This constraint is still monotone but has different properties since it is dataset
dependent and it requires dataset scans in order to be computed. This kind of
constraint requires a special treatment. Thus, our study focuses on “local” monotone
constraints, in the sense that they depend exclusively on the properties of the itemset
(as those ones in Table 6.1), and not on the underlying transaction database.
The general problem that we consider in this paper is the mining of itemsets
which satisfy a conjunction of monotone and antimonotone constraints:
T h(CAM ) ∩ T h(CM ).
Since any conjunction of antimonotone constraints is an antimonotone constraint,
and any conjunction of monotone constraints is a monotone constraint, we just
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{a,b,c,d,e}

tID itemset
1
b,d
2
b,d,e
3
b,c,d,e
4
c,e
5
c,d,e
6
c,d
7
a,d,e
item
a
b
c
d
e

price
4
3
5
6
15

{a,b,c,d}

{a,b,c,e}

{a,b,d,e}

{a,b,c}

{a,b,d}

{a,b,e}

{a,c,d}

{a,c,e}

{a,b}

{a,c}

{a,d}

{b,c}

{b,d}

{a}

{b}

{a,c,d,e}

{b,c,d,e}

{b,c,d}

{b,c,e}

{a,d,e}

{b,d,e}

{c,d,e}

{a,e}

{c,d}

{b,e}

{c,e}

{d,e}

{c}

{d}

{e}

{}
B(Cm)

B(Cam)

Figure 6.1: The borders B(CM ) and B(Cf req ) for the transaction database and the
price table on the left with CM ≡ sum(X.prices) ≥ 12 and CAM ≡ suppT DB (X) ≥ 2.
consider two constraints: one per class. In particular, we choose frequency (CAM ≡
suppT DB (X) ≥ δ) as antimonotone constraint, in conjunction with various simple
monotone constraints (see Table6.1).
T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ).

6.2

Solutions Space Characterization

The concept of border is useful to characterize the solution space of the given problem.
Definition 6.2. Given an antimonotone constraint CAM and a monotone constraint
CM we define their borders as:
B(CAM ) = {X|∀Y ⊂ X : CAM (Y ) ∧ ∀Z ⊃ X : ¬ CAM (Z)}
B(CM ) = {X|∀Y ⊃ X : CM (Y ) ∧ ∀Z ⊂ X : ¬ CM (Z)}
Moreover, we distinguish between positive and negative borders. Given a general
constraint C we define:
B + (C) = B(C) ∩ T h(C)
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B − (C) = B(C) ∩ T h(¬ C)
t
u
In Figure 6.1 we show the borders of two constraints: the antimonotone constraint supp(X) ≥ 2, and the monotone one sum(X.prices) ≥ 12. In the given
situation the borders are:
B + (CM ) = {e, abc, abd, acd, bcd} B + (Cf req ) = {bde, cde}
B − (CM ) = {ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd} B − (Cf req ) = {a, bc}
The solutions to our problem are the itemsets that lie under the antimonotone
border and over the monotone one:
R = {e, be, ce, de, bde, cde}
The next theorem proves algebraically what we have just seen graphically.
Theorem 1.
X ∈ (T h(CAM ) ∩ T h(CM )) ⇔ ∃Y ∈ B + (CAM ) : X ⊆ Y

∧

∃Z ∈ B + (CM ) : X ⊇ Z
Proof. Trivially by definition of border:
X ∈ T h(CAM ) ⇔ CAM (X) ⇔ ∃Y ∈ B + (CAM ) : X ⊆ Y
X ∈ T h(CM ) ⇔ CM (X) ⇔ ∃Z ∈ B + (CM ) : X ⊇ Z
t
u

6.2.1

The Tradeoff

Suppose that an itemset has been removed from the search space because it does
not satisfy a monotone constraint. This pruning avoids checking support for this
itemset, but however if we check its support and find it smaller than the threshold,
we may prune away all the supersets of this itemset. In other words, by monotone
pruning we risk to loose antimonotone pruning opportunities given by the removed
itemset. The tradeoff is clear [28]: pushing monotone constraint can save tests on
antimonotone constraints, however the results of these tests could have lead to more
effective pruning.
On one hand we can exploit all the antimonotone pruning with an apriori computation, checking the monotone constraint at the end, and thus not performing any
monotone constraint pushing. We call this strategy g&t (generate and test). On
the other hand, we can exploit completely any monotone pruning opportunity, but
the price to pay is less antimonotone pruning. We call this strategy mcp (monotone
constraint pushing).
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No one of the two extremes outperforms the other on every input dataset and
conjunction of constraints. The best strategy depends of the characteristics of the
input and the optimum is usually in between the two extremes. Both these strategies
are analyzed in Section 6.3.
In Section 6.4, we introduce a general strategy, ACP, that balances the two
extremes adaptively. Both monotone and antimonotone pruning are exploited in
a level-wise computation. Level by level, while acquiring new knowledge about
the dataset and selectivity of constraints, ACP adapts its behavior giving more
power to one pruning over the other in order to maximize efficiency. Since ACP
balances the tradeoff between frequency and a monotone constraint, it gives the
best performance when the two components are equally strong, i.e. no constraint
is much more selective than the other. On sparse datasets frequency is always very
selective even at very low support levels: joining it with an equally strong monotone
constraint would result in an empty set of solutions. Therefore, ACP is particularly
interesting in applications involving dense datasets.
In Section 7.1 we observe that the above consideration about the trade-off, holds
only if we focus completely on the search space of all itemsets, which is the approach followed by the work done so far. We show that the most effective way of
attacking the problem is to reason on both the itemsets search space and the transactions input database together. In this way, pushing monotone constraints does
not reduce antimonotone pruning opportunities, on the contrary, such opportunities
are boosted. Dually, pushing antimonotone constraints boosts monotone pruning
opportunities: the two components strengthen each other recursively. We prove our
previous statement by introducing ExAnte, a pre-processing data reduction algorithm which reduces dramatically both the search space and the input dataset in
constrained frequent patterns mining.
While ACP is particularly effective on dense datasets, ExAnte, and its generalization introduced in Section 7.2, are particularly effective on sparse datasets.

6.2.2

Related Work

In the previous Chapter, we have discussed the FIC M algorithm. Strictly speaking,
this algorithm can not be considered a constraint-pushing technique, since it generates the complete set of frequent itemsets, no matter whether they satisfy or not the
monotone constraint. The only advantage of FIC M against a pure generate and test
algorithm is that FIC M only tests some of frequent itemsets against the monotone
constraint. Once a frequent itemset satisfies the monotone constraint, all frequent
itemsets having it as a prefix also are guaranteed to satisfy the constraint. The
main drawback of this proposal is that sorting items by “prices” makes us lose the
compacting effect of the ordering by frequency, and thus we have to manage much
greater FP-trees, requiring a lot more main memory which might not be available.
In [28] it is shown that pushing monotone constraints can lead to a reduction of
antimonotone pruning opportunities. Therefore, when dealing with a conjunction of
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monotone and antimonotone constraints we face a tradeoff between antimonotone
and monotone pruning. Suppose that a pattern has been removed from the search
space because it does not satisfy a monotone constraint. This pruning avoids checking support for this pattern, but on the other hand, if we check its support and find
it smaller than the frequency threshold, we may prune away all the supersets of this
itemset. In other words, by monotone pruning we risk to lose antimonotone pruning
opportunities given by the pruned itemset. The tradeoff is clear: pushing monotone
constraint can save frequency tests, however the results of these tests could have
lead to more effective antimonotone pruning.
The first work trying to find an amalgam between antimonotone and monotone
pruning is DualMiner [33]. However, DualMiner does not compute all solution
itemsets with their support. It just finds the family of solution sub-algebras, representing them with their top and bottom elements.
An analogy is in order with maximal frequent pattern mining [11, 34]. In maximal frequent pattern mining one is interested in mining only frequent itemsets
which are maximal w.r.t. set inclusion. In other words, instead of computing the
whole T h(Cf req ), only B + (Cf req ) is computed. The set of maximal frequent itemsets
B + (Cf req ), is a condensed representation [87] of all frequent itemsets, since is always
possible to reconstruct the whole T h(Cf req ) from B + (Cf req ). However, this not a
lossless condensed representation [114, 111, 88, 149, 35]: in fact, is not possible to
reconstruct the support of all frequent itemset, which could be needed, for instance,
to compute association rules.
Analogously, DualMiner can not be used for constrained frequent pattern queries,
where the support of each solution is required. In fact, it does not compute the whole
T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ), but it computes the set of all couples hT, Bi where T and B
are itemsets which represent the top and the bottom, respectively, of a solution
sub-algebra (see Theorem 1). If Cf req (T ) and Cm (B) hold, then each itemset in the
sub-algebra, i.e. each item which is both a superset of B and a subset of T , will be
a solution to the problem T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ). Such a sub-algebra is called a good
sub-algebra. A good sub-algebra is maximal if it is not contained in any other good
sub-algebra.
DualMiner attacks the problem with a dual level-wise approach: bottom-up and
top-down from the two extremes of the itemsets lattice. At each iteration a double
pruning of the algebra is performed: exploiting Cm in the top-down computation,
and Cf req in the bottom-up computation.
Example 6.1. Consider the algebra in Figure 6.2. At the first step DualMiner discovers that {b} is not frequent, and hence all its supersets are removed. Moreover,
starting form the top, it discovers that {b, c, d} does not satisfy Cm , and hence all
its subsets are pruned away from the computation. The first iteration ends with a
unique sub-algebra: h{a, c, d}, {a}i. The process can be performed again from this
sub-algebra but it does not lead to any other reduction, since h{a, c, d}, {a}i is the
unique maximal good sub-algebra for the given problem.
/
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Figure 6.2: Itemsets lattice and algebras for Example 6.1.
Even if the DualMiner investigation of the search space could seem smart, it
faces many practical limitations. First of all, DualMiner uses multiple scan of the
database, even to compute supports of itemset of the same size. This is due to
inherent divide-et-impera strategy characterizing the DualMiner computation. For
the same reason, it can not exploit data reduction techniques as those ones described
in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2.
Finally, the dual top-down bottom-up computation performs very poorly on
real-world problem. In real-world problem, even on dense datasets, or at very low
support levels, frequency is always a very selective constraint. Consider, for instance, the search space given by a typical problem having an alphabet of 100000
different singleton items. Even on dense datasets, or at very low support levels, it
is quite hard to find frequent patterns of large size: a frequent itemset of size 30 is
already over-optimistic. This means that, if we consider real-world huge problems,
instead of the toy-examples in our figures, solutions will lie in the very lower part
of the itemsets lattice. Therefore, if we have a problem which admits solutions, the
monotone constraint Cm could not be too much selective. The DualMiner top-down
computation, exploiting CM pruning, will usually perform a huge number of useless test on very large itemsets, inducing a degradation of the performances of the
algorithm.
The same reasoning, i.e. frequency is often much more selective than any other
reasonable constraint, represents the main drawback also for the Version Space [118]
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Procedure: generatem (k, Rk , B + (CM ))
1. if k = 0 then return B + (CM ) ∩ Items
2. else if k ≤ maxb then
3. return generate1 (Rk , Items) ∪ (B + (CM ) ∩ Itemsk+1 )
4. else if k > maxb then
5. return generateapriori (Rk )
Where:
• generate1 (Rk , X) = {A ∪ B|A ∈ Rk ∧ B ∈ X}
• generateapriori (Rk ) = {X|X ∈ Itemsk+1 ∧ ∀ Y ∈ Itemsk : Y ⊆ X . Y ∈ Rk }

Figure 6.3: Pseudo-code for procedure generatem .
algorithm.

6.3

Level-wise Algorithms

Strategy g&t performs an Apriori computation and then tests among frequent itemsets which ones satisfy also the monotone constraint. Therefore strategy g&t maximizes antimonotone pruning.
Strategy mcp, introduced by Boulicaut and Jeudy [28] works the opposite. The
border B + (CM ) is considered already computed and is given in input. Only itemsets
over that border, and hence in T h(CM ), are generated by a special generation procedure generatem . Therefore we just need to check frequency for these candidates.
The procedure generatem , in Figure 6.3, takes in input the set of the solutions at
the last iteration Rk , the border B + (CM ), and the maximal cardinality among its
elements maxb. In the rest of this thesis we use Itemsk to denote the set of all
k-itemsets.
The procedure generatem creates as candidates only supersets of itemsets which
are solution at the last iteration. Thus these candidates only need to be checked
against Cf req since they surely satisfy CM . These candidates are generated adding to
a solution a 1-itemset. Unluckily we can not use the apriori trick completely with
this strategy. In fact a candidate itemset can not be pruned away if all its itemsets
are not solution, since some of them could have not been considered at all. What we
can do is prune whenever we know that at least one subset of the candidate itemset
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Procedure: prunem (Rk−1 , Ck )
1. C 0 := Ck
2. for all S ∈ Ck do for all S 0 ⊆ S : S 0 ∈ Itemsk−1
3. do if S 0 ∈
/ Rk−1 ∧ Cm (S 0 ) then remove S from C 0
4. return C 0

Figure 6.4: Pseudo-code for procedure prunem .
Strategy: mcp
1. C1 := generatem (0, ∅, B + (CM )); R0 := ∅; k := 1
2. while Ck 6= ∅ or k ≤ maxb do
3. Ck := prunem (Rk−1 , Ck )
4. test Cfreq (Ck ); Rk := T h(Cf req ) ∩ (Ck )
5. Ck+1 := generatem (k, Rk , B + (CM )); k := k + 1
6. end while
Sk−1
7. return i=1
Ri
Figure 6.5: Pseudo-code for strategy mcp.
is not a solution because it does not satisfy Cf req . This pruning is performed on the
set of candidates Ck by the procedure prunem in Figure 6.4.
The next example show the execution of strategy mcp and strategy g&t on the
dataset and the constraints in Figure 6.1, focussing on the numbers of checking of
Cf req .
Example 6.2. At the first iteration strategy mcp produces a unique candidate C 1 =
{e} which is the only 1-itemset in B + (CM ). This candidate is checked for the antimonotone constraint and it results to be a solution R1 = {e}. At the second
iteration 4 candidates are produced C2 = {ae, be, ce, de}. Only ae does not satisfy
CAM , hence R2 = {be, ce, de}. At the third iteration 7 candidates are produced
C3 = {abc, abd, acd, bcd, bce, bde, cde}. Only two of these pass the antimonotone
checking: R3 = {bde, cde}. Finally C4 = ∅. Therefore, with the given dataset and
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constraints, strategy mcp performs 1 + 4 + 7 = 12 checking of Cf req . Strategy g&t
uses a normal apriori computation in order to find T h(Cf req ) and then check the
satisfaction of CM . It performs 13 checking of Cf req .
Example 6.3. This example is borrowed by [28]. Suppose we want to compute frequent itemsets {X|supp(X) ≥ 100 ∧ |X| ≥ 10}. This is a conjunction of an antimonotone constraint (frequency) with a monotone one (cardinality of the itemset
≥ 10). Strategy mcp generates no candidate of size lower than 10. Every itemset
of size 10 is generated as candidate
and tested for frequency in one database scan.
!
n
This leads to at least 10 where n = |Items| candidates and, as soon as n is large
this turns to be intractable. On the other hand strategy g&t generates candidates
that will never be solutions, but this strategy remains tractable ever for large n.
The two examples show that no one of the two strategies outperforms the other
on every input dataset and conjunction of constraints.

6.3.1

Strategies Analysis

We formally analyze the search space explored by the two extreme level-wise strategies. To this purpose we focus on the number of frequency tests, since the monotone
constraint is cheaper to test.
Definition 6.3. Given a strategy S the number of frequency test performed by S is
indicated with |Cf req |S .
Generally, a strategy S checks for frequency a portion of T h(CM ) (which can
produce solutions) and a portion of T h(¬CM ) (which can not produce solutions):
|Cf req |S = γ|T h(¬CM )| + β|T h(CM )|

γ, β ∈ [0, 1]

(6.1)

The mcp strategy has γ = 0, but evidently it has a β much larger than strategy
g&t, since it can not benefit from the pruning of infrequent itemsets in T h(¬C M ),
as we formalize later. Let us further characterize the portion of T h(¬C M ) explored
by strategy g&t as:
γ|T h(¬CM )| = γ1 |T h(¬CM ) ∩ T h(Cf req )| + γ2 |T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req )|

(6.2)

For g&t strategy γ1 = γ2 = 1: it explores all frequent itemsets (T h(Cf req )) and
candidate frequent itemsets that results to be infrequent (B − (Cf req )) even if they
are in T h(¬CM ) and thus can not produce solutions. Let us examine what happens
over the monotone border. We can further characterize the explored portion of
T h(CM ) as:
β|T h(CM )| = β1 |B + (CM ) ∩ (T h(¬Cf req ) \ B − (Cf req ))| + β2 |R|+

(6.3)

β3 |B − (Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM )|

Trivially β2 = 1 for any strategy which computes all the solutions of the problem.
Moreover, also β3 is always 1 since we can not prune these border itemsets in any
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way. The only interesting variable is β1 , which depends from γ2 . Since the only
infrequent itemsets checked by strategy g&t are itemsets in B − (Cf req ), it follows that
for this strategy β1 = 0. On the other hand, strategy mcp generates as candidates all
itemsets in B + (CM ) (see line 3 of generatem procedure), thus for this strategy β1 = 1.
the following proposition summarizes the number of frequency tests computed by
the two strategies.
Proposition 1.
|Cf req |g&t = |T h(¬CM ) ∩ T h(Cf req )| + |T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req )| + |R| + |B − (Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM )|
|Cf req |mcp = |B + (CM ) ∩ (T h(¬Cf req ) \ B − (Cf req ))| + |R| + |B − (Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM )|

In the next Section we introduce an adaptive algorithm which manages this tradeoff,
balancing antimonotone and monotone pruning w.r.t. the given input.

6.4

Adaptive Constraint Pushing for Mining Dense
Datasets

The main drawback of strategy g&t is that it explores portions of search space in
T h(¬ CM ) which will never produce solutions (γ1 = 1); while the main drawback of
strategy mcp is that it can generate candidate itemsets in T h(¬ Cf req ) \ B − (Cf req )
that would have been already pruned by a simple apriori computation (β1 = 1).
This is due to the fact that strategy mcp starts computation bottom-up from the
monotone border and has no knowledge about the portion of search space below such
a border(T h(¬ CM )). However, some knowledge about small itemsets which do not
satisfy CM could be useful to have a smaller number of candidates over the border.
But on the other hand, we need some additional computation below the monotone
border in order to have some knowledge. Once again we face the tradeoff. The basic
idea of a general adaptive pushing strategy (ACP ) is to explore only a portion of
T h(¬ CM ): this computation will never create solutions, but if well chosen it can
prune heavily the computation in T h(CM ). In other terms, it tries to balance γ and
β1 . To better understand we must further characterize the search space T h(¬CM ):
γ|T h(¬CM )| = γ1 |T h(¬CM ) ∩ T h(Cf req )| + γ2 |T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req )|+

(6.4)

+γ3 |T h(¬CM ) ∩ (T h(¬Cf req ) \ B − (Cf req ))|

Strategy ACP tries to reduce γ1 but the price to pay is a possible reduction of
γ2 . Since the portion of search space T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req ) is helpful to prune, a
reduction of γ2 yields a reduction of pruning opportunities. This can lead to the
exploration of a portion of search space (γ3 > 0) that would have not been explored
by a g&t strategy. This phenomenon can be seen as a virtual raising of the frequency
border: suppose we loose an itemset of the frequency border, we will later explore
some of its supersets and obviously find them infrequent. By the point of view
of the strategy these are frequency border itemsets, even if they are not really in
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• Lk ⊆ {I| I ∈ (Itemsk ∩ T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(¬ CM ))}
• Nk ⊆ {I| I ∈ (Itemsk ∩ T h(¬ Cf req ) ∩ T h(¬ CM ))}
• Rk = {I| ∈ (Itemsk ∩ T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ))}
• Pk = {I| I ∈ Itemsk ∧ ∀n, m < k.(@L ⊂ I.L ∈ Bm ) ∧ (@J ⊂ I.J ∈ Nn )}
• Bk = {I| I ∈ (B + (CM ) ∩ Pk )}
• Ek = {I| I ∈ (T h(¬ CM ) ∩ Pk )}
Figure 6.6: Notation used for strategy ACP.
B − (Cf req ). The optimal ideal strategy would have γ1 = γ3 = 0 and γ2 = 1 since we
are under the monotone border and we are just looking for infrequent itemsets in
order to have pruning in T h(CM ). Therefore, a general ACP strategy should explore
a portion of T h(¬CM ) in order to find infrequent itemsets, trying not to loose pieces
of T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req ).
Proposition 2.
|Cf req |ideal = |T h(¬CM ) ∩ B − (Cf req )| + |R| + |B − (Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM )|
|Cf req |acp = γ|T h(¬CM )| + β|T h(CM )| (as defined in equations (6.3) and (6.4)).

Two questions arise:
1. What is a “good” portion of candidates?
2. How large this set of candidates should be?
The answer to the first question is simply: “itemsets which have higher probabilities
to be found infrequent”. The answer to the second question is what the adaptivity
of ACP is about. We define a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] which represents the fraction of
candidates to be chosen among all possible candidates. This parameter is initialized
after the first scan of the dataset using all information available, and it is updated
level by level with the newly collected knowledge.
In Figure 6.6 we introduce some useful notation for the description of the ACP
strategy.
Lk is the set of frequent k-itemsets which are under the monotone border: these
have been checked for frequency even if they do not satisfy the monotone constraint
hoping to find them infrequent; Nk is the set of infrequent k-itemsets under the
monotone border: these are itemsets used to prune over the monotone border; Rk
is the set of solutions k-itemsets; Pk is the set of itemsets potentially frequent (none
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of their subsets have been found infrequent) and potentially in B + (CM ) (none of
their subsets have been found satisfying CM ). Bk is the subset of elements in Pk
which satisfy CM and hence are in B + (CM ) since all their subsets are in T h(¬ CM ).
Ek is the subset of elements in Pk which still do not satisfy CM . From this set is
chosen an α-portion of elements to be checked against frequency constraint named
CkU (candidates Under). This selection is indicated as α ⊗ Ek . Finally we have
the set of candidates in which we can find solutions CkO (candidates Over) which
is the set of candidates over the monotone border. The frequency test for these
two candidates sets is performed with a unique database scan and data structure.
Itemsets in CkO which satisfy Cf req will be solutions; itemsets in CkU which do not
satisfy Cf req go in Nk and will prune itemsets in CjO for some j > k.
In Figure 6.7 we introduce the pseudo-code for the generic adaptive strategy.
With the sub-routine generateover , detailed in Figure 6.8, we mean generate1
followed by the pruning of itemsets which are superset of itemsets in N (we call it
pruneam ), followed by prunem (decribed in Section 6.3).
It is worthwhile to highlight that the pseudo-code given in Section 2 for strategy
mcp, which is a theoretical strategy, does not perform the complete first antimonotone test, while strategies ACP and g&t perform it. This results to be a reasonable
choice on our toy-example, but it turns to be a suicide choice on every reasonable
large dataset. Anyway, we can imagine that any practical implementation of mcp
would perform at least this first antimonotone test. We call this practical implementation strategy mcp ∗ . Moreover, strategy mcp ∗ does not take the monotone border
in input but it discovers it level-wise as ACP does. In our experiments we will use
mcp ∗ instead of mcp.
Note that:
• if α = 0 constantly, then ACP ≡ strategymcp ∗ ;
• if α = 1 constantly, then ACP ≡ strategy g&t;
Our adaptivity parameter can be seen as a setting knob which ranges from 0 to
1, from an extreme to the other. Proof of completeness and soundness of the given
strategy follows.
Theorem 2 (ACP soundness and completeness). Given a frequency constraint
Cf req and a monotone constraint CM , let Rk be computed by the ACP strategy. It
holds that:
Rk = Itemsk ∩ T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ).
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on k.
• Base k = 1: trivially (lines 2 and 3 of the ACP pseudo-code).
• Inductive step: Let us suppose the thesis holds for k, and we prove it for
k + 1.
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– Completeness: We want to prove that given X ∈ Itemsk+1 ∩T h(Cf req )∩
T h(CM ), then X ∈ Rk+1 .
Since X ∈ T h(CM ) we have two cases:
∗ X ∈ B + (CM ): this means that all subsets of X do not satisfy the
monotone constraint. Moreover, since X is frequent, for the antimonotonicity of frequency all its subsets are frequent too. In particular, its k-subsets are in Ek \ Nk . It follows that X ∈ Pk+1 (line
13 of the ACP pseudo-code). This, together with the fact that
X ∈ T h(CM ), implies that X ∈ Bk+1 (line 7 of the pseudo-code),
O
and thus X ∈ Ck+1
(line 8 of the ACP pseudo-code, and line 1 of
Figure 6.8). Since X ∈ T h(Cf req ), it follows that X ∈ Rk+1 (line 11
of the pseudo-code).
∗ X ∈ T h(CM ) \ B + (CM ): this means, for the definition of B + (CM ),
that ∃Y ⊂ X, Y ∈ Itemsk ∩ T h(CM ). Moreover, since X is frequent,
Y is frequent too. Therefore, Y ∈ Itemsk ∩ T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ), and
for the inductive hypothesis Y ∈ Rk . Since Y ∈ Rk and Y ⊂ X
it follows that X will be generated by the generate1 subroutine of
the generateover procedure (Figure 6.8). Moreover, X will not be
pruned by pruneam (none of its subsets is infrequent), and neither by
prunem , because if one of its subsets satisfy the monotone constraint,
O
it will be in Rk for the inductive hypothesis. Therefore X ∈ Ck+1
.
Since X ∈ T h(Cf req ), it follows that X ∈ Rk+1 (line 11 of the pseudocode).
– Soundness: Let X ∈ Rk+1 we want to prove that X ∈ Itemsk+1 ∩
O
T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ). In order to be in Rk+1 , X must be in Ck+1
and must
satisfy the frequency constraint (X ∈ Itemsk+1 ∩ T h(Cf req )). We have
two cases:
∗ X is generate by generate1 (Rk , C1 ): in this case ∃Y ⊂ X, Y ∈ Rk ,
and for the monotonicity of CM , it follows that X ∈ T h(CM ).
∗ X is in Bk+1 : this trivially means that X ∈ T h(CM ).
t
u
To better understand how ACP works, we show the execution given the input
in Figure 6.1.

6.4.1

Run-through Example

Strategy ACP starts with C1 = {a, b, c, d, e}, tests the frequency constraint, tests
the monotone constraint and finds the first solution, R1 = {e} and L1 = {b, c, d}.
Now (Line 4) we generate the set of 2-itemsets potentially frequent and potentially
in B + (CM ): P2 = {bc, bd, cd}. At this point we enter in the loop from line 6 to 15.
The set P2 is checked for CM , and it turns out that no element in P2 satisfies the
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Strategy: generic ACP
1. R0 , N := ∅;

C1 := Items

2. test Cfreq (C1 ) ⇒ C1 := T h(Cf req ) ∩ (C1 )
3. test CM (C1 ) ⇒ R1 := T h(CM ) ∩ (C1 ); L1 := T h(¬ CM ) ∩ (C1 )
4. P2 := generateapriori (L1 )
5. k := 2
6. while Pk 6= ∅ do
7.

test CM (Pk ) ⇒ Bk := T h(CM ) ∩ (Pk ); Ek := T h(¬CM ) ∩ (Pk )

8.

CkO := generateover (Rk−1 , C1 , Bk , N )

9.

initialize/update(α)

10.

CkU := α ⊗ Ek

11.

test Cfreq (CUk ∪ CO
k ); ⇒
Rk := T h(Cf req ) ∩ CkO ; Lk := T h(Cf req ) ∩ CkU ; Nk := T h(¬Cf req ) ∩ CkU

12.

N := N ∪ Nk

13.

Pk+1 := generateapriori (Ek \ Nk )

14.

k := k+1

15. end while
16. Ck := generateover (Rk−1 , C1 , Bk , N )
17. while Ck 6= ∅
18.

test Cfreq (Ck ); Rk := T h(Cf req ) ∩ (Ck )

19.

Ck+1 := generateapriori (Rk )

20.

k := k + 1

21. end while
Sk−1
22. return i=1
Ri

Figure 6.7: Pseudo-code for strategy ACP.
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Procedure: generateover (Rk−1 , C1 , Bk , N )
1. S := generate1 (Rk−1 , C1 ) ∪ Bk ;
2. S := pruneam (N, S);
3. S := prunem (Rk−1 , S);
Where:
pruneam (N, S) = {X ∈ S|@Y ⊂ X ∧ Y ∈ N }
and generate1 is as in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.8: Pseudo-code for procedure generateover .
monotone constraint: thus B2 = ∅, E2 = P2 . At line 8 ACP generates candidates
for the computation over the monotone border C2O = {be, ce, de} and performs
the two pruning procedure that in this case have no effects. At this point ACP
initializes our adaptivity parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. The procedure initialize(α) can
exploit all the information collected so far, such as number of transactions, total
number of 1-itemsets, support threshold, number of frequent 1-itemsets and their
support, number of solutions at the first iteration. For this example suppose that α
is initialized to 0.33. Line 10 assigns to CkU , a portion equals to α of Ek . Intuitively,
since we want to find infrequent itemsets in order to prune over the monotone
border, the best third is the 2-itemset which has the subsets with the lowest support,
therefore C2U = {bc}. Line 11 performs the frequency test for both set of candidates
sharing a unique dataset scan. The count of support gives back four solutions
R2 = {be, ce, de}, moreover we have L2 = ∅ and N2 = {bc}. Then ACP generates
P3 = ∅ (line 13) and exits the loop (line 6). At line 16 we generate C3 = {bde, cde},
we check their support (line 18) and obtain that R3 = C3 ; finally we obtain C4 = ∅
and we exit the second loop. Algorithm ACP performs 5 + 4 + 2 = 11 tests of
frequency.

6.4.2

Adaptivity Strategies and Optimization Issues

In the previous Section we have introduced a generic strategy for adaptive constraint pushing. This can not really be considered an algorithm since we have left
not instantiated the initialize/update function for the adaptivity parameter α (line
9), as well as the α-selection (line 10). In this Section we propose a very simple
adaptivity strategy for α and our first experimental results. We believe that many
other different adaptivity strategies can be defined and compared.
Since we want to select itemsets which are most likely infrequent, the simplest
idea is to estimate on the fly, using all information available at the moment, a
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support measure for all candidates itemsets below the monotone border. Then the
α-selection (line 10) will simply choose among all itemsets in Ek the α-portion with
lowest estimated support.
In our first set of experiments, we have chosen to estimate the support for an
itemset using only the real support value of items belonging to the given itemset,
and balancing two extreme conditions of the correlation measure among the items:
complete independence and maximal correlation. In the former the estimated itemset support is obtained as the product, and in the latter as the minimum, of relative
support of the items belonging to the itemset. Also for the α-adaptivity we have
chosen a very simple strategy. The parameter α is initialized w.r.t. the number of
items which satisfy frequency and monotone constraint at the first iteration. Then
at every new iteration it adapts its value according to the results of the α-selection
at the previous iteration. Let us define the α-focus as the ratio of itemsets found
infrequent among α-selected itemsets. An α-focus very close to 1 (greater than 0.98)
suggests that we have selected and counted too few candidates and thus we raise the
α parameter for the next iteration accordingly. An α-focus less then 0.95 suggests
that we are selecting and counting too much candidates and thus produces a shrink
of α.
These two proposed strategies for estimating candidates support and for the
adaptivity of α do not exploit all available information, but they allow an efficient
implementation, and they experimentally exhibit very good candidates-selection capabilities, as shown in the next Section. Further details on data structures and
implementation choices can be found in [93].

6.4.3

Experimental Results

Since ACP balances the tradeoff between frequency and a monotone constraint, it
gives the best performance when the two components are equally strong, i.e. no
constraint is much more selective than the other. On sparse datasets frequency is
always very selective even at very low support levels: joining it with an equally strong
monotone constraint would result in an empty set of solutions. Therefore, ACP is
particularly interesting in applications involving dense datasets. On sparse datasets,
we can not risk to lose infrequent itemsets, and thus the best computational approach
is always the level-wise, Apriori-like strategy which check supports for all candidate
itemsets. In Section 7.2 we will introduce a level-wise algorithm which generalizes
Apriori when the frequency constraint is coupled with a monotone constraint.
In Figure 6.9, we show a comparison of the 4 strategies g&t, mcp ∗ , ideal and
ACP, based on the portion of search space explored, i.e. the number of Cf req tests
performed, on the well-known dense dataset connect-4 1 , for different support thresholds and monotone constraints. In order to create a monotone constraint we have
attached to each item a value v selected using a normal distribution. Then we have
1

http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html
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Dataset Connect-4 Monotone Constraint Threshold 3000

Dataset Connect-4, Minimum Support 70%
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3x10 6

2x10 6
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6
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0
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Figure 6.9: Number of candidate itemsets tested against Cf req .

chosen as monotone constraint the sum of values v in an itemset to be greater than
a given threshold.
Strategy mcp ∗ always performs very poorly and its results could not be reported
in the graph in Figure 6.9. Strategy g&t explores a portion of search space that
obviously does not depend by the monotone constraint. On this dense dataset it
performs poorly and becomes hard to compute for low supports (less than 55%).
Our simple strategy for selecting candidates under the monotone border provides a
very good performance: during the first 3-4 iterations (where is more important not
to miss infrequent itemsets) we catch all the infrequent itemsets with an α ≈ 0.2; i.e.
checking only a fifth of all possible candidates. Thanks to this capability, our ACP
strategy does not loose low-cardinality itemsets in B − (Cf req ) and thus approximates
very well the ideal strategy, as showed by Figure 6.9, performing a number of C f req
tests one order of magnitude smaller than strategy g&t.

Chapter 7
Data-reduction Based Approaches
In the previous Chapter we have attacked the computational problem of how to
push monotone constraints into the frequent itemsets computation. We have shown
that, while pushing antimonotone constraints deep into the mining algorithm is easy
and effective, the case is different for monotone constraints. Indeed, antimonotone
constraints can be used to effectively prune the search space to a small downward
closed collection, while the upward closed collection of the search space satisfying
the monotone constraints cannot be exploited at the same time. This tradeoff has
been extensively studied, but all these studies have failed to find the real synergy of
these two opposite types of constraints, until the recent proposal of ExAnte [20]. In
this work we have shown that a real synergy of the two opposites exists and can be
exploited by reasoning on both the itemset search space and the transactions input
database together. This way, pushing monotone constraints does not reduce antimonotone pruning opportunities, on the contrary, such opportunities are boosted.
Dually, pushing antimonotone constraints boosts monotone pruning opportunities:
the two components strengthen each other recursively.
This basic idea and property has been generalized in an Apriori-like breadth-first
computation in ExAMiner [19], and in an FP-growth-like depth-first computation
in FP-bonsai [21].

7.1

ExAnte: a Preprocessing Data-Reduction Algorithm

As already stated, if we focus only on the itemsets lattice, pushing monotone constraint can lead to a less effective antimonotone pruning. In order to obtain a real
amalgam of the two opposite pruning strategies we have to consider the constrained
frequent patterns problem in its whole: not focussing only on the itemsets lattice
but considering it together with the input database of transactions. In fact, as
proved by the theorems in the following Section, monotone constraints can prune
away transactions from the input dataset without losing solutions.
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The recently introduced ExAnte property [20] allows to “clean” the database,
retaining only that portion of the data that is absolutely necessary in order to
produce all the itemsets satisfying all the given constraints. Hence, it really doesn’t
matter which mining algorithm is used, the ExAnte property can always be used as
a preprocessing step before mining.
In other words, using the ExAnte property, we put the focus on the input data in
stead of on the search space. Indeed, the tradeoff between antimonotone and monotone pruning exists only if we focus exclusively on the search space of the problem,
which is the approach followed in the current state-of-the-art algorithms. But if we
take a step back and look at the overall problem, reasoning on both the search space
and the input database together we can find the real synergy of antimonotonicity
and monotonicity constraints, as explained in the rest of this Section. Instead of
applying monotone constraints to the patterns, we apply them to the input database
(recall that a transaction is nothing more than an itemset). The ExAnte property
states that a transaction which does not satisfy the given monotone constraint can
be deleted from the input database since it will never contribute to the support of
any itemset satisfying the constraint.
A major consequence of reducing the input database in this way is that it implicitly reduces the support of a large amount of itemsets that do not satisfy the
monotone constraint as well, resulting in a reduced number of candidate itemsets
generated during the mining algorithm. Even a small reduction in the database
can cause a huge cut in the search space, because all supersets of infrequent itemsets are pruned from the search space as well. In other words, monotonicity-based
data-reduction of transactions strengthens the antimonotonicity-based pruning of
the search space.
This is not the whole story, in fact, infrequent singleton items can not only be
removed from the computation: for the same antimonotonicity property they can
be deleted also from all transactions in the input database. This antimonotonicitybased data-reduction has been named α-pruning. Removing items from transactions
has got another positive effect: reducing the size of a transaction which satisfies
a monotone constraint can make the transaction violate the monotone constraint.
Consider for instance the monotone constraint based on the minimum sum of prices:
a transaction which satisfies the constraint having a total sum of prices greater than
the given threshold, might end up not satisfying the constraint anymore after its
infrequent items are removed, since its total sum of prices might go below the threshold. Therefore a growing number of transactions which do not satisfy the monotone
constraint can be found. Obviously, we are inside a loop where two different kinds
of pruning (α and µ) cooperate to reduce the search space and the input dataset,
strengthening each other step by step until no more pruning is possible (a fix-point
has been reached). This is the key idea of the ExAnte preprocessing method [20].
In the end, the reduced dataset resulting from this fix-point computation is usually
much smaller than the initial dataset (obviously depending on the selectivity of the
antimonotone and monotone constraints).
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ExAnte Properties

In this Section we formalize the basic ideas of ExAnte. First we define the two kinds
of reduction, than we prove the completeness of the method. In the next Section we
provide the pseudo-code of the algorithm.
Definition 7.1. [µ-reduction] Given a transaction database T DB and a monotone
constraint CM , we define the µ-reduction of T DB as the dataset resulting from pruning the transactions that do not satisfy CM .
µ[T DB]CM = T h(CM ) ∩ T DB
(Recall here that a transaction is an itemset).

t
u

Definition 7.2 (α-reduction). Given a transaction database T DB, a transaction htID, Xi and a frequency constraint Cf req [T DB], we define the α-reduction
of htID, Xi as the subset of items in X that satisfy Cf req [T DB].
α[htID, Xi]Cf req [T DB] = F1 ∩ X
Where: F1 = {I ∈ Items|{I} ∈ T h(Cf req [T DB])}. We define the α-reduction of
T DB as the dataset resulting from the α-reduction of all transactions in T DB. t
u
Example 7.1.
Items = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} X = {a, c, d, f, g}
T h(Cf req ) = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}
F1 = {a, b, c}
α[htID, Xi]Cf req = F1 ∩ X = {a, c}

/
The following two key theorems state that we can always µ-reduce and α-reduce
a dataset without reducing the support of solution itemsets. Moreover, since satisfaction of CM is independent from the transaction dataset, all solution itemsets will
still satisfy it. Therefore, we can always µ-reduce and α-reduce a dataset without
losing solutions.
Theorem 1 (µ-reduction correctness).
Given a transaction database T DB, a monotone constraint CM , and a frequency
constraint Cf req , we have that:
∀X ∈ T h(Cf req [T DB]) ∩ T h(CM ) :
suppT DB (X) = suppµ[T DB]CM (X).
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Proof. Since X ∈ T h(CM ), all transactions containing X will also satisfy CM for the
monotonicity property. In other words: T DB[X] ⊆ µ[T DB]CM . This implies that:
suppT DB (X) = suppµ[T DB]CM (X).
t
u
Theorem 2 (α-reduction correctness).
Given a transaction database T DB, a monotone constraint CM , and a frequency
constraint Cf req , we have that:
∀X ∈ T h(Cf req [T DB]) ∩ T h(CM ) :
suppT DB (X) = suppα[T DB]Cf req (X).
Proof. Since X ∈ T h(Cf req ), all subsets of X will be frequent (by the antimonotonicity of frequency). Therefore no subset of X will be α-pruned (in particular, no
1-itemsets in X). This implies that:
suppT DB (X) = suppα[T DB]Cf req (X).
t
u

7.1.2

A Fix Point Computation

The two theorems above suggest a fix-point computation. ExAnte starts the first
iteration as any frequent patterns mining algorithm: counting the support of singleton items. Items that are not frequent are thrown away once and for all. But
during this first count only transactions that satisfy CM are considered. The other
transactions are signed to be pruned from the dataset (µ-reduction). Doing so we
reduce the number of interesting 1-itemsets. Even a small reduction of this number represents a huge pruning of the search space. At this point ExAnte deletes
from alive transactions all infrequent items (α-reduction). This pruning can reduce
the monotone value (for instance, the total sum of prices) of some alive transactions, possibly resulting in a violation of the monotone constraints. Therefore we
have another opportunity of µ-reducing the dataset. But µ-reducing the dataset we
create new opportunities for α-reduction, which can turn in new opportunities for
µ-reduction, and so on, until a fix-point is reached. The pseudo-code of ExAnte
algorithm can be found in Figure 7.1.
Clearly, a fix-point is eventually reached after a finite number of iterations, as at
each step the number of alive items strictly decreases.

7.1.3

Run-through Example

Suppose that the transaction and price dataset in Table 7.1 are given. Suppose that
we want to compute frequent itemsets (min supp = 4) with a sum of prices ≥ 45.

7.1. EXANTE: A PREPROCESSING DATA-REDUCTION ALGORITHM

Procedure: ExAnte(T DB, CM , min supp)
1. I := ∅;
2. forall tuples t in T DB do
3.
4.

if CM (t) then forall items i in t do
i.count++; if i.count ≥ min supp then I := I ∪ i;

5. old number interesting items := |Items|;
6. while |I| < old number interesting items do
7.

T DB := α[T DB]Cf req ;

8.

T DB := µ[T DB]CM ;

9.

old number interesting items := |I|;

10.

I := ∅;

11.

forall tuples t in T DB do

12.

forall items i in t do

13.

i.count + +;

14.

if i.count = min supp then I := I ∪ i;

15. end while
Figure 7.1: Pseudo-code for algorithm ExAnte.
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item
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

price
5
8
14
30
20
15
6
12

tID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Itemset
b,c,d,g
a,b,d,e
b,c,d,g,h
a,e,g
c,d,f,g
a,b,c,d,e
a,b,d,f,g,h
b,c,d
b,e,f,g

Total price
58
63
70
31
65
77
76
52
49

Table 7.1: Run-through Example: price table and transaction database.

During the first iteration the total price of each transaction is checked to avoid
using transactions which do not satisfy the monotone constraint. All transaction
with a sum of prices ≥ 45 are used to count the support for the singleton items.
Only the fourth transaction is discarded. At the end of the count we find items
a, e, f and h to be infrequent. Note that, if the fourth transaction had not been
discarded, items a and e would have been counted as frequent. At this point we
perform an α-reduction of the dataset: this means removing a, e, f and h from all
transactions in the dataset. After the α-reduction we have more opportunities to
µ-reduce the dataset. In fact transaction 2, which at the beginning has a total price
of 63, now has its total price reduced to 38 due to the pruning of a and e. This
transaction can now be pruned away. The same reasoning holds for transactions
number 7 and 9. At this point ExAnte counts once again the support of alive items
with the reduced dataset. The item g which initially has got a support of 5 now has
become infrequent (see Table 7.2 for items support iteration by iteration). We can
α-reduce again the dataset, and then µ-reduce. After the two reductions transaction
number 5 does not satisfy anymore the monotone constraint and it is pruned away.
ExAnte counts again the support of items on the reduced datasets but no more
items are found to have turned infrequent.
The fix-point has been reached at the third iteration: the dataset has been
reduced from 9 transactions to 4 transactions (number 1,3,6 and 8), and interesting
itemsets have shrunk from 8 to 3 (b, c and d). At this point any constrained frequent
pattern algorithm would find very easily the unique solution to problem which is
the 3-itemset hb, c, di.

7.1.4

Experimental Results

In this Section we deeply describe the experimental study that we have conducted
with different monotone constraints on various datasets. In particular, the monotone
constraints used in the experimentation are in Table 6.1.
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Supports
Items 1st 2nd
a
3
†
b
7
4
c
5
5
d
7
5
e
3
†
f
3
†
g
5
3
h
2
†
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3rd
†
4
4
4
†
†
†
†

Table 7.2: Run-through Example: items and their supports iteration by iteration.
In addition, we have experimented a harder to exploit constraint: avg(X.prices) ≥
n. This constraint is clearly neither monotone nor antimonotone, but can exhibit
a monotone (or antimonotone) behavior if items are ordered by ascending (or descending) price, and frequent patterns are computed following a prefix-tree approach.
This class of constraints, named convertible, has been introduced in [112]. In our
experiments the constraint avg(X.prices) ≥ n is treated by inducing a conjunction
of two weaker monotone constraints: sum(X.prices) ≥ n and max(X.prices) ≥ n.
Note that in every reported experiment we have chosen monotone constraints
thresholds that are not very selective: there are always solutions to the given problem.
The test bed architecture used in our experiments was a Windows2000 based
personal computer, equipped with a Pentium III processor running at 866MHz and
1GB RAM. ExAnte was implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.
For a more detailed report of our experiments see [20].
In our experiments we have used four datasets with different characteristics (see
Table 7.3). The first dataset, named “POS”, was used in the KDD-Cup 2000 competition and it is described in [155]. The dataset is available from the KDD-Cup
2000 home page1 . “POS” is a real world dataset containing several years worth of
point-of-sale data from a large electronic retailer, aggregated at the product category
level.
“IBM” is a synthetic dataset obtained with the most commonly adopted dataset
generator, available from IBM Almaden2 . We have generate a very large dataset
since we have not been able to find a real-world dataset over one million transactions.
“FoodMart” has been obtained from the FoodMart2000 database which is provided as demo with Microsoft SQL Server. We have constructed transactions grouping by CustomerID and TimeID at the product level. We have chosen this database
1
2

http://www.ecn.purdue.edu/KDDCUP/
http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata.html#assocSynData
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Dataset

Transactions

Items

POS
IBM
FoodMart
Italian

515,597
8,533,534
54537
186,824

1657
100,000
1560
4800

Max
Trans
Size
164
37
28
31

Avg
Trans
Size
6.5
11.21
4.6
10.42

Table 7.3: Characteristics of datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset Min Price
FoodMart
0.5
Italian
100

Max Price Avg Price
3.98
2
900,000
6454.87

Table 7.4: Characteristics of the price datasets used in the experiments.
in order to have real transactions together with real products prices. In Table 7.4
characteristics of the price database are reported.
“Italian” is another real-world dataset obtained from an Italian supermarket
chain within a market-basket analysis project conducted by our research lab, few
years ago (note that the prices are in the obsolete currency Italian Lira).
In Table 7.5 and 7.6 two typical executions of ExAnte are reported.
The first one exhibits a data reduction of one order of magnitude on both the
number of transactions and the number of interesting 1-itemsets. The fix point is
reached at the fourth iteration with a very efficient computation (considering the size
of the input dataset). The second execution exhibits a progressive data reduction
without huge gaps, which terminates at the fifteenth iteration. The resulting number
of interesting 1-itemsets is around one third of the initial number: recall that even
a small reduction of interesting 1-itemsets represents a very large reduction of the
search space as shown in the next Section. These graphs confirm that stronger
monotone and antimonotone constraints yield more effective items and transaction
Iteration Transactions 1-itemsets
0
8533534
2367
1
1033508
398
2
323519
296
3
280186
289
4
278288
289
Execution time: 45.6 sec
Table 7.5: Execution of ExAnte on Dataset “IBM” with min supp = 7000 and
cardinality ≥ 6
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Iteration Transactions 1-itemsets
0
17306
2010
1
13167
1512
2
11295
1205
3
10173
1025
4
9454
901
5
9005
835
6
8730
785
7
8549
754
8
8431
741
9
8397
736
10
8385
734
11
8343
729
12
8316
726
13
8312
724
14
8307
722
15
8304
722
Execution time: 1.5 sec
Table 7.6: Execution of ExAnte on Dataset “Italian” with min supp = 40 and sum
of prices ≥ 100000

Dataset "IBM", Cardinality constraint

min_supp = 0.1
min_supp = 0.05
min_supp = 0.025
min_supp = 0.01
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10x10 6
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Figure 7.2: Transactions reduction on dataset “IBM”
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Dataset "IBM", Cardinality constraint

18000

min_supp = 0,05
min_supp = 0,025

Number of alive 1-itemsets

16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Cardinality threshold

Figure 7.3: Reduction of interesting 1-itemsets on dataset “IBM”.
reduction by means of ExAnte.
In Figure 7.2 the reduction of the number of transactions w.r.t the cardinality
threshold is shown for four different support thresholds on the synthetic dataset.
When the cardinality threshold is equals to zero the number of transactions is obviously as the total number of transactions in the database, since there is no monotone
pruning. Already for a low support threshold as 0.1% with a cardinality constraint
equals to 2 the number of transactions decreases dramatically. Figure 7.3 describes
the reduction of number of interesting 1-itemsets on the same dataset.
As already stated, even a small reduction in the number of relevant 1-itemsets
represents a very large pruning of the search space. In our experiments, as a measure
of the search space explored, we have considered the number of candidate itemsets
generated by a level-wise algorithm such as Apriori. In Figure 7.4(a) is reported
a comparison of the number of candidate itemsets generated by Apriori and by
ExAnteApriori (ExAnte pre-processing followed by Apriori) on the “Italian” dataset
with various constraints. The dramatic search space reduction is evident, and it
will be confirmed by computation time reported in the next Section. The same
comparison on dataset “POS” with the cardinality constraint is reported in Figure
7.4(b). How the number of candidate itemsets shrinks by increasing strength of the
monotone constraint is shown in Figure 7.4(c). This figure also highlights another
interesting feature of ExAnte: even at very low support level (min supp = 5 on
a dataset of 186,824 transactions) the frequent patterns computation is feasible if
coupled with a monotone constraint. Therefore, ExAnte can be used to make feasible
the discovery of particular patterns which can be discovered only at very low support
level, for instance:
• extreme purchasing behaviors (such as patterns with a very high average of
prices);
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Apriori
ExAnteApriori sum(prices) > 50k
ExAnteApriori sum(prices) > 150k
ExAnteApriori sum(prices) > 100k
ExAnteApriori avg(prices) > 25k
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(b)
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Figure 7.4: Search space reduction on dataset “Italian” (a) and (c), search space
reduction on dataset “POS” (b), run -time comparison between Apriori and ExAnteApriori with various constraints.

• very long patterns (using the cardinality constraint coupled with a very low
support threshold).

In this Section we report time comparison between Apriori and ExAnteApriori
(ExAnte pre-processing followed by Apriori). We have chosen Apriori as the “standard” frequent pattern mining algorithm. Recall that every frequent pattern mining algorithm can be coupled with ExAnte pre-processing obtaining similar benefits.
Execution time is reported in Figure 7.4(d) (dataset “Italian”, sum and average constraints) and Figure 7.5 (dataset “POS”, cardinality constraint). The large search
space pruning reported in the previous Section is here confirmed by the execution
time.
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Dataset "POS", Cardinality constraint
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Figure 7.5: Runtime comparison between Apriori and ExAnteApriori with Cardinality constraint.

7.2

ExAMiner

In this paper we show how the basic ideas of ExAnte can be generalized in a levelwise, Apriori-like computation. The resulting algorithm can be seen as the real generalization of Apriori, able to exploit both kind of constraints to reduce the search
space. We named our algorithm ExAMiner (ExAnte Miner in contrast with ExAnte preprocessor, but also Miner which Exploits Anti-monotone and Monotone
constraints together). Since the most appropriate way of exploiting monotone constraints in conjunction with frequency is to reduce the problem input, which in turn
induces a reduction of the search space, the mining philosophy of ExAMiner is to
reduce as much as possible the problem dimensions at all levels of the computation.
Therefore, instead of trying to explore the exponentially large search space in some
smart way, we massively reduce such search space as soon as possible, obtaining a
progressively easier mining problem. Experimental results confirm that this is, at
this moment, the most efficient way of attacking the computational problem in analysis. Moreover, ExAMiner makes it feasible the computation of extreme patterns,
i.e. extremely long or extremely costly patterns, which can be found only at very low
support levels where all the other known mining approaches can not always complete
the computation. Even if the support threshold is very low, ExAMiner, exploiting
the extremely strong selectivity of the monotone constraint, reduces drastically the
problem dimensions and makes the computation affordable.
To summarize, the ExAMiner algorithm brings the following research contribution:
• ExAMiner is the generalization of the Apriori algorithm, when a conjunction of
monotone constraints is conjoined to the frequency antimonotone constraint.
• There are some data reduction techniques known in literature [108, 110], which
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rely exclusively on the antimonotonicity of frequency and which, if exploited
alone, bring little benefit to the computation. Introducing ExAMiner, we show
how this techniques can be coupled with data reduction based on a monotone
constraint, obtaining dramatically effective optimizations.
• In Section 7.2.2 we show that, in presence of a cardinality monotone constraint, antimonotone and monotone data reduction techniques can be further
amalgamated and their pruning power enhanced. Moreover, we show that this
improvement can be induced, even if in weaker form, also for the other forms
of monotone constraint.
• We introduce a pruning technique that reduces directly the generators itemsets
at each iteration i.e., the frequent itemsets that are not going to produce
solutions. This is more effective than reducing the candidate itemsets, as in
ordinary Apriori-like algorithms.
• ExAMiner can be used with any constraint which has a monotone component:
therefore also succinct monotone constraints [105] and convertible monotone
constraints [113] can be exploited.
• ExAMiner maintains the exact support of each solution itemsets: a necessary
condition if we want to compute Association Rules.
• ExAMiner can be used to make feasible the discovery of extreme patterns
which can be discovered only at very low support level, for which the computation is unfeasible for traditional algorithms.
• A thorough experimental study has been performed with different monotone
constraints on various datasets (both real world and synthetic datasets): ExAMiner performs as the most efficient algorithm so far for constrained frequent
pattern mining.

7.2.1

Level-wise Antimonotone Data Reduction

In ExAnte, pruning away infrequent 1-itemsets gives us the opportunity of µ-reducing
the transaction database in input, which in turn creates more infrequent 1-itemsets.
In a level-wise computation, we collect new information level by level. If we can
exploit such information to prune items from the transactions, we obtain new opportunities to µ-reduce again the transaction database.
After the introduction of Apriori [5], a lot of other algorithms, sharing the same
level-wise structure, have been proposed. Even if usually proposed as new algorithm with their own names, they can essentially be considered optimizations to
the basic Apriori schema. Some of these proposed optimizations are data-reduction
techniques, which, if exploited alone, bring little benefit to the computation. But
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if we couple such antimonotonicity based optimizations with ExAnte’s µ-reduction
we can obtain dramatically effective optimizations.
In the rest of this Section we review all possible data reduction strategies which
are based on the antimonotonicity of frequency. In the next Section, we couple them
with a monotone constraint, and thus with the µ-reduction, obtaining the ExAMiner
algorithm.
In the following propositions [108], we indicate with k the actual iteration, where
frequent k-itemsets are computed.
Proposition 1 (Antimonotone global pruning of an item). At the iteration
k, a singleton item which is not subset of at least k frequent k-itemsets, will not
be subset of any frequent (k + 1)-itemset, and thus it can be pruned away from all
transactions in the input database.
t
u
Note that this pruning can be seen as a generalization at all levels of the ExAnte’s
α-reduction. In the pseudo-code of the algorithm, we use an array of integers Vk (of
the size of Items), which records for each item the number of frequent k-itemsets in
which it appears. While the last proposition induce a pruning which is global to the
whole database, the next two propositions [110] induce pruning which are local to a
transaction. In particular the first one removes the entire transaction (similarly to
the µ-reduction), while the second one removes items from the transaction.
Proposition 2 (Antimonotone local pruning of a transaction). Given a
transaction htID, Xi, if X is not superset of at least k + 1 frequent k-itemsets,
then the transaction can be pruned away, since it will never be superset of any frequent (k + 1)-itemset.
t
u
Unfortunately, this property can not be exploited transaction by transaction,
since it requires information that is available only at the end of the actual iteration,
when all frequent itemsets have been counted. However, since the set of frequent
k-itemsets is a subset of the set of candidates k-itemsets, we can exploit a relaxed
version of the previous property, transaction by transaction.
Proposition 3 (Relaxed antimonotone local pruning of a transaction).
Given a transaction htID, Xi, if X is not superset of at least k + 1 candidate kitemsets, then the transaction can be pruned away since it will never be superset of
any frequent (k + 1)-itemset.
t
u
This property can be checked locally for each transaction, when the transaction
is used to count support for candidate itemsets. If a transaction does not participate
to the count of at least k + 1 candidate k-itemsets, it is pruned away, i.e. it will
not be part of the transaction database at the next iteration. In the pseudo-code
of the algorithm, for each transaction t, we use a counter t.count for the number of
candidate k-itemsets covered by t.
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Actually, we can perform more local pruning in a transaction htID, Xi. Suppose,
we know for each item i ∈ X, the number of candidate k-itemsets which are superset
of {i} and subset of X.
Definition 7.3 (Multiplicity of an item w.r.t. a transaction). Given a transaction htID, Xi and an itemset i we define the multiplicity of i w.r.t. X at the
iteration k:
M (i, X)k = |{Y ∈ Ck |Y ⊆ X, i ∈ Y } |
as the number of candidate k-itemsets which are superset of {i} and subset of X. t
u
Proposition 4 (Antimonotone local pruning of an item). Given a transaction
htID, Xi, for each i ∈ X, if M (i, X)k < k then i can be pruned from X.
t
u
In the pseudo-code of the algorithm, for each transaction t at the iteration k,
and for each item in t, we use a counter i.count for computing the multiplicity of i
w.r.t. t at the iteration k.
Clearly, every time we reduce the size of a transaction we create a new opportunity of pruning the transaction (µ-reduction of the dataset). The basic philosophy
of ExAMiner is to write a new reduced transaction database for each iteration,
exploiting all possible antimonotone and monotone pruning opportunities.

7.2.2

Further Pruning Opportunities

In the previous Section we have introduced a set of possible pruning strategies,
known in literature, which rely on antimonotonicity of frequency. Then, we have
indicated that the basic idea of ExAMiner is to couple this pruning with the µreduction of the database, induced by the monotone constraint, providing strong
data reduction, since the two components strengthen each other. In this Section
we introduce novel powerful pruning strategies, which couple more tightly the antimonotone and monotone pruning.
When the monotone constraint is a cardinality constraint Cm ≡ card(S) ≥ n,
the following proposition can be used to obtain a stronger pruning at a very low
computational price. The following is a generalization of Proposition 1.
Proposition 5 (Enhanced global pruning of an !item). At the iteration k, a
frequent k-itemsets (where
singleton item which is not subset of at least nk −− 11
k < n), will not be subset of any frequent n-itemset.
Proof. Let X = i1 . . . in be a frequent n-itemset. For the antimonotonicity! of frequency all its subsets are frequent too. In particular, are frequent all its nk subset
!
of size k. A generic item ip ∈ X is subset of exactly nk −− 11 since this is the number
of possible subsets of X \ ip of size k − 1. Adding ip to all this subsets we obtain
the thesis.
t
u
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The same condition can be further exploited. Consider a generic iteration k
of a generic level-wise computation. At the end of the count&reduce phase, we
have generated the set of frequent k-itemsets Lk , which normally would be used to
generate the set of candidate itemsets for the next iteration. For each item i, which
does not satisfy the condition in the above proposition, we can prune from the set
of generators Lk , each k-itemset containing it, before the generation phase starts.
The following corollary of Proposition 5, represents the first proposal of a strategy
for pruning the generators, since usually they are defined for pruning the candidate
itemsets (the generated ones).
Corollary 1 (Generators Pruning). Consider the computational problem T h(C f req )∩
T h(CM ) where CM ≡ card(S) ≥ n. At the iteration k < n of the level-wise computation, consider the set Sk of itemsets !in Lk which contain at least a singleton item
which do not appear in at least nk −− 11 itemset of Lk .


n−1
Sk = {X ∈ Lk |∃i ∈ X, Vk [i] < m} where m = k − 1
In order to generate the set of candidates for the next iteration Ck+1 , we can use as
generators the itemsets in Lk \ Sk without loosing solutions to the given problem. t
u
Analogously, the same kind of enhancement can be applied to the local pruning of an item from a transaction. The next corollary of Proposition 5, enhances
Proposition 4, when we have to deal with a cardinality constraint.
Corollary 2 (Enhanced local pruning of an item). Consider the computational
problem T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ) where CM ≡ card(S) ≥ n. At the iteration k of the
level-wise computation, consider a transaction htID, Xi, for each i ∈ X, if


−1
M (i, X)k < nk −
1
then i can be pruned from X.

t
u

Similar pruning enhancements can be obtained also for all monotone constraints,
inducing weaker conditions from the above propositions on cardinality.
Consider, for instance, the computational problem T h(Cf req ) ∩ T h(CM ) where
Cm ≡ sum(S.price) ≥ m, and suppose that we are at the end of iteration k of the
level-wise computation. As usual, we have recorded in Vk for each item the number
of frequent k-itemsets in which it appears. Consider an item i which, so far, is not
in any solution. It is always possible to compute the maximum value of n for which


continues to hold:
n−1
Vk [i] ≥
k−1
This value of n represents an upper-bound for the maximum size of a frequent
itemsets containing i.
In the pseudo-code we use a function determine max n(Vk [i], k) to determine
such upper-bound.
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Therefore, if we sum the price of i with the prices of the n − 1 most expansive items which are still alive, we can obtain an upper-bound for the total sum
of prices of a frequent itemset containing i. In the pseudo-code we use a function optimistic monotone value(i, Items, n, Cm ) to compute such upper-bound.
If this sum is less then the monotone constraint threshold m, the item i can be
globally pruned away, with all its supersets which are in Lk , since they can not be
solutions.
This generators pruning techniques is twofold benefic. In fact, the proposed
technique, not only reduces the generators, and hence the number of candidates at
the next iteration, but it also reduces the number of checking of CM : in fact we
prune itemsets from Lk which can not be solution, before the checking of CM .
A similar reasoning can be done to enhance the local pruning of items from a
transaction for all kinds of monotone constraint.

7.2.3

ExAMiner Algorithm

Essentially ExAMiner is an Apriori-like algorithm, which exploits antimonotone and
monotone constraints to reduce the problem dimensions level-wise. Each transaction, before participating to the support count, is reduced as much as possible, and
only if it survives to this phase, it is used to count the support of candidate itemsets.
Each transaction which arrives to the counting phase at iteration k, is then reduced
again as much as possible, and only of it survives to this second set of reductions,
it is written to the transaction database for the next iteration. Therefore, in order to describe the proposed algorithm, is sufficient to provide the pseudo-code for
the procedure which substitutes the counting phase of the Apriori algorithm. This
new procedure is named count&reduce. In the following with T DBk we indicate the
transaction database at the iteration k.
The count&reduce procedure takes as parameters the actual transaction database
T DBk , the set of candidates Ck , the minimum support threshold, the monotone
constraint CM and the array Vk−1 . As already stated, each transaction t in the
database passes through two series of reductions and tests. The first one, brings
the transaction, if still alive, to be exploited in the supports count. The second
one, brings the transaction, if still alive, to be written in the transaction database
from the next iteration. The first reduction (lines 3 and 4 of the pseudo-code) is
the global pruning of items (Proposition 1 and 5) which exploits the information in
the array Vk−1 . After this reduction the transaction is first tested for its cardinality
(line 6), and then it’s tested against the monotone constraint (line 7, µ-reduction).
Only if both tests are passed the transaction t is matched against candidate itemsets
to increase their support counts (lines from 8 to 12). During this phase we collect
other information regarding t and each item i in t: the number of candidates itemset
contained in t (line 9), the multiplicity of i w.r.t. t at the current iteration (line 9,
Definition 7.3), and the number of frequent itemsets containing i (line 12).
If the transaction t has arrived alive to this point, it has still to pass some tests
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Procedure: count&reduce(min supp, Ck , T DBk , CM , Vk−1 )
1. forall i ∈ Items do Vk [i] = 0;
2. forall tuples t in T DBk do
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

forall i ∈ t do if ((Vk−1 [i] < k − 1) or dropG [i])
then remove
/* global pruning */

i

if CM (t) then

Items;

forall X ∈ Ck , X ⊆ t do
X.count++; t.count + +; forall i ∈ X do i.count + +;
if X.count == min supp then
Lk = Lk ∪ {X};
forall i ∈ X do Vk [i] + +;
if |t| ≥ k + 1 then

14.

if t.count ≥ k + 1 then

/* local pruning trans*/

dropL [ ] = enhanced local pruning(Items, CM , t);
forall i ∈ t if ((i.count < k) or dropL [i])

17.

19.

from

/* mu pruning */

13.

18.

i

if |t| ≥ k then

12.

16.

remove

t;

else i.count = 0;

11.

15.

from

then remove i from t;

/* local pruning */

if |t| > k then
if CM (t) then write(t, T DBk+1 );

/* mu pruning */

20. dropG [ ] = enhanced global pruning(Items, CM , Vk );
21. forall X ∈ Lk do
22.

if ∃i ∈ X : dropG [i] then remove X from Lk ;

/* generators pruning */

Figure 7.6: Pseudo-code of the procedure count&reduce for ExAMiner algorithm.
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Procedure: enhanced local pruning(Items, CM , t)
1. forall i ∈ t do dropL [i] = f alse;
2. if CM ≡ card(X) ≥ n then
3.

forall i ∈ t do

4.

if i.count <



n−1
k−1



then dropL [i] = true;

5. else
6.

forall i ∈ t do

7.

n = determine max n(i.count, k);

8.

if optimistic monotone value(i, t, n, Cm ) 2 Cm then dropL [i] = true

9. return dropL [ ]

Figure 7.7: Pseudo-code of the procedure enhanced local pruning for ExAMiner
algorithm.
in order to enter into the database for the next iteration. First of all we check if
its cardinality is at least k + 1 (line 13). Then we check if during the counting
phase it has participated to the count of at least k + 1 candidate k-itemsets (line
14, Proposition 3). After this, if the transaction is still alive, it is further reduced
by enhanced local pruning of items (lines 15, 16 and 17). After this reduction we
check again the size of the transaction t and if it satisfies the monotone constraint.
If also these last two tests are positive the transaction t enters in the database for
the next iteration. Finally, we collect information for the enhanced global pruning
(line 20), and we perform the pruning of generators (line 22).

7.2.4

Moving Through the Levels

The proposed data reduction strategy, when instantiated at the first iteration (k = 1)
corresponds to the ExAnte algorithm, with the unique difference that, in ExAnte,
the computation starts again and again from the same level until there are pruning
opportunities.
This approach can be exploited also at the other levels of the ExAMiner levelwise computation. In fact, since during a count&reduce round, we reduce the input
dataset, as well as the search space, we could start again with another count&reduce
round at the same level with the reduced transaction dataset. Therefore, we face a
choice between different strategies.
On one hand, we can have a strictly level-wise computation, in the style of
Apriori. On the other hand, we can stand for more than one count&reduce round on
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Procedure: enhanced global pruning(Items, CM , Vk )
1. forall i ∈ Items do dropG [i] = f alse;
2. if CM ≡ card(X) ≥ n then
3.

forall i ∈ Items do

4.

if Vk [i] <



n−1
k−1



then dropG [i] = true;

5. else
6.

forall i ∈ Items do

7.

n = determine max n(Vk [i], k);

8.

if optimistic monotone value(i, Items, n, Cm ) 2 Cm then dropG [i] = true

9. return dropG [ ]

Figure 7.8: Pseudo-code of the procedure enhanced global pruning for ExAMiner
algorithm.
each level. Between these two extremes we can have a whole range of computational
strategies.
Essentially we have two dimensions:
• how many count&reduce rounds we admit,
• and for which levels of the level-wise computation.
There is something more. At the end of any count&reduce round of any iteration,
we could also decide to go back to some previous level. For instance after the
counting phase of the third level, before generating candidates for the fourth level,
we could go back to the first level, and start again from the beginning but with a
much smaller problem. We can go on this way until the input dataset is so reduced,
that it only contains the data essential for the solutions. However, this opportunity
does not seems appealing by the point of view of efficiency.
We have implemented and tested (see Section 7.2.7) three different version of
ExAMiner:
• ExAMiner0 : it strictly moves on level-wise, allowing only one count&reduce
round for each level. Also at level one, we do not have the ExAnte fix-point
computation. This is the real generalization of the Apriori algorithm which
uses the monotone constraint to reduce the input data and the search space.
• ExAMiner1 : it allows an undefined number of rounds, until a fix point
is reached, only at the first level. This corresponds to an ExAnte prepro-
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cessing followed by a strictly level-wise ExAMiner computation (only one
count&reduce round per level).
• ExAMiner2 : it allows an undefined number of count&reduce rounds, until a
fix point is reached, only at the first two levels. Then, from the third iteration,
the computation becomes strictly level-wise.
The rationale behind these implementation choices is that the first two iterations
of the usual level-wise algorithm, are the most efficient, since the count can be
performed directly, without using complex data structures. From the third iteration,
the count become very expensive. Therefore, we have decided to reduce as much
as possible the problem during the first two iterations, and then go on directly to
compute the solution of the problem.

7.2.5

Run-through Example

We now show an example of execution of ExAM iner2 . Suppose that the transaction
and price dataset in Figure 7.7 are given. Suppose that we want to compute frequent
itemsets (min supp = 3) with a sum of prices ≥ 30. During the first iteration the
total price of each transaction is checked to avoid using transactions which do not
satisfy the monotone constraint. All transaction with a sum of prices ≥ 30 are used
to count the support for the singleton items. Only the first transaction is discarded.
At the end of the count we find items b, d and h to be infrequent. Note that,
if the first transaction had not been discarded, item h would have been counted
as frequent. At this point we perform an α-reduction of the dataset: this means
removing b, d and h from all transactions in the dataset.
After the α-reduction we have more opportunities to µ-reduce the dataset. In
fact, transaction 3, which at the beginning has a total price of 34, now has its total
price reduced to 29 due to the pruning of h. This transaction can now be pruned
away. The same reasoning holds for the transactions number 3 and 5.
At this point we count once again the support of alive items with the reduced
dataset. The item f which initially has got a support of 3 now has become infrequent
due to the pruning of transaction 5. We can α-reduce again the dataset, removing
f from all transactions. Then we can µ-reduce again. In fact, after the removal of
f , transactions 9 and 10 have a total price which is less than 30, and thus they are
pruned too. We count once again the support of all itemsets and no one has become
infrequent. We have reached a fix-point for level one. At this point the input transaction database is as in Figure 7.7(c). Moreover we have L1 = {a, c, e, g, i, j, k, l},
and C2 which contains all possible couples of items from L1 .
We start with the second level of the level-wise computation. The first set of
reductions and tests (lines from 3 to 5 of the pseudo-code) produce no pruning at
the beginning of the second level. The support counting phase starts. At the end of
this phase we have L2 = {ak, ce, cg, cj, eg, ei, gi, ij, jk, jl}.
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
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price
10
20
8
22
15
10
6
5
10
5
18
14
(a)

tID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Itemset Total price
g,h,i
21
a,d,i,k
60
a,c,g,h,j
34
i,l,j,k
47
f,h,k
33
c,e,j,k
46
a,c,g,l,j,k
61
c,e,g,i,j
44
f,g,i,j
31
c,f,g,i,j
39
b,c,e,g,i
59
a,d,g,k
56
e,g,i
31
a,b,i,l,j
59
(b)

tID
2
4
6
7
8
11
12
13
14

Itemset Total price
a,i,k
38
i,l,j,k
47
c,e,j,k
46
a,c,g,l,j,k
61
c,e,g,i,j
44
c,e,g,i
39
a,g,k
34
e,g,i
31
a,i,l,j
39
(c)

tID
8
11
13

Itemset Total price
e,g,i
31
e,g,i
31
e,g,i
31
(d)

Table 7.7: Run-through Example: price table (a), input transaction database (b),
reduced transaction database at the end of the first level (c), reduced transaction
database at the end of the second level (d).
The second part of reductions and test (lines from 11 to 14) produces no pruning
since we are at the second level. We start another count&reduce round at the second
level. Items a and l are globally pruned from all transactions because they appear
in only one frequent 2-itemset: V2 [a] = 1, V2 [l] = 1. This pruning gives us more
opportunities of µ-reducing the dataset. Transactions number 2, 12 and 14 can
be pruned away since they no longer satisfy the monotone constraint. Thanks to
this data reduction, at the end of another counting phase, we have a smaller set
of frequent 2-itemsets: L2 = {ce, cg, cj, eg, ei, gi, jk}. At this point item k appears
in only one frequent 2-itemset, and hence is globally pruned from the transactions.
Due to this pruning, transactions number 4, 6 and 7 satisfy no longer the monotone
constraint and they are pruned too. The input transaction database has reduced
from 14 to 3 transactions. We count using only these 3 transactions and find that
L2 = {eg, ei, gi}. Items c and j do not appear in any frequent 2-itemsets and they
can be pruned away. The resulting transaction database is as in Figure 7.7(d).
Essentially, only the solution to the problem (egi) is alive in the database.

7.2.6

Dataset Rewriting

ExAMiner at each iteration rewrites a dataset of smaller size. The next iterations
has thus to cope with a smaller input dataset than the previous one. The benefits
are not only in term of I/O costs, but also of reduced work in subset counting due
to the reduced number and size of transactions.
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Dataset Synt, min_sup= 1100, sum(prices) >= 2500
2500000

Number of transactions

2000000

1500000
G&T
ExAMiner2

1000000

AMpruning
ExAnte - G&T

500000

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Iteration

Figure 7.9: Transaction reduction on dataset Synt.
It is worth to observe that, as shown in [9], when a dataset is sequentially scanned
by reading fixed blocks of data, one can take advantage of the OS prefetching.
Overlapping between computation and I/O activity can occur, provided that the
computation granularity is large enough. Moreover, OS buffer caching and pipelining techniques virtualize I/O disk accesses, and, more importantly, small datasets
(that we can obtain after few iterations from the initial dataset) can be completely
contained in buffer cache or in main memory.
In summary, if granularity of computation is large enough and datasets are sequentially scanned, prefetching and buffer cache are able to hide I/O time.
In our first implementation we have chosen to rewrite the dataset at each iteration, no matter whether the benefit of the data reduction is worth the I/O cost.
This choice was done to concentrate our study on data reduction. However, we can
improve our algorithm by forcing it to rewrite the dataset only when the reduction
is substantial. For instance, the data reduction rate shown in Figure 7.9 for the
ExAM iner2 algorithm suggest to quit rewriting the dataset after the big drop at
the fifth iteration.

7.2.7

Experimental Results

The test bed architecture used in our experiments was a Windows2000 PC with a
Pentium III processor running at 1000MHz and 320MB RAM. In our experiment we
used two different datasets with different characteristics. The first dataset, named
“POS”, was used in the KDD-Cup 2000 competition and it is described in [155].
The dataset is available from the KDD-Cup 2000 home page3 . “POS” is a real world
dataset containing several years worth of point-of-sale data from a large electronic
3

http://www.ecn.purdue.edu/KDDCUP/
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Dataset
POS
Synt

Transactions Items Max Trans Size
515,597
1657
164
2,463,146
1000
43

Avg Trans Size
6.5
14.8

Table 7.8: Characteristics of datasets used in the experiments.
retailer, aggregated at the product category level. The second dataset, named “Synt”
is a synthetic dataset obtained with the most commonly adopted dataset generator,
available from IBM Almaden4 . We associated a price to each item using a uniform
distribution.
Figures 7.9 and 7.10(a) report the number of transactions considered, iteration by
iteration, by different algorithms. G&T (generate and test) is a usual Apriori computation, followed by the filtering based on the monotone constraint; G&T does not
exploit any data reduction technique, as it uses the whole initial dataset during the
level-wise computation. ExAnte-G&T is a computation composed by an ExAnte
preprocessing followed by a G&T computation: it reduces the dataset as much as
possible at the first iteration. With AMpruning we denote a level-wise computation which uses the antimonotone pruning only: it corresponds to ExAM iner with
a trivial monotone constraint, e.g. sum(prices) ≥ 0. The difference behavior of
this computation and ExAM iner2 indicates how the pruning is boosted when a
monotone constraints is coupled with the frequency constraints.
A run-time comparison between different algorithms on dataset POS, with a
monotone cardinality constraint, is reported in Figure 7.10(b). We have experimented also FIC M and ExAnte-FIC M (i.e. ExAnte preprocessing followed by
4

http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata.html#assocSynData

Dataset Pos, card(S) > 6
500000
Dataset POS, min_sup = 500, card(S) > 6
600000

G&T
ExAnte - G&T

500000

ExAnte- FICm
G&T

400000

ExAnte
AMpruning

300000

ExAMiner0

200000

Run Time (msec)

Number of transactions
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FICm
300000

Examiner0
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Iteration

(a)
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0,20

min-sup (%)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Dataset POS with cardinality constraint: transactions reduction (a),
and run time comparison (b).
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Dataset Synt, min-sup = 1200, sum(prices) >= m

1400000

Run Time (msec)

Dataset Synt, sum(prices) >= 2800
G&T
ExAnte - G&T
ExAMIiner0
ExAMiner1
ExAMiner2
DualMiner
ExAnte - DualMiner

1200000

1000000

800000

1000000

900000

Run Time (msec)
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ExAMiner0
ExAMiner1
ExAMiner2
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400000
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2400
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m

(a)

2600

2700

2800

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

min-sup (absolute)

(b)

Figure 7.11: Runtime comparison between different algorithms.
FIC M ). We have avoided experimenting DualMiner on this dataset, since its dual
pruning strategy performs very poorly with the cardinality constraint. It is interesting that, even with a scarcely selective monotone constraint, such as the cardinality
constraint, ExAM iner outperforms significantly all other competitors.
The performance improvements become clearer as the monotone constraints become more selective and/or the transaction database larger. In Figure 7.11(a) and
(b) run-time comparisons on the Synt dataset with a sum(prices) ≥ m constraint
are reported. On this dataset, in our test-bed, FIC M was not able to complete
the computation due to the excessive memory request to allocate the FP-tree. The
ExAM iner computation cut times by the half, and performance improves as the
monotone constraint gets more selective (Figure 7.11(a)) or the minimum support
threshold gets more selective (Figure 7.11(b)).
Summarizing, the strength of the algorithm lies in the fact that the two kinds
of constraints are used synergistically to reduce both the itemset search space and
the input database as the computation proceeds. As observed in the suite of experiments, ExAMiner exhibits a sensible improvement with respect to existing algorithms, from the different points of view of performance, reduction of the search
space, and the ability to cope with extremely large transaction databases and extremely low support thresholds. Also, in its distinctive features of dynamically
reducing the transaction database, the new algorithm exhibits such dramatic reduction to make it convenient to pay for the extra I/O overhead. We found this results
striking, especially in view of the fact that the current implementation of ExAMiner
is rather naive, and can be engineered, in principle, to further improve its performance. One possible improvement would be to avoid to dynamically change the
transaction database if its reduction rate falls below some given threshold. Another
improvement could be obtained by dynamically shifting to the vertical representation of the transaction database (TID lists) as soon as it fits into main memory,
as done in [107, 108]. Also, the new algorithm is in principle well-suited to paral-
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Figure 7.12: Search space explored by ACP and ExAM iner2 on the dense dataset
connect4.
lel or distributed implementations, which are worth considering in the future. The
achieved results and the possibility for further improvements bring us to the conclusion that ExAMiner may enable to deal with frequent patterns queries that are, to
date, considered untractable. However, our claim holds only when the transactional
dataset in analysis is sparse, as it happens in many application domains. On very
dense datasets, data reduction techniques, such as those ones exploited by ExAnte
and ExAMiner, are not effective. In Figure 7.12, we show that on the very dense
dataset connect4, ACP outperforms ExAMiner, whose performance is very similar
to a non-optimized level-wise computation (see also Figure 6.9(a)).

7.3

FP-Bonsai: the Art of Growing and Pruning
Small FP-Trees

The recently introduced algorithm, ExAMiner [19], exploits the basic idea of ExAnte
at all levels of a level-wise Apriori-like computation, by generalizing α-pruning at
the generic level k > 1, and coupling it with µ-pruning. In this way, the CAM -CM
synergy is used at each iteration of the algorithm, sometimes resulting in significant
performance improvements. The main drawback of this proposal is that the benefit
obtained from the data reduction is not always worth the cost of I/O needed to
iteratively rewrite the reduced dataset to disk. A solution to that could of course
be to store the database into main memory, where the reduction techniques can be
applied much more efficiently. But in that case, it doesn’t make much sense anymore
to apply the breadth-first approach of Apriori, and the opportunity of a depth-first
approach should be explored. This is exactly what we have done, with this paper
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as its result.
Currently, the (d)Eclat [147, 148] and FP-growth [71] algorithms are the best
known algorithms that perform a depth-first search through the search space of
all itemsets, by recursively projecting the database into smaller databases in which
the itemsets sharing a common prefix can be found [61]. Both algorithms have
been shown to outperform breadth-first algorithms by several orders of magnitude,
given that the initial database, and all intermediate projected databases, fit into
main memory. If this requirement cannot be met, these approaches can simply not
be applied anymore. Fortunately, the ExAnte property takes care of exactly that.
Additionally, the ExAnte fix-point reduction can now be applied to each of the
projected databases, as will be explained later.
Still, we are left with the question which of both algorithms, (d)Eclat or FPgrowth, is best suited for the job. (d)Eclat has the advantage of using less memory
in most of the cases [61], but unfortunately, it stores for each itemset only the tid ’s of
all transactions in which the itemset occurs (or its corresponding diffsets), such that
it becomes much harder to test whether or not a transaction satisfies the monotone
constraint. In that respect, it makes more sense to use the FP-growth algorithm,
since that algorithm stores the transactions themselves in memory, using the so
called FP-tree structure.
In this Section we show how to push the ExAnte data-reduction technique within
the well known FP-growth algorithm [71].

7.3.1

Exploiting ExAnte Within FP-growth

The FP-growth algorithm stores the actual transactions from the database in a trie
structure (prefix tree), and additionally stores a header table containing all items
with their support and the start of a linked list going through all transactions that
contain that item. This data structure is denoted by FP-tree (Frequent-Pattern
tree) [71]. For example, consider the transaction database on the left side in Figure 7.13 and a minimal support threshold of 4. First, all infrequent items are removed from the database, all transactions are reordered in support descending order
and inserted into the FP-tree, resulting in the tree on the right side in Figure 7.13.
Given a conjunction of monotone and antimonotone constraints, the ExAnte
technique allows us find all itemsets satisfying the constraints using only a reduced
version of the database. The main trick exploited in FP-growth is that it only
needs to find all singleton frequent itemsets in the given database. Then, for every
such item, it creates the corresponding projected database in which again, only the
(local) singleton frequent itemsets have to be found. This process goes on until no
more (local) items exist. The FP-tree structure guarantees that all this can be done
efficiently. In this way, FP-growth implicitly creates a lot of databases, represented
by FP-trees, which can all be pruned using the ExAnte technique. We call such a
pruned FP-tree an FP-bonsai.
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Figure 7.13: A transaction database and the corresponding FP-tree for minimal
support threshold of 4.
In the rest of this Section we describe how to use the α-pruning and µ-pruning
techniques on an FP-tree in order to obtain an FP-bonsai.
The FP-pruning algorithm takes a transaction database as input, but of course,
within the FP-growth algorithm, this database is actually the result of recursively
projecting the original database. Hence, we can not simply treat the input database
as a database on its own. Indeed, in that case, the µ-pruning phase might remove
too many transactions. For example, suppose the constraint that requires that the
total price of an itemset should be at least n. After recursively projecting the
database a few times, only a few transactions are left, but more importantly, these
transactions are also shorter than there corresponding transactions in the original
database, which they essentially represent, and the total price of the items in these
shorter transactions might be less than the required n. Therefore, bluntly applying
µ-reduction on them would incorrectly remove them. A first option in order to solve
this problem is to store the total price of each transaction within its representing
node. Although efficient, this strategy is not so attractive since it requires a lot
of additional storage, especially when multiple monotone constraints are given. A
second option is to store a pointer to the original transaction, which can then be
accessed in order to test necessary the constraints for µ-reduction, but of course,
this would require a lot of additional storage for the original database, or a lot of
I/O if this is stored on disk. The third and best option is to actually even do a
better job and don’t look at the original transactions at all, but only to that part
that is essential for the itemsets found in the current projected database, that is, the
itemsets having I as prefix. As it turns out, that part is exactly the union of I with
the transactions in the current projection. Hence, by using the database projection
technique of FP-growth, we automatically obtain an even better exploitation of the
ExAnte property, since we do not have to look at the original transactions, but only
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to the locally relevant part. Of course, because of the before mentioned synergy
between µ-reduction and α-reduction, the same additional improvement holds for
the latter part of the pruning.
In the following, we will explain the details of how the pruning mechanisms can
be effectively applied on the FP-tree structure.
Given the original database, the construction of the first FP-bonsai from the
original database T DB is performed as follows:
1. Scan T DB once and count support of items. During this scan only use those
transactions that satisfy CM (µ-pruning). Note that this way we obtain a
smaller number of frequent items compared to the usual FP-growth algorithm.
2. Sort frequent items by support descending order obtaining the list L.
3. Create the header table with the support field of each item set to zero.
4. Create the root of an FP-tree, T , and label it as “null”.
5. Scan T DB for the second time. For each transaction t, sort it according to L,
and remove the infrequent items obtaining transaction t0 ;
6. if t0 satisfies CM then insert it in the FP-bonsai, incrementing the support field
in the header-table of each item in t0 .
Example 7.2. Consider again the transactional database in Figure 7.13 and the
price-table: {a : 5, b : 8, c : 14, d : 30, e : 20, f : 15, g : 6, h : 12}. Suppose that
we want to compute itemsets with support no less than 4 and sum of prices no less
than 45. The FP-bonsai construction starts with a first scan of T DB to count the
support of all singleton items. Note that transaction 4 is not used since it does not
satisfy the monotone constraint. This causes item a and e to be infrequent and are
not included in the header table. Frequent items are ordered in support descending
order and the tree is built as seen in Figure 7.14(a).
During the second scan of T DB we have used a smaller number of transactions
than that used during the first scan. In fact, with the first scan we have found
some infrequent itemsets which are completely removed from the computation. This
removal makes transactions shorter possibly resulting in a violation of the monotone
constraint. Reduced transactions which violate CM are discarded during the second
scan of T DB.
Moreover, during the second scan we have counted again the support of items in
the header table. Since we have used a smaller number of transactions, some items
in the header table will have a smaller support, possibly resulting in a violation of
the frequency constraint. Therefore we have an opportunity of α-pruning the tree
before the growing phase.
The α-pruning of an FP-bonsai is performed by the following steps:
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Figure 7.14: (a) the initial FP-bonsai, (b) the FP-bonsai after the removal of item
g, and (c) the final FP-bonsai.
1. for each item i in the header table such that {i} ∈
/ Th(Cfreq ),
2. find all occurrences of nodes labelled i in the tree (exploiting the node-link
structure), connect its children to its father and remove the node;
As already stated, the α-pruning of the tree can create new opportunities of µpruning the tree. In fact, some transactions can no longer satisfy CM . A transaction
in a FP-tree is represented by a whole path on the tree from the root to the leaf.
Recall that a path actually represents n transactions, where n is the support counter
of the leaf.
The µ-pruning of an FP-bonsai is performed as follows:
1. for each leaf node representing n transactions that do not satisfy the monotonicity constraint, reduce its counter by n. Additionally, reduce the counter
of all its parent nodes by n.
2. Every time a counter is reduced, also reduce its corresponding entry in the
header table.
3. If the count of a node in the FP-bonsai is zero, then it can be removed. The
node-link structure must be adjusted accordingly.
Example 7.3. Recall Example 7.2. We have built the tree as in Figure 7.14(a). At
this point we find that the item g is no longer frequent than we remove all its
occurrences in the tree using the link-node structure. The resulting pruned tree is
in Figure 7.14(b). This α-pruning has created a new opportunity for µ-pruning. in
fact, the path on the right edge of the tree does no longer satisfy the monotone
constraint and hence it can be removed from the tree. In Figure 7.14(c) we have
the final FP-bonsai (the fix-point has been reached) for the given problem. Note
the the final size of the FP-bonsai is 3 nodes (which represents the unique solution
to the given problem: itemset bcd with support = 4 and sum of prices = 52), while
the size of the usual FP-tree for the same problem (see Figure 7.13) is 18 nodes!
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Once the FP-bonsai has been built (i.e. once the fix-point of α and µ pruning
has been reached) we can efficiently mine all frequent itemsets satisfying the given
constraints using FP-growth. Growing and pruning FP-bonsai trees is very effective:
not only the initial tree is a pruned tree (an FP-bonsai), but also all the other
projected trees, built during the recursive growing phase will be much more smaller
in number and in size. Thanks to the recursive structure of the FP-growth based
algorithm, the ExAnte property is deeply amalgamated with the frequent itemset
computation.

7.3.2

Experimental Results

In our experimental study we have compared FP-bonsai to FP-growth, in order to
highlight the benefits of the growing and pruning methodology, and to ExAMiner,
which is the state-of-the-art algorithm for the computational problem addressed. In
all the experiments we ha conjoined the frequency antimonotone constraint, with
the minimum sum of prices monotone constraint.
We have used in our experiments two real-world datasets. The first dataset,
named retail, was donated by Tom Brijs [29] and contains the (anonymized) retail
market basket data from an anonymous Belgian retail store. As all market basket
dataset, it is particularly sparse: it contains 88,162 transactions over 16,470 items;
the average length of transactions is 13 and most of the transactions contain between
7 and 11 items.
The retail dataset contains also an item-price table which has been exploited
for the monotone constraint. The prices are in obsolete Belgian Francs (1 Euro =
40.3399 BEF), the average price is 146.77 BEF, while the maximum price is 3999
BEF.
The second dataset, named BMS-POS, was used in the KDD-Cup 2000 competition and it is described in [155]. BMS-POS is a real world dataset containing several
years worth of point-of-sale data from a large electronic retailer, aggregated at the
product category level. this is a very challenging dataset especially at low support
levels. It contains 515,597 transactions over 1,657 items, the average transaction
length is 6.5 but the maximum transaction size is 164. For this dataset we used the
first 1,657 rows of the item-price table coming with the retail dataset. Both datasets
are part of the FIMI permanent repository5 .
The test bed architecture used in our experiments was a WindowsXP based
personal computer, equipped with an AMD Athlon processor running at 900MHz
and 256 MB RAM. Both FP-bonsai and ExAMiner were compiled by Microsoft
Visual C++ 6.0.
The first set of 3 experiments, reports the number of trees recursively built during
the computation, on both datasets and along both dimensions. The reduction of
number of trees built w.r.t. FP-growth (which is the computation with minimum
5

http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/testdata.html
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Figure 7.15: Number of FP-bonsai built on both datasets with absolute
minimum support = 10 for retail, and minimum support = 200 for BMS-POS
with moving monotone threshold (a); number of FP-bonsai built on BMS-POS with
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sum of prices = 0) is dramatic. Consider, for instance, Figure 7.15(a). With a
not-so-selective monotone constraint, such as sum of prices to be greater than 3000
BEF (approx 74 euro), the number of trees built is reduced of orders of magnitude
(more than 1.1 millions FP-trees against 16,809 FP-bonsai).
The second set of 3 experiments reports run time comparison with ExAMiner.
Form those pictures we can see that ExAMiner is faster only when the selectivity of
one of the two constraints is very strong, and hence the set of solutions very small.
In particular, ExAMiner is faster in recognizing when the user-defined constraints
are so selective that the problem has an empty set of solutions. But in all the
other cases FP-bonsai performs much better. In particular, when one of the two
constraints is not-so-selective, FP-bonsai exhibits a much more stable behaviour,
while ExAMiner’s computation time increases quickly. Consider, for instance Figure 7.15(f): at an absolute minimum support of 150, FP-bonsai takes 36 seconds
against the 4841 seconds (1 hour and 20 minutes) taken by ExAMiner.
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Part III
Conclusions

Chapter 8
Optimized Semantics for Frequent
Pattern Queries
The formal semantics provided in Section 4.4.2, was intended to merely formalize
the declarative meaning of the inductive rules writable in our small language. That
semantics has no computational value, since it uses a complete generate and test
approach: even the minimum support constraint is not pushed in the computation
in order to prune the search space.
In this Chapter, we combine the language definition of Chapter 4, with the computational study of Chapter 5 and 6, providing an optimized operational semantics
for our inductive rules.

8.1

Naive Operational Semantics

As a first step towards the definition of an optimized operational semantics, in this
Section we introduce some basic operators, and we provide a first naive operational
semantics. Such semantics, exploits the minimum support threshold to prune the
search space of all patterns, using a mining algorithm such as Apriori. All the other
constraints are just checked, but not pushed deep inside the computation.
Definition 8.1 (Safety checking operator). Given an inductive rule r, we define
the safety checking operator SC(r) as a boolean operator which check the safety of
r.
t
u
Definition 8.2 (Rule parser operator). Given a safe inductive rule r, we define
the rule parser operator RP(r) as an operator which performs the following actions:
• builds the sentences dependence tree of r;
• from the tree extrapolates the frequent pattern query definition corresponding
to r: RP(r) = f reqhV,T ,I,σ,Ci (t1 , . . . , tn ).
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Naive operational semantics of an inductive rule r
1. if SC(r)
2. then
3.

RP(r) = f reqhV,T ,I,σ,Ci (t1 , . . . , tn );

4.

Q(V) = M V ;

5.

M(M V, T , I, σ) = S;

6.

S 0 = CC(S, C, (t1 . . . tn ));

7.

return S 0

8. else return “unsafe rule”
Figure 8.1: Naive operational semantics of an inductive rule r.
Where: V, T , I, σ, and C are as in Definition 4.14. If no pseudo-aggregation is used
to define the mining view, then T = ∅, and I will be a set valued variable, which is
the second argument of the frequency sentence of r. The terms (t1 , . . . , tn ) are those
ones required to be in the answer (terms in the head of the inductive rule, without
the pattern variable).
t
u
Definition 8.3 (Database querying operator). We define the operator Q(X) as
the operator which allows the inductive engine to query X to the deductive database.
t
u
Definition 8.4 (Mining operator). Given a frequent pattern query definition
f reqhV,T ,I,σ,Ci (t1 , . . . , tn ), and given Q(V) = M V , we define the frequent pattern
miner operator M(M V, T , I, σ) = S, as the mining algorithm, which computes the
frequent itemsets for the given mining view and support threshold.
t
u
Definition 8.5 (Constraints checking operator). Given a set of patterns S
and a conjunction of constraints C, we define the constraints checking operator,
S 0 = CC(S, C, (t1 . . . tn )) as the operator which deletes from the set of patterns S,
those ones that do not satisfy the conjunction of constraint C, and prepares the
remaining ones for the answer, with the information (t1 . . . tn ).
t
u
Therefore a naive operational semantics for our inductive rules can be defined as
in Figure 8.1.
In the next Section we will improve such a naive semantics, trying to push
constraints deep inside the computation.

8.2. CONSTRAINT PUSHING OPTIMIZATION

8.2
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Constraint Pushing Optimization

The naive operational semantics given in the previous Section, can be improved by
avoiding the generate-and-test approach for the constraints satisfaction checking.
In Chapter 5 and 6 have been investigated many techniques to push constraints
into the frequent pattern computation, with the aim of pruning the search space,
and hence obtaining an optimized evaluation of frequent pattern queries. Following
this approaches, we systematically analyze each kind of constraint admitted in our
language (see Figure 4.5), and based on its properties, we define the constraint
manager operator CM for the constraint pushing in the computation.
As already stated in Section 4.1.2, constraints over the transaction id (CID 1 )
or over circumstance attributes (CID2 and CID3 ), can be considered not as real
constraints since they are selection conditions on the transactions to be mined and
thus they are already satisfied in the definition of the mining view, before any mining
takes place. This means that their satisfaction is due to the deductive database, and
not to the inductive engine.
Example 8.1. Consider the following inductive rule:
frequent pattern(S, N) ← N = freq(S, X), X = hI|{T, C}i,
sales(T, C, I, Q), time(T, H, Day of the week, D, M, Y),
Day of the week ∈ {monday, tuesday},
N >= 3.
This inductive rule queries frequent itemsets from a sales table, grouped by time
id and costumer, and where the circumstance attribute Day of the week is Monday
or Tuesday. This a a typical selection on circumstance attribute constraint (CID 3 ),
and it will be satisfied before any mining will take place. In fact, the rule parser
operator will reconstruct, from the sentences dependence tree, the following mining
view definition:
v(T, C, I) ← sales(T, C, I, Q), time(T, H, Day of the week, D, M, Y),
member(Day of the week, {monday, tuesday}).
Then the inductive engine will query (operator Q) the deductive database for
the mining view Q(v(T,C,I)).
/
Similarly to the work done in [105], which is described in this thesis in Section
5.2.2, we divide all other kind of constraints in classes according to their properties.
The main difference here is that, for us, monotone constraints are no longer
hard constraints, since we have developed efficient techniques to push them in the
computation, as those ones described in Chapter 6.
Therefore , we distinguish between 5 classes of constraints.
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1. Constraints that are antimonotone but not succinct;
2. Constraints that are monotone but not succinct;
3. Constraints that are both antimonotone and succinct;
4. Constraints that are both monotone and succinct;
5. Hard constraints.

Antimonotone constraints are exploited as usual to prune the search space in
the level-wise, Apriori-like computation. They are checked together with frequency
as a unique antimonotone constraint. Moreover, they are used in a data reduction
fashion too, by means of α-reduction. In fact, even if the α-reduction definition
provided in Chapter 6 (see Definition 7.2), was geared only on frequency, it trivially
holds for any antimonotone constraint.
Monotone constraints, are exploited to reduce the input data and to prune the
search space as described in Chapter 6.
As stated in Section 5.2.2, constraints which are both antimonotone and succinct, can be satisfied by reducing the set of candidates 1-itemsets, to those items
which satisfy such constraints. However, we can exploit them also to α-reduce the
transaction database, giving more opportunities to µ-reduce it with the monotone
constraints.
Constraints that are both monotone and succinct are exploited as monotone
constraints, by using them to reduce the data and the search space, and as succinct
constraint in the candidate generation procedure, in the style of [105].
Hard constraints, i.e. constraints which are neither antimonotone, nor monotone, nor succinct, are used inducing weaker constraints which exhibits some nice
properties that allows pushing in the computation, and then they are checked
at the end of the computation. In particular, in our small language, as hard
constraints, we have only the family of aggregates based on the avg aggregate.
The constraint avg{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m induces the weaker constraint
min{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m, which is both monotone and succinct and therefore it will be pushed in the computation to reduce the data and the search space.
Analogously the constraint avg{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m induces the weaker,
succinct and monotone, constraint max{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m. However at
the end of the computation, frequent itemsets which satisfy all constraints will be
checked against the avg based constraint.
A particular kind of constraint is the cardinality constraint (see Example 5.5,
and the considerations in Section 7.2.2). When it is in the form |s| ≥ m, it is a
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monotone constraint, and as that is treated. When it is in the form |s| ≤ m, it
imposes a stopping condition (level m) to the level-wise computation.
Following the above consideration we define a new operator, that, once the rule
parser operator as individuated all the constraints in the inductive rule, it manages
them deciding the proper class of constraints for each one. All these classes, once
populated, will feed the mining algorithm as parameters.
Definition 8.6 (Constraints manager). Given a conjunction of constraints C,
we define the constraints manager operator, CM(C) as the operator which takes all
constraints in C, and put them in one or more class of constraints, as described in
Table 8.1.
t
u

CID
Constraint C
4
s ⊇ {a1 , . . . , an }
5
s ⊆ {a1 , . . . , an }
6.1
|s| ≥ m
6.2
|s| ≤ m
6.3
|s| = m
7
s.d ⊇ S
8
s.dθa, θ ∈ {=, ≤, ≥, ⊆}
9.1.1 min{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.1.2 min{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m
9.1.3 min{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = m
9.2.1 max{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.2.2 max{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m
9.2.3 max{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = m
9.3.1 sum{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.3.2 sum{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m
9.3.3 sum{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = m
9.4.1 count{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.4.2 count{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m
9.4.3 count{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = m
9.5.1
avg{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.5.2
avg{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ m
9.5.3
avg{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = m
9.6.1 range{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≤ m
9.6.2 range{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} ≥ a
9.6.3 range{d | i ∈ S ∧ P (i, . . . , d)} = a

CM(C)
CAM S
CM S
CM
CStop
CM , CStop
CM S
CAM S
CM S
CAM S
CAM S , CM S
CAM S
CM S
CAM S , CM S
CAM
CM
CAM , CM
CAM
CM
CAM , CM
CH , CID9.1.1
CH , CID9.2.2
CH , CID9.1.1 , CID9.2.2
CAM
CM
CAM , CM

Table 8.1: Constraints Manager Table.
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In Table 8.1 is reported the Constraints Manager Table. For each kind of constraint admitted in our framework, the table tells how to manage the given constraint. Constraints can be inserted in one or more of the following classes:
• CAM : antimonotone constraints;
• CM : monotone constraints;
• CAM S : antimonotone and succinct constraints;
• CM S : monotone and succinct constraints;
• CH : hard constraints;
• CStop : constraints which induces a stopping condition on the level-wise computation.
Moreover, hard constraints can induce weaker constraints. In this case, the
CID of the induced constraint is reported in the column CM(C) of the Constraint
Manager Table.
Once the rule parser operator and the constraint manager have prepared the
computation, the mining operator will start the level-wise computation using all
the constraints available in order to reduce as much as possible the search space. In
Figure 8.2 the pseudo-code for the mining operator is reported. The mining operator
performs an ExAnte preprocessing at level 1 (lines from 1 to 18), where:
• both CM and CM S are exploited in order to µ-reduce (lines 3 and 11);
• CAM and CAM S are exploited in order to α-reduce but only at the first round
(line 6): after this reduction they will not be checked again at level 1, since
what can shrink is only frequency (data reduction).
Then it starts an Apriori generate and test computation where:
• CStop is used as additional stopping condition (line 22);
• the generate apriori (lines 20 and 24) procedure exploits succinct monotone
constraints, as defined in Section 5.2.2;
• the count procedure is substituted by a count&reduce (line 23) procedure
as defined in Section 7.2, which uses CM , CAM and CM S to reduce the dataset;
• the final test (line 27), check Li for satisfaction of CM and CH .
Note that in the final test of constraints, we do not need to check CM S , since their
satisfaction is assured by the candidate generation procedure.
The mining operator M defined above, corresponds to an ExAMiner1 computation (see Section7.2.4), since it loops only at the first level, and then goes on strictly
level-wise using the count&reduce procedure typical of ExAMiner. However, it is
enriched by pushing all possible constraints in the proper step of the computation.
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Mining operator: M(M V, T , I, σ, CAM , CM , CAM S , CM S , CH , CStop )
1. Items := ∅;
2. forall transactions hT , {I}i in M V do
3.

if {I} ∈ T h(CM ∩ CM S )

4.

then forall items i in {I} do

5.

i.count++;

6.

if i.count == σ and {i} ∈ T h(CAM ∩ CAM S )

7.

then Items := Items ∪ i;

8. old number interesting items := |Items|;
9. while |Items| < old number interesting items do
10.

M V := α[M V ]Cf req ;

11.

M V := µ[M V ]CM ∩ CM S ;

12.

old number interesting items := |Items|;

13.

Items := ∅;

14.

forall transactions hT , {I}i in M V do

15.

forall items i in {I} do

16.

i.count + +;

17.

if i.count == σ then Items := Items ∪ i;

18. end while
19. L1 := Items;
20. C2 := generate apriori(L1 , CM S );
21. k := 2;
22. while Ck 6= ∅ and not CStop do
23.

Lk := count&reduce(Cf req ∩ CAM , Ck , M V, CM ∩ CM S );

24.

Ck+1 := generate apriori(Lk , CM S );

25.

k++;

26. end while
Sk−1
Li ∩ T h(CM ) ∩ T h(CH )
27. return i=1

Figure 8.2: Pseudo-code of the mining operator M.
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8.2.1

Dealing with Dense Datasets

As shown in Figure 7.12, when dealing with dense datasets, data reduction techniques are not very effective. In these cases, the ACP strategy is more appropriate.
Analogously with what done in Figure 8.2 for an ExAMiner computation, we can
enrich the ACP pseudo-code in Figure 6.7 , to make it able to take advantage of all
possible kind of constraints: for instance, adapting the generate apriori procedure,
in the version which is able to exploit succinct constraints.
Therefore, we redefine the mining operator M, in order to be able to identify the
intrinsic characteristics of the dataset in analysis and to decide the most appropriate
computation. The mining operator M is organized in two modules:
• Preprocessing and Information Collection: it performs the first ExAnte
loop (lines from 1 to 18 of Figure 8.2). During this preprocessing phase, collect
all information available on the input dataset. Examples of statistics that can
be collected during this first phase are reported in Figure 8.3.
• Mining: on the basis of the collected information, it decides if continuing
with an ExAMiner-like computation or with an ACP -like computation.
During the first phase a lot of statistics can be collected with the aim of inducing
dataset characteristics, especially its density.
initial number of items
initial average transaction length
initial minimum transaction length
final number of transactions
final maximum transaction length
final average frequency of items
final minimum frequency of items

initial number of transactions
initial maximum transaction length
final number of alive items
final average transaction length
final minimum transaction length
final maximum frequency of items
statistics on the selectivity of the other constraints

Figure 8.3: Examples of statistics that can be collected by the Preprocessing and
Information Collection module
If the mining operator M, on the basis of these statistics, recognizes the dataset
in input as a dense dataset it mines the frequent patterns using an adaptive constraint pushing (ACP ) computation. In this case, the collection of such statistics
can be exploited also to initialize the adaptivity parameter α of ACP, (see function
initialize(α) in line 9 of ACP pseudo-code, in Figure 6.7).
Finally, note that collecting statistics, and exploiting them in order to select the
most appropriate algorithm among some computational alternatives, is a typical
approach in ordinary Database Management Systems query optimizers.
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Predicate-based Constraints

In our small language the following rule is a safe inductive rule:
frequent pattern(S) ← r freq(S, X) >= 0.1, X = hI|{D, C}i,
sales(D, C, I, Q), L ∈ S, J ∈ S,
sum(P, product(L, P, T)) >= 30,
count(J, product(J, P1, clothes)) = 2,
interesting(S).
The predicate interesting(S) can be a base relation, or it can be defined by a
deductive rule, or by another inductive rule. However, in any case, it requires the
inductive engine to query the deductive database. A question spontaneously arises:
Can we push the constraint interesting(S) in the frequent pattern computation?
If we do not know nothing about the relation interesting(S), we can not push
it in the computation: it will be inserted as hard constraint in CH , and thus, tested at
the end of the computation. However, it could be possible that the user knows that
the predicate interesting(S), has some nice properties. For instance, it could be
the case the the relation interesting(S) is the result of a frequent pattern query,
and thus she knows that the relation itself has the property of being antimonotone.
We allow in our small language new kinds of query form. Recall Section 3.1.5,
where we have introduced LDL++ query forms, a.k.a. export.
Definition 8.7 (Special query form). Special query form are allowed in our language. They can be defined as typical LDL++ query forms, where instead of the
keyword export, the special keyword antimonotone is used to indicate to the Constraints Manager, that the given predicate is antimonotone; and the special keyword
monotone to indicate that the given predicate is monotone. The special symbol $ as
usual indicate variable that must be queried bound.
/
Therefore we have six possible situations, depending on the query form used, for
a predicate-based constraint such as, for instance, interesting(S). The six possible
situation are reported Figure 8.4.
Next we describe how all these possible situations are handled by the Constraints
Manager, keeping in mind that a constraint based on a predicate can appear in
the body of an inductive rule also negated: a negated antimonotone constraint is
monotone, a negate monotone constraint is antimonotone.
1. Since the predicate can be queried with the variable unbound, the Constraints
Manager queries the deductive database for it: Q(interesting(S)). If the
answer set is not too large (w.r.t. some heuristic), it will be loaded in memory
and indexed by set-cardinality. Then, during the mining phase, the set of candidates at level k will be the set of patterns S of cardinality k. We denote this
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1. export interesting(S).
2. export interesting($S).
3. antimonotone interesting(S).
4. antimonotone interesting($S).
5. monotone interesting(S).
6. monotone interesting($S).

Figure 8.4: Possible query form for a predicate-based constraint.
set as interesting(S)k . In other words, in the mining algorithm we substitute
Ck+1 := generate apriori(Lk ) is substituted by Ck+1 := interesting(S)k+1 .
We lose, however, the pruning given by the antimonotonicity of frequency.
Therefore, before applying this approach we must compare the size of the
answer set Q(interesting(S)) with an esteem of the number of candidates
that a normal level-wise computation will produce. However, consider that
the generate apriori procedure is usually expensive, and avoiding it could be
convenient in many cases.
2. In this case, the set variable must be bound and therefore, this kind of constraint will be checked itemset by itemset, for each itemset which satisfies all
other constraints in the frequent pattern query. In other words, it will be
inserted by the Constraints Manager in the set of hard constraints CH .
3. If we have a constraint based on a predicate which is declared to be antimonotone by its special query form, and which can be queried with the pattern
variable unbound, we can push it in the computation in the most effective
way. Similarly to what stated at point 1, we can query the deductive database
Q(interesting(S)) and use the answer set of sets as candidates in the levelwise computation. But, in this case, in contrast with point 1, we can still
use the antimonotonicity property of frequency. In other words, we substitute
the apriori join step of the generate apriori procedure (see Figure 5.2), with
Ck+1 := interesting(S)k+1 , but we maintain the apriori pruning step.
4. When facing a antimonotone predicate-based constraint, which can be queried
only with the pattern variable bound, we can simply use it as any other antimonotone constraint. The Constraints Manager will insert it in the set C AM .
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5. For monotone predicate based constraints with the pattern variable unbound,
the same considerations of point 1 hold. Moreover, they will be inserted by
the Constraints Manager in the set of monotone constraints CM , and thus used
in order to reduce the problem dimensions.
6. When facing a monotone predicate-based constraint, which can be queried only
with the pattern variable bound, we can simply use it as any other monotone
constraint. The Constraints Manager will insert it in the set CM .

8.2.3

Optimized Operational Semantics

We now summarize the considerations in the previous Sections, developing an optimized constraint-pushing operational semantics for frequent pattern queries. The
main difference with the naive operational semantics in Section 8.1 is that we use the
Constraints Manager operator to recognize the various constraints involved in the
given query. The mining operator is consequently changed to the one described in
Section 8.2 (Figure 8.2), and improved in order to deal with dense datasets (Section
8.2.1) and to manage predicate-based constraints (Section 8.2.2).
Therefore the optimized operational semantics for our inductive rules is defined
as in Figure 8.5.
Optimized operational semantics of an inductive rule r
1. if SC(r)
2. then
3.

RP(r) = f reqhV,T ,I,σ,Ci (t1 , . . . , tn );

4.

Q(V) = M V ;

5.

CM(C) 7→ CAM , CM , CAM S , CM S , CH , CStop

6.
7.

M(M V, T , I, σ, CAM , CM , CAM S , CM S , CH , CStop ) = S;
for all s ∈ S return(s, t1 , . . . , tn );

8. else return “unsafe rule”
Figure 8.5: Optimized operational semantics of an inductive rule r.
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Chapter 9
Concluding Remarks
9.1

Summary

The main purpose of flexible knowledge discovery systems is to obtain, maintain,
represent, and utilize high-level knowledge. This includes representation and organization of domain and extracted knowledge, its creation through specialized algorithms, and its utilization for context recognition, disambiguation, and needs identification. Current knowledge discovery systems provide a fixed paradigm that does
not sufficiently supports such features in a coherent formalism. On the contrary,
logic-based databases languages provide a flexible model of interaction that actually
supports most of the above features in a powerful, simple and versatile formalism.
This motivated the study of a logic-based framework for intelligent data analysis.
A first attempt to define inductive rules on a logic-based deductive database is
in [85]. This work can be seen as an ancestor of our study since both approaches
adopt the same deductive database language and system in order to define a Logicbased Knowledge Discovery Support Environment.
In [85] the notion of inductive rules in a deductive framework is elegantly defined by means of user-defined aggregates on the Datalog++ logic-based database
language and its piratical implementation, namely the LDL++ deductive database
system. The main drawback of this elegant solution concerns efficiency: the atomicity of the aggregate make us lose optimization opportunities.
The main objective of this thesis is to overcome optimization limitation in such a
logic environment. Therefore, we have investigated data mining queries, both at the
language level and at the algorithmic level, focussing on frequent pattern queries.
It is our opinion that the analyst must have a high-level vision of the inductive
database, without the necessity of putting hands in the computational engine. He
just needs to declaratively specify in the inductive query how the desired patterns
should look like and which conditions they must satisfy. It will be due to the query
optimizer to compose all the conditions and to produce the most efficient mining
strategy for the given inductive query. This is the vision of Declarative Mining.
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Following this vision, we have defined a new language of inductive queries on top
of a deductive database, dropping the user-defined approach. In our framework an
inductive rule is simply a boolean formula over sentences about the desired pattern:
these sentences are taken form a restricted class of sentences and they can be seen as
mining primitives, computed by a specialized algorithm (and not by aggregates as in
the previous approach). The set of all admissible sentences is just some “syntactic
sugar” on top of an algorithm. The algorithm is the inductive engine. Each sentence
can be defined over some deductive predicates (relations) defining the data source
for the mining primitive.
Having a well defined and restricted set of possible sentences allows us to write
highly optimized algorithms to compute inductive rules.
The most relevant contributions have been obtained studying algorithms for constrained frequent pattern mining i.e., finding all itemsets included in a transaction
database that satisfy a given set of constraints. In this context we have introduced a
preprocessing algorithm named ExAnte [20], and two mining algorithm: ACP [18],
which is more effective with dense datasets, and ExAMiner [19] which is more effective with sparse datasets. The experimental results confirm that our algorithms are
among the most efficient algorithms proposed for the given computational problem.
Chapter 8 is the crossing-over Chapter between the linguistic part of the thesis
and the algorithmic part: the algorithmic results in Chapter 6 are amalgamated
with the language definition provided in Chapter 4, in order to define an optimized
constraint-pushing operational semantics for the inductive rules of our framework.

9.2

Open Problems and Further Research

There are some issues left uncovered by this thesis, for which further investigations
are needed. Our investigation has not yet focussed on the system level, where many
alternatives must be carefully considered.
An important issue is how to tightly integrate the inductive engine (optimized
algorithms for inductive query) with the deductive DBMS. This issue is strictly
connected with many other open problems ranging from how to store and index
frequent pattern query results to how to reuse them for incremental query refinement.
We believe that all this class of problems must be attacked together with an unifying
approach.
In the following, we review some works related to such issues.

9.2.1

How to Tightly Integrate Data Mining Queries with
DBMS

First investigations on tight integration of data mining operators with DBMS are
due to IBM Research [122, 4]. Other interesting researches on the same issue have
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been developed by Microsoft Research while working at OLE DB for data mining
[103, 102, 36]. This to give an idea of how much interest is around this issue.
However, regardless this big interest, today the tradition of performing data
mining applications outside the DBMS is still alive. Data is dumped from the
database to a separate project workspace, where the data mining algorithms are
used to generate models. This way an entire new data management problem arises
outside the database.
The issue of tightly coupling a mining algorithm with a relational DBMS can be
attacked at two levels: at the language level and at the system level. Researches
on how to extend SQL and other relational languages to support mining operators
has been reviewed in Chapter 2. In this Section, following [122], we present various
architectural alternatives for coupling frequent patterns queries (and data mining
computations in general) with relational databases systems. For each alternative
advantages and drawbacks are discussed.
We start this brief overview from the approach followed by most existing mining
systems, which is not a tight coupling.
Loose-coupling: in this approach the mining process runs in a different address
space from the DBMS. Records are fetched one-by-one from the database
address space to the application address space where the computation is performed, through an ODBC or SQL cursor interface. This approach suffers two
performance problems: copying of records from an address space to another
requires time, and the high cost process context switching between the DBMS
and the mining environment. The resultant poor performance is a definitive
deterrent for using this approach.
Stored-procedure: in this approach the mining algorithm is encapsulated as a
stored procedure that runs in the same address space as the DBMS. The main
advantage of this approach is greater programming flexibility and no extra
storage requirements. The mined results are stored back into the DBMS.
Cache-mine: this approach is a variation of the previous one where after reading the entire data once from the DBMS, the mining algorithm temporarily
caches the relevant data in a buffer on a local disk. The cached data could
be transformed to a format that enables future efficient access. The cached
data is discarded when the execution completes. This method has all advantages of stored procedure approach plus it promise to have better performance
due to the efficient access (after the first DB scan) to the cached data. The
disadvantage is the extra space requirement for caching.
SQL approach: the mining operation is expressed in some extension of SQL.
A preprocessor will generate appropriate SQL translation for the operation.
Blobs, user-defined functions (UDFs) and table functions could be used. One
advantage of this approach is the potential for automatic parallelization (it
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depends on the kind of SQL used). Also ease of porting depends on the kind
of SQL used. The development time and code size using SQL could be shorter
if one can get efficient implementations out of expressing mining algorithms
declaratively using a few SQL statements. Thus one can avoid writing and
debugging code for memory management, indexing and space management all
of which are already provided in a database system. However, some mining
algorithms could be very hard to express in SQL.
User-defined function (UDF): This approach, followed in [4], is in between the
SQL approach and the stored procedure approach. The mining algorithm is
expressed as a collection of UDFs that are placed in SQL DB scan queries. The
processing happens in almost the same way as in stored procedure, but has
a performance advantage since passing tuples to a stored procedure is slower
than passing it to a UDF. On the other hand, this approach can be seen as
a extreme case of the SQL approach where all the processing is performed by
UDFs.
All these alternatives have been compared in [122] using Apriori as mining algorithm. In decreasing order of computational efficiency the Cache-mine approach
is the best, followed by the SQL approach, then UDF-based approach and finally
the stored procedure approach which is the worst. As stated before the difference
between Cache-mine and stored procedure is directly related to the number of data
scan. Time taken by stored procedure is approximately the number of passes times
time taken by Cache-mine. Also the performance gain of UDF-based approach over
the stored procedure is due to more efficient data scanning and passing. Note that
with the introduction of the FP-tree data structure and FP-growth algorithm, which
avoids the costly candidates generate-and-test paradigm, and reduces the number
of DB scans to 2, performance differences between stored procedure and the other
approaches will be greatly reduced.
The SQL approach performs well because the Apriori style computation is the
more appropriate, among all mining computations, to be expressed as SQL queries.
Another alternative, which is orthogonal to those ones introduced above, is the
Application Programming Interface (API) approach, followed by Microsoft Research
[103, 102, 36]. The objective of this approach, rather than performance, is to enable, deploy, and expose data mining models and algorithms as first class objects in
the database application API. The philosophy is to recognize that a typical enterprise application developer is hardly an expert in statistics and pattern recognition.
Rather, he or she is comfortable using traditional database APIs/tools based on
SQL, OLE DB, and other well-known standards and protocols. Therefore, it is
extremely important that the infrastructure for supporting data mining solutions
is aligned with traditional database development environment and with APIs for
database access. Thus this approach puts the emphasis on programming productivity. This philosophy has led to the extension of OLE DB in OLE DB for data
mining.
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Storing, Indexing, Reusing Data Mining Queries

In this Section we describe a set of problems ranging from how to store to how
to reuse frequent pattern queries results. Each of these problems, and its alternative solutions, has relationships with the other problems and implications on both
algorithmic issues and architectural choices.
We first review the few works present in literature that try to address these
problems. Then we try to summarize all choices, for the introduced problems, we
have to do in our model, thus setting up the stage for our future research.
In the pioneer work [38] the problem of the maintenance of discovered association
rules is attacked. In particular, the authors, focus on the situation in which a transaction database (on which association rules mining has been already performed) is
updated with new transactions. Such update may not only invalidate some existing
strong association rules but also turn some weak rules into strong ones. Instead of
performing once again from scratch the association rules computation, the authors
propose an incremental updating techniques that exploits already mined rules to
prune the Apriori based computation.
Another approach to incremental mining of frequent itemset is in [134]. The
algorithm introduced in this paper requires only one database pass and is applicable
not only for expanded but also for reduced database. Along with the itemsets the
negative border [137] is maintained.
Also in [10] techniques for incremental recomputation of extracted rules are presented. However, in this work, a more general problem is attacked. Based on the
MINE RULE operator, this work first defines some kind of containment relationship
between mining queries; then identifies classes of refinement criteria and characterizes the relationship between progressively more complex queries inside each class
by means of the above properties.
This approach seems a good path to follow. However, as already stated, the
authors focus their attention on association rule mining, while we believe frequent
patterns mining to be much more adequate to be integrated as a low level primitive
with a DBMS.
A similar approach is followed in [44]. In this work the authors define a Mining
Context which is a notion very similar to the first three parameters of our definition
of frequent pattern query: mining view, transaction ID and item attribute. Then
they define query containment relationships and respective mining algorithms, to
perform more efficiently new mining tasks, whose context is defined by composition
of context of already executed mining tasks. To this end, the authors define operations over contexts very similar to those of relational algebra, and they study their
properties. They briefly investigate also how to store the results, proposing two possible approaches: either store all frequent itemsets, or only the positive boundary
(the set of maximal frequent itemsets). However they do not investigate when one
solution is better than the other.
The influence of redundancies in storage of frequent queries solutions is a crucial
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issue. In [100, 99] authors envisage a business environment where a number of users
are simultaneously issuing association rule queries on a data warehouse. The queries
are interactive and exploratory in nature. Users tend to repeat similar queries with
slight adjustments to support and confidence thresholds, to find the desired number
of rules. In such environment the authors propose a system, based on a knowledge
cache, to take advantage of the large number of concurrent users and the sequence
of queries submitted by each user by reusing results of prior computation to answer
subsequent queries.
Authors provide caching architecture, algorithms to exploits the cache and various replacements policies for the cache. They also study the extension of the best
caching algorithm with precomputation. An important contribution of this paper
is an algorithm which uses discovered itemsets for higher support threshold in the
mining process for the same task, but with a lower support threshold.
The idea of precomputing frequent itemsets in a partitioned database and using
them while discovering association rules in the whole database or parts of it is
discussed in [146]. Itemsets are materialized and the positive boundary is stored
as condensed representation for each partition. The proposed method exploits the
property that an itemset can be frequent in the union of a number of partitions if
and only if it is frequent in at least one of the partitions.
The same authors in [135] introduce the concept of materialized data mining
views useful for answering repetitive data mining queries. The work is based on
the SQL-like data mining language introduced in [96]. By means of query rewriting methodologies a new data mining query is transformed into a query accessing
a materialized view. Since the transformation is transparent to the user, materialized data mining view can be created and used like indexes. Formal methods
for determining data mining query execution plans are developed based on some
kinds of queries containment relationships. Then the algorithms used for each situations are not novel proposals of the authors but already introduced and established
algorithms. Unfortunately the proposed framework does not take in consideration
constraints as an elementary part in frequent itemsets mining. Thus the whole body
of research and all proposed algorithms for constrained frequent itemsets mining can
not be incorporated in this framework.
Based on these ideas and the language in [96], the authors have proposed also a
system, built on top of Oracle DBMS, which uses an API approach to data mining
and DBMS integration.
We now summarize a road-map we intend to follow in our future work:
Definition of frequent pattern queries containment relationships: this issue
will interest particularly three parameters of a frequent pattern query: the
mining view definition, the support threshold and the other constraints.
Algorithms based on the defined relationships: once defined frequent pattern
queries containment relationships we have to define algorithmic solutions to
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exploit such relations in order to reduce as much as possible new queries computations.
Storage and indexing: we have to define what and how to store, and which kind
of structure can be possibly used as index for frequent pattern queries..
System design: once the previous point will be clarified we can proceed in the real
design of a system based on our language and algorithms for frequent pattern
queries.
This plan of work is iterative: any point can suggest to go back and review
previous points.
At the same time we intend to further explore the algorithmic issue. In particular, we intend to investigate applicability of our algorithmic ideas in other mining
contexts, such as mining of particularly structured data (graphs, hypergraphs, tree),
mining of data streams, discovery of anomalies or extreme cells in data cubes.
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